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1 Wei and Griffiths 2017.  
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$;'8">)8'&&%+)1")"H;(',&"4)5,+0)')$,*;(")$+%#2)%<)&'+,-"$)-"#$:$)8%(%&,$"#$>)%#)+#,1"$)
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'(%&3) +0") W;;"#) N'&3M,X)T0%) $"++("4) +0"#") '&4)50'+) 5'$) +0",#) $:1$,$+"&8")*%4"X)
@%5)4,4) +0") $;'+,'();%(,+,8$)%<)"*;,#"):&<%(4)%&) ,+$) $%:+05"$+"#&) <#%&+,"#>) '&4)50'+)
0';;"&"4) 50"&) +0") ,*;"#,'() '4*,&,$+#'+,%&) 5"'9"&"4)X) @%5) 4%"$) +0") <:&"#'#2)
('&4$8';")#"<("8+)$:80)$;'+,'();%(,+,8$X))
)
1.1. Location of the study area among natural features in Southwest China.3 The black square 
indicate all locations that have been taken into account in this study through my own survey, data 
collection from published archaeological survey, or placenames found in historical texts. 
)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 All maps for which no provenance is indicated were drawn by myself in QGIS 2.12.0, based on the map 
datasets detailed in the Bibliography. 
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4 Thorp 1979; Rawson 1999; Erickson 2006; Wu Hung 2011; Chen Xuan 2015. 
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8"&+:#2) =?) '&4) +0") 1"3,&&,&3) %<) +0") Y#4) 8"&+:#2) =?>) '#") $,&3(") 8'-,+,"$) %<) $*'(("#)
4,*"&$,%&$>) $%*"+,*"$) #"4:8"4) +%) $0'((%5) &,80"$) +0'+) 8'&) 1'#"(2) 8%&+',&) ') $,&3(")
0:*'&) 1%42/) D0"2) '#") &%+) "K:,;;"4) 5,+0) +0") #%89O8:+) $+%-">) $0"(-"$>) 8%<<,&$) '&4)!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Hereafter all site names which are not listed in the General Appendix will be attached their name in 
Chinese characters. Site names are given in simplified Chinese characters only in the General Appendix 
(11.7). However, to unify the scripts used in the thesis, which also contains ancient place names and 
epigraphic material, all names in the main text of the thesis, the bibliography and all other appendixes are 
given in traditional Chinese characters. 
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7 All photographic material for which no provenance is indicated was taken by myself during survey. 
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9 Archaeological Atlas by Province 2002-2009 and National Archeological Survey unpublished data 2009. 
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10 Refer to the fieldwork calendar in Appendix 11.2.1. 
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11 Mullaney 2012. 
12 Wiens 1967. 
13 Barth 1969. 
14 Wang Mingke 1992. 
15 Hein 2013. 
16 Leach 1973. 
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22 Tong’s writings have been recently revisited in an edited volume by Hein, for a discussion on the 
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2 Barth 1969:10. 
3 Leach 1954. 
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5 Elliott 2011:177. 
6 Elliott 2011:180. 
7 Wiens 1967:XIV. 
8 Von Falkenhausen 1995. 
9 The Sichuan basin, because of its secluded geographic location behind mountain ranges separating it 
from the Central Plains, was perceived as the ideal geographical entity to attribute a regional identity to, 
from the bronze age cultures of Sanxingdui and Jinsha to the medieval independent polities of Shu Han 蜀
漢 (221-263 CE) and Chen 陳(557-589 CE), but also for later regional expressions of Buddhist sculpture 
and cave from the Tang period onwards (7th cent. CE). 
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10 A seal with the title of king (wang 王), excavated in Shizaishan, was bestowed to the Dian leader by the 
Han administration. Yao 2015:5. 
11 Fiskesjo 1999. 
12 Harrell 1990:533. Kleeman recycled this model for the ancient Ba. Kleeman 1998:50. 
13 Wang Mingke 1992:157. 
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14 Wang Mingke 1992:147. 
15 Flad 2013. 
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16 Mengoni 2010. 
17 Mengoni 2004:52. 
18 Crump 1996 cited in Mengoni 2004:45. See also Timeline 3. 
19 Von Falkenhausen 2006. 
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20 Sage 1992:154. 
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!2.1. Approximate location of the Shu, Guanghan, Ba and Qianwei commanderies. circa 135 BCE to 9 CE. 
This map is based on De Crespigny’s “Map of South China at the End of the Han and the location of 
administrative centres” (Generals of the South 2004 internet version). No borders are drawn on this 
map as historical sources do not provide this information. Borders on historical maps are modern 
reconstructions, often cutting through mountainous areas which status remain uncertain. 
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22 De Crespigny 1989:xlvii-I.  
23 Timeline 4.  
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24 Timeline 9. 
25 Hervouet 1964:77. 
26 Hervouet 1964:79. 
27 Timeline 15. 
28 Timeline 24. 
29 The potential routes followed by Tang Meng will be investigated in Chapter 4. 
30 Timeline 19. 
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32 Sage 1992:189. 
33 Sage 1992:192. 
34 Most powerful local families of Sichuan fled to Hunan when southwestern groups are called upon to 
enter Shu under the Chen state (557-589 CE), and the Three Gorges area was greatly impoverished. War 
scared away traders, and the reduced population impeached the exploitation of salt resources. In Tang 
times, the eastern gorges were the poorest place ever, with nobody but exiled officials having to take 
appointments in the area, a poverty which is reflected in accounts by exiled literati. The situation under the 
Song was still precarious, with some positions at the subcounty-levels seat such as Ba xian remaining 
vacant for 8 years. Kleeman 1998 and 2002. 
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35 Von Glahn 1987. 
36  These movements of population seem to coincide with the rising importance of geography and 
landscape descriptions, ranging from poetic fu to local records, showing the advent of regional awareness. 
Hu Axiang 2010:607. 
37  Timeline 6. 
38 Bin Yang 2009:144-5. 
39 Timeline 12. 
40 Timeline 14. 
41 Timeline 13. 
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2.2. Population census for the years 2 CE and 140 CE. Source: Timeline 27 and Timeline 34.  
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43 Timeline 27. 
44 Timeline 34. 
45 Hu Axiang 2010:585. 
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47 Timeline 35. 
48 He Shiwei 2011:94-96. 
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51 Allard 2005:247-9. 
52 Yao 2008:45.  
53 De Crespigny 1990:319. 
54 Bin Yang 2010:107. 
55 Other terms proposed by Cowgill to qualify direct and indirect rule are respectively “subjugation” and 
“incorporation”, or “hegemonic” and “territorial”. Cowgill 1988:265. 
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56 Allard 2015:34. 
57 Pelliot 1904:140. 
58 Abramson 2011:125. 
59 Abramson 2011:124. 
60 Recent archaeological survey of 3 major tusi seats in remote mountaineous locations of modern 
Guizhou, Hubei and Hunan provinces, revealed fortified settlements in quarried stone enclosures with 
attached beacon towers, farms and cemeteries. Personal communication from professor Li Meitian, 
Renmin University of China archaeology department. 
61 Abramson 2011:125. 
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62 Under Qing emperor Yongzheng (1678-1735), all native chieftains tusi are replaced by rotating imperial 
bureaucrats. Giersch 2006:72 and Hostetler 2001:117-9. 
63 Bin Yang 2009:141. 
64 Bin Yang 2009:174. 
65  Turner 1938:185-6. A better comparison would be the Roman imperial frontier. In the so-called 
European framework, the genesis of frontiers is described as follows: frontiers emerge in relation to a 
centre, more densely populated, which concentrates wealth and power. The relation between centre and 
frontier is a mutually structuring one, and the frontier becomes a place where previously separated 
populations meet. Rodseth and Parker 2005. 
66 Crumley 2006:386-8. 
67 Administrative boundaries run north-south when the invasive authority comes from the north like in the 
Western Han, Tang or Northern Song period. They run east-west and follow the Yangzi river course under 
the rule of medieval Jiankang (modern Nanjing), capital of the Southern Dynasties, or later on, when the 
Mongols borrow this corridor to access the south-east plain.  
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68 Espesset 2009:24. Timeline 43 to 47. 
69 De Crespigny 2004.Vol.1:83-4. 
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71 Middleton 2008:55-58. 
72 Based on Tainter 1988:19-20. 
73 The “Stoic resistance” or emergent Christian communities in Imperial Rome are examples of antisystem 
entities. Eisenstadt 1988:241. 
74 Diamond 2005:3. 
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75 Kimura 1965. 
76 De Crespigny 2004:56. De Crespigny cites Hsu Cho-yun’s translation of the Si min yueling, mentioning 
security measures against bandits taken by the families or clans in times of famine. The families 
possessed weapons and practiced military skills (Hsu Cho-yun 1980:220 and 225). See also Xuan Chen 
2015:18 about private armies organized by the daxing in Eastern Han Sichuan. 
77 Timeline 49.  
78 De Crespigny 1989. Vol 2:517-8. 
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79 Hu Axiang 2010:590. 
80 Crowell 1990: 204. 
81 Hsu Cho-yun 1988. 
82 De Crespigny 2004:57. 
83 Timeline 23. 
84 Chen Xuan 2015:12-14 and 17-20. 
85 Timeline 17.  
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86 Fang Tie 2003:158. 
87 Timeline 54. 
88 Kleeman 1998:87-88. 
89 Timeline 43. 
90 Kleeman 1998:80. 
91 Translated by Ownby 1999:1521 from the Classic of the Transformations of Laozi (Laozi bianhua jing ⽼老
⼦子變化經), a text produced by a religious group active in Sichuan contemporaneous to the Zhang family, 
who initiated the Celestial Masters movement. See also Seidel 1969. 
92 De Crespigny 1990:2. 
93 Timeline 44.  
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94 Verellen 2003:49. Verellen has attempted to map the dioceses in the Sichuan basin, matching their 
locations with archaeological finds. He concludes that most sites are located in areas of intensive rice 
cultivation in irrigated lowlands, with the highest concentration to the northeast of Chengdu. Temples or 
seats of the dioceses, instead, are located in mountainous areas.  
95 Timeline 45 and 46. 
96 Timeline 47. 
97 Timeline 51. 
98 Kleeman 2002:25. The “south-western barbarians” consulted officials (libationers) of the Yellow Turban 
movement, but Lévy points at one source where the spiritual leader Zhang Lu, is reported having used 
derogatory terms to designate the south-western tribes such as “demon people” (guimin ⿁鬼民). Lévy 
1956:217. 
99 Kleeman 2002:27. 
100 Kleeman 2002:35. 
101 Kleeman 1998:74.  
102 Timeline 48. 
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104 Five major rebellions by the south-western tribes, often associated with newly settled Han groups, are 
reported from 86 BC to 118 CE. Timeline 36 to 40. 
105 Yoffee 2005:132. 
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108 The earliest ethnographic description of cliff burial is dated late Tang. Timeline 60. 
109Other popular names for the rock caves include “carpenter Luban’s cave” (Luban dong 鲁班洞), 
“immortals’ caves” (xianren dong 仙⼈人洞), as well as “ancestors’ caves” (xianren dong先⼈人洞). The latter 
denomination might be a form of identification with the burial custom by a neighbouring branch of the 
Gelao.  in Zunyi 1984:50. During survey in western Hunan, I have noticed one previously unheard 
denomination : “skin-sloughing cave” (tuopi dong 脫⽪皮洞). The locals claimed that dying old people used to 
be led to the caves, where one would then only find a dried skin but no body. 
110 Wylie 1869:169.  
111 Torrance wonders: “One thing remains inexplicable. How is it that the people do not know that these 
caves are the tombs of ancient Chinese? Perhaps the ruthless exterminating campaign of Chang-hsien-
chong at the close of the Ming dynasty explains it. The province was then almost depopulated, and had to 
be re-peopled from settlers from other parts of China. And they, coming as strangers, naturally knew 
nothing of the local history of the place. Some day I hope to say something about the caves on the 
Southern half of the Min.” Torrance 2016:42. 
56
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112 Graham 1932. A similar exercise of demystification was led for the stone sarcophagi of Eastern Han 
Sichuan. see Elsner and Wu Hung 2012:13-15. 
113 Kyong-McClain 2010:5. 
114 Chen Mingfang 1992:134. 
115Tong Enzheng 1983:307-329. 
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116 The Lao, Gelao and Ai-Lao ancestry has been revendicated since the Nanzhao kings down to modern 
Thailand and Laos. A controverted topic, dominated by popular interpretations: 
http://www.bangkokpost.com/print/297670/ . (last accessed 26/6/2017) 
117 Von Glahn 1987:20-24.  
118 Elevated burials in riverside cliffs are referred to in the literature as “cliff burials” (yazang 崕葬 or yanmu 
岩墓 ), “burials in boat-shaped coffins” (chuanguanzang 船棺葬 ), or “burials in suspended coffins” 
(xuanguanzang 懸棺葬). Studies on cliff burials started in the early 80s, with a first conference on “burials 
in suspended coffins” in 1980 (Xuanguanzang 1980), with an appendix listing 155 descriptions in historical 
texts of all periods for cliff burials by province, and the publication of a special issue of Minzu on the topic 
in 1981 (Xuanguanzang 1981), with a table in appendix listing 83 cliff burial sites. No comparable 
enthusiasm for the topic is found in the last decades, in the Three Gorges collection of reports, mostly 
summaries of previous finds with some updates are given on this group of burial practices (Wu Chunming 
and Wang Wei in Three Gorges 2003:249-253; Three Gorges 2009:344-345). 
119 Further detail on dating is given in Chapter 4. 
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120 Thote 2001:203-210. 
121 Luo Kaiyu 2008. 
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2.3. Classification of cliff burials after Wu Chunming. Source: Wu Chunming 1999:316. 
#
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#
2.4. Suspended wooden coffins on horizontal beams secured to the cliff face, and man-made caves that 
may have contained similar coffins. Estimated to date from the 17th century.  
#
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122 Wang Yu 2004. 
123 See section 11.6.8.1 in .appendix to Chapter 8 : Catalogue of depcitions. 
124 In Wu Hung’s synthesis on Chinese funerary art, The Art of the Yellow Springs: Understanding Chinese 
Tombs, the vertical pit grave or shaft tomb is translated as “casket grave” (guo mu 椁墓), and its transition 
to the “chamber grave” (shi mu 室墓) or horizontal tomb is understood as “a shift in tomb planning from an 
“object-oriented” to a “space-oriented” design”. (Wu Hung 2011:33). No image of a paradise or a 
structured notion of the afterlife did figure in such confined spaces, “happy homes” which were organized 
for the deceased to reside in. The space of the tomb, however, responds to some ritual, architectural and 
iconographic structuring principles: “Spaces, objects and images work together to evoke various 
temporalities such as past, future or eternity, and to generate a sense of movement inside a sealed space” 
(Wu Hung 2011:15).   
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125 The most often-cited one is the tomb of Liu Sheng and his consort at Mancheng, Hebei. For a complete 
list of elite rock-cut tombs, see Miller 2011:302. 
126 External influence was suggested to explain the suddenness of the phenomenon, from potential 
connections with South and Western Asia, although no direct evidence of such influence is available as 
yet. Wu Hung proposes Indian rock-cut temples as a prototype for the Western Han examples (Wu Hung 
1995:133), while Rawson pointed at 6th century BC examples such as the rock-cut tomb of Darius I. 
(Rawson 1999:24). To Chen Xuan, a “conceptual influence” is plausible, but most pictorial choices to be 
related to local architecture rather than foreign models (Chen Xuan 2015:26). Miller, opposing the idea of 
rock-cut tombs being an import, looks for antecedents in ancient China (Miller 2011:302). 
127 Miller 2015:28-9.  
128 Miller 2011:32. 
129 Rawson 1999:9. Erickson similarly considers tombs such as Liu Sheng’s to have initiated the idea of 
the tomb replicating the palace environment of the living king, and to have served as a prototype for rock-
cut tombs in Sichuan (Erickson 2006:405). 
130 Thorp 1979:250. 
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131  Thorp 1979:254. 
132 Thorp 1979:257. According to Thorp, artistic achievements are encountered in the couple of centuries 
of experimentation preceding the establishment of a standard, and more likely to happen near metropolitan 
centres. 
133 Chapter 3 in Powers 1991. 
134 Barbieri-Low 2007. 
135 Brashier 2011:64.  
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136 Brown 2007:43-4 
137 Brown 2007:62-3. 
138 Chen Xuan 2015:14.  
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2.5. Outdoor and indoor views of a memorial hall along the Min River in Huangsan, Yibin city, Sichuan 
province. 1st to 2nd century CE. Note how the tombs are progressively added to the hall over the 
generations, cutting into the pre-existing architectural decoration of the hall. 
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139 Timeline 25. 
140 Nylan 2008. 
141 Zhou Ligang 2016. See Brown 2007:14 and 52 for Confucian anecdotes where filial sons are attributed 
extreme mourning behaviours implying close contact with the tomb and its occupant. 
142 The theme of the towered gate will be analysed in Chapters 7 and 8. 
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#
2.6. Type 1 cliff tomb in Citangpo, Anyue county, Sichuan province. Note the rock-cut stove, the niche to 
store objects and two relief models of houses carved on the cave walls, followed by a rock-cut couch 
to lay the body on. 
## #
2.7. Type 1 cliff tomb in Fengjie district, Chongqing municipality. Note the length of the alley, and the type 
of tomb closure, excluding any kind of outdoor visibility. Source: courtesy of Wushan district 
archaeological office. 
#
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143 Qigedong 1985. 
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!#
2.9. View of the Qikongzi site. Lichuan county, Hubei province. Late 2nd century CE. 
#
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"!An appendix to Chapter 3 entitled “11.2.Fieldwork” provides a detailed calendar of my field survey and a 
list of surveyed sites’ locations.!
2 National Survey unpublished data 2009 for Banan, Fuling, Lichuan, Qijiang and Xishui. 
3 For example, Huangjinwan 2016 (unpublished), courtesy of Zhang Gaike, team leader for the excavation 
in Huangjinwan. 
4 Visit to the site allowed by Dr. Suo Dehao, Chengdu Municipal Archaeological Institute, team leader for 
the excavation in Xinjin. 
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6 This was the focus of my MA dissertation, partly published in Wei 2015. 
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7 Qigedong 1985. 
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86(-/*-/0&-&85/B- /0&-7*:+5&-*;- /0&-I:-F%9&+B-&J:8''2- %.4*+/86/- %6-/&+.5-*;-578'&-86(-
0%5/*+%78'-+*'&"-P5-^%1&(*61-)85-.2-*6'2-&G8.4'&-*;-324&-M-7&.&/&+2-'*78/&(-<&2*6(-
/0&- @0%50:%- F%9&+B- %/- <&78.&- 7'&8+- /08/- 8'/0*:10- /0&- (%5/+%<:/%*6- *;- 324&- M- )85- 6*/-
7*6/%6:*:5B-%/-&G/&6(&(-)&''-<&2*6(-/0&-&85/&+6-86(-)&5/&+6-'%.%/5-L-08(-&67*:6/&+&(-
)0&6-5/8+/%61- ;+*.-/0&-^%-F%9&+"-P5- %/-)*:'(-089&-<&&6-86- %.4*55%<'&- /85,-/*-5:+9&2-
&870-86(-&9&+2-/+%<:/8+2-*;-/0&-C44&+-D861E%B-/0%5-)85-/0&-/%.&-/*-1*-<87,-/*-4:<'%50&(-
+&5:'/5-*;-68/%*68'-5:+9&25"-L-5/8+/&(-'**,%61-;*+-324&-M-7&.&/&+%&5-%6-&9&+2-(&57+%4/%*6-
*;- 789&- <:+%8'5- L- 7*:'(- ;%6(- %6- /0&- T+*9%67%8'- P+708&*'*1%78'- P/'85&5- ;*+- ?%70:86B-
@0*61J%61B- D:6686B- V:%E0*:B- >:<&%- 86(- >:686- 4+*9%67&5B- ;*7:5%61- *6- 0&%10/- ;+*.-




6%70&5- 5%.%'8+- /*- /0&- ^%- F%9&+- 8''- 8'*61- /0&- 5*:/0&+6- <86,- *;- /0&- D861E%B- 86(- L- )85-
'**,%61- ;*+)8+(- /*- ;%6(%61- 7*65%5/&67%&5- %6- /0&- )82- 324&- M- 7&.&/&+%&5- '*78/&(-
/0&.5&'9&5-%6-/0&-'86(5784&B-8/-/0&-578'&-/0&-'8/&->86-5*:/0)&5/-;+*6/%&+"-
!"#"! 30%+(-5/81&-*;-;%&'()*+,-
L6- /0&- 4+&9%*:5- 5/81&- *;- ;%&'()*+,B- L- 08(- (&9&'*4&(- 8- 789&- /24*'*12- 86(- '**,&(- 8/-
5%.%'8+-789&5-/08/-508+&(-/0&-708+87/&+%5/%75-*;-.2-%6%/%8'-(8/&(-58.4'&-*;-324&-M-789&5-
;+*.-/0&-^%-+%9&+-<85%6"-$*+-/0%5-/0%+(-5/&4B-L-(&7%(&(-/*-525/&.8/%78''2-7*.48+&-324&-M-












M- 789&5- *9&+- 86- :6&G4&7/&('2- &G/&6(&(- 8+&8"- ?:((&6'2B- /0&- 789&5- /08/- 4+&9%*:5-
+&5&8+70- 08(- *9&+'**,&(B- *+- 7*65%(&+&(- 85- .8+1%68'- &9%(&67&B- 50*)&(- 8- .8S*+-
/24*'*1%78'- 7*65%5/&672- *9&+- 8- )%(&+- 8+&8- /086- /0&- 789&5- /08/- )&+&- 7*65%(&+&(- 85-
W.8%65/+&8.X"--
-
P- ;%+5/- 870%&9&.&6/-*;- 5/81&- /0+&&-*;-.2- ;%&'(- 5:+9&2-)85- /0:5- /*- ;%6(-*:/- /08/-*6-8-
YNN,.- 5/+&/70- *;- '86(- 5*:/0- *;- /0&- D861E%B- +:66%61- ;+*.- ^%1&(*61B- .2- 4*%6/- *;-
(&48+/:+&-%6-5*:/0&+6-?%70:86-/*-^%,*61E%-%6-)&5/&+6->:<&%B-8-7*65%5/&6/-/24&-*;-+*7,K
7:/-/*.<-)85-4+*(:7&(-8/-/0&-&6(-*;-/0&-=85/&+6->86-(2685/2B-)0%70-(%(-6*/-.8/70-
789&- <:+%8'- 4+87/%7&5- %6- /0&- ?%70:86- <85%6- 86(- /0&- 30+&&- V*+1&5- 8+&8"- 30&- 5&7*6(-
870%&9&.&6/- *;- /0%5- /0%+(- 5/81&- *;- ;%&'()*+,-)85- /*- +&;%6&-.2- :6(&+5/86(%61- *;- /0&-
(%5/+%<:/%*6-*;-324&-M-789&5"-P5-.&6/%*6&(-8<*9&B-;+*.-4+&9%*:5-5:+9&2-L-)85-8<'&-/*-
(&/&+.%6&- /08/- /0&- @0%50:%- 86(-I:- +%9&+5B- /)*-.8S*+- 7*..:6%78/%*6- 8G&5- <&/)&&6-
/0&-D:6686KV:%E0*:-0%10'86(5-86(- /0&-?%70:86-<85%6B- %6/&++:4/&(- /0&-(%5/+%<:/%*6-*;-






 Schematic view of the study area with Sichuan and Three Gorges/Chongqing area as 3.2.
backgrounds, upper Yangzi as main axis, Qigedong and Qikongzi as western and eastern edges, 
the 2 major and 6 minor tributaries on which this study focuses. 
-
L/-)85-/0:5-/0+*:10-+&4&8/&(-;%&'(-5:+9&25-/08/-324&-M-789&5-844&8+&(-/*-<&- '*78/&(-
&G7':5%9&'2- *6-)08/- 786- <&- +&18+(&(- 85- 8'/&+68/%9&- +*:/&5- %6- /%.&5- *;- 5*7%*K4*'%/%78'-




H2- 4+&'%.%68+2- 7*67':5%*65- 8/- &870- 5/81&- *;- ;%&'()*+,- +8%5&(- (*:</5- 7*67&+6%61- /0&-
.8/&+%8'- +&5&8+70&(A- /0&- (8/8- 5&&.&(-.8+1%68'B- W;'8/X- *+- 0*.*1&6&*:5B- 86(- '87,&(-




8 Looting and re-use of the highly visible caves probably started at an early stage and continued over a 
millenium, as reported by Torrance: “In finishing this article I cannot help recording my sorrow at the work 
of havoc and destruction the Chinese have wrought in these caves. They seem to take a wanton delight in 
destroying coffins and smashing all the burnt-clay articles they can find. The sarcophagi are taken out and 
sold to rich people for water cisterns. Thus their carvings are speedily defaced. (!) And all this in a land 
where the punishment for grave robbery is death. Provided an old grave of a former dynasty is on the 
landed property of the man who destroys it, there is no law to hinder him from doing as he pleases with it, 
unless it be the tomb of some famous scholar or soldier.” Torrance 2016:42. 
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!;:6&+8+2]- (8/8- %5- %6(&&(- 4+*<'&.8/%7A- /0&+&;*+&- %/- )85- 7*.4&658/&(- ;*+- <2- +&7&6/'2-
&G7898/&(-5&//'&.&6/-(8/8-;+*.-&%/0&+-/0&-@0%50:%-F%9&+-*+-4:<'%50&(-+&5:'/5-;+*.-/0&-
30+&&- V*+1&5- Q8.- +&57:&- &G7898/%*65- *6- /0&-.8%6- 7*:+5&- *;- /0&- D861E%"- c*- (%+&7/-
5&//'&.&6/- &9%(&67&- %5- 898%'8<'&- %6- /0&- %..&(%8/&- 9%7%6%/2- *;- /0&- 324&- M- 789&5"- _:/-
/0&6B- %/- %5- 8- (%5/%67/%9&- ;&8/:+&- *;- 8+708&*'*12- /*- (&8'- )%/0- W:6*<5&+98<'&- 0*.%6%(-
<&089%*:+- 48//&+65- ;+*.- %6(%+&7/- /+87&5- %6- <8(- 58.4'&5X"d-L6- /0&- 8+&8- 5*:/0- *;- /0&-
D861E%B- /&65- *;- /0*:586(5- *;- 789&5- *5/&65%<'2- 8+&- 4+&5&6/- %6- /0&- '86(5784&B- 48+/- *;-
/0&.-,6*)6-/*-<&8+-+&8(8<'&-&4%1+840%7-%657+%4/%*65-86(-78+9&(-(&4%7/%*65"-Q&7%(%61-
/08/-/0&5&-8+&-6*/-)*+/0-+&5&8+70%61-)*:'(-<&8+-/0&-+%5,-*;-&6(%61-:4-*6'2-+&5&8+70%61-
.8/&+%8'- (&&.&(- +&5&8+708<'&B- 5&6(%61- *6&- <87,- /*- &G/86/- .8%65/+&8.-
%6/&+4+&/8/%*65"- 30&- 8<*9&- '%5/&(- 7+%/%J:&5- (*- +%10/'2- 6*/&- 5*.&- '%.%/8/%*65- *;- /0%5-
5/:(2B-<:/-/0&2-8+&-8'5*-+&54*65%<'&-;*+-%/5-;%68'-<+&8(/0-*;-57*4&"-L/-%5-/0&-7*.<%68/%*6-




L-089&-<&&6-877:5/*.&(-(:+%61-.2-2&8+5-*;- 5/:(2- /*-0&8+- /08/- +&5&8+70- %5-6*/- /*-<&-
/*'(- ;+*.- /0&- W7*6/&G/- *;- (%57*9&+2X- <:/- +8/0&+B- ;+*.- /0&- W7*6/&G/- *;- S:5/%;%78/%*6XB-
.&86%61- /08/- /*-<&5/-(&'%9&+- +&5&8+70- +&5:'/5B- *6&- 50*:'(- %69&+/- /0&-*+(&+-*;- &9&6/5-
86(-)+%/&-/0&-68++8/%9&-)%/0-8-9%&)-/*-/0&-%6/&6(&(-7*67':5%*65"->*)&9&+B-/0&+&-%5-8'5*-
8- 785&- /08/- 4*/&6/%8'- 7*67':5%*65- 8+&- '&55- 4+&1686/- /086- /0&- +&5&8+70- 4+*7&55- %/5&';"-




P((&(- /*- /0&- /%.&- 5'*/- %6(%78/&(- <2- /0&- &4%1+840%7- %657+%4/%*65B- 86(- /0&- /24*'*1%78'-
(%;;&+&67&5- /08/- ;%+5/- .*/%98/&(- /0%5- +&5&8+70B- /0&- /)*- 8<*9&- 4%&7&5- *;- %6;*+.8/%*6-
4+*9%(&(-&6*:10-&'&.&6/5-/*-;*+.:'8/&-.2-024*/0&5%5"-L6-/0&-;%+5/-5/81&-*;-;%&'()*+,B-
5&9&+8'- J:&5/%*65- )&+&- +8%5&(A- @86- L- %(&6/%;2- 5/*6&- )*+,%61- /+8(%/%*65- (%5/%67/- ;+*.-
.8%65/+&8.- >86- /*.<5e- I85- >86- ;:6&+8+2- %(&*'*12- 6&7&558+%'2- 7*66&7/&(- /*- /0&-
/&706*'*12-*;-7://%61-5487&5-%6-5/*6&B-*+-7*:'(-/0&-789&5-<&-%69&5/&(-)%/0-8-(%;;&+&6/-
;:67/%*6e-I08/-&9%(&67&-*;-8-(%;;&+&6/-;:67/%*6-(*-L-089&B-)08/-8+&-/0&-708+87/&+%5/%75-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 Clarke 1973:17. 
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!*;- /0%5- 8'/&+68/%9&- /+8(%/%*6e- L- 7*67':(&(- /0%5- ;%+5/- 5/81&- <2- %(&6/%;2%61- 8- 1+*:4- *;-
708+87/&+%5/%75B- %67':(%61- /0&%+- '8/&- (8/&B- 789&- 5%E&B- 4+&5&67&- %6- /0&- '86(5784&B- 86(-
'*78/%*6"- $87%61- /0%5- 8'/&+68/%9&- 4*/&6/%8'- /+8(%/%*6- 7*%6&(- 324&- MB- .*+&- 4+&7%5&-
J:&5/%*65- 7*:'(- <&- ;*+.:'8/&(A- >*)- 7*65%5/&6/- %5- /0%5- 8'/&+68/%9&- /+8(%/%*6B- 85-
7*.48+&(-/*-.8%65/+&8.->86-7'%;;-/*.<5B-%6-/&+.5-*;-/24*'*12-86(-(%5/+%<:/%*6e->*)-
%.4*+/86/-786-5:70-86-8'/&+68/%9&-/+8(%/%*6-<&B-%5-%/-'*78'B-5:4+8-'*78'B-%6/&++&1%*68'e-L5-
/0%5- /+8(%/%*6- 7*65%5/&6/- 86(- %.4*+/86/- &6*:10- /*- 708''&61&- /0&- .8%65/+&8.-
%6/&+4+&/8/%*65B-)0%70- 4+&5&6/- 324&- M- 789&5- 85- %65%16%;%786/- *:/'%&+5B- 4&+%40&+8'B- 86(-
'8/&+-%"&"-(&78(&6/-&G8.4'&5e-$%68''2B-8;/&+-/0&-/0%+(-5/81&-*;-;%&'()*+,B-/0&-J:&5/%*65-
87J:%+&(- 8- )%(&+- 5*7%*K4*'%/%78'- +&870A- V%9&6- /0&%+- )%(&54+&8(- 86(- 5/+8/&1%7-









P5- /0&- .8/&+%8'- 4:<'%50&(- %6- /0&- 8<*9&K(&57+%<&(- 8/'85&5- %5- 7*6/%6:*:5'2- <&%61-
:4(8/&(B-;%&'()*+,-%5-6&7&558+2-/*-S:G/84*5&-/0&-898%'8<'&-'%/&+8/:+&-)%/0-/0&-+&8'%/2-*;-
/0&- ;%&'("- @*:6/2K'&9&'- 86(- 4+*9%67%8'K'&9&'- 8+708&*'*1%78'- *;;%7&5- *+- 0&+%/81&- 7&6/+&5-
8+&-/0&-4+%.&-+&;&+&6/5-)0&6-%/-7*.&5-/*-/0&-.%(('&-1+*:6(-<&/)&&6-4:<'%78/%*65-86(-
/0&-87/:8'- 5%/&5B-85- /0&2-8+&- %6-708+1&-*;-:4(8/%61-86(-.8681%61- /0&-68/%*68'- 5:+9&2-
8+70%9&"-I0%'&-4+*9%67%8'K'&9&'- %65/%/:/%*65-:5:8''2-4*55&55-8-0%10&+- '&9&'-*;-&G4&+/%5&B-
86(- 8+&- %6- 708+1&-*;- &G7898/%*65B- /0&%+- 8(9%7&- %5- *;/&6- %65:;;%7%&6/-)0&6- %/- 7*.&5- /*-
+*7,K8+/- *+- *4&6K8%+- 5%/&5- 8/- /0&- '*78'- '&9&'A- 5:70- %..*98<'&- 5%/&5- +&.8%6- 877&55%<'&-
*6'2- /0+*:10- '*78'- 1:%(&5"- 30&+&;*+&B- 7*''8<*+8/%61- )%/0- 7*:6/2K'&9&'- 8+708&*'*1%78'-
*;;%7&5- %5-:689*%(8<'&"- =870-*;- /0&5&- '*78'-*;;%7&5-085- %/5-*)6-4+87/%7&B- %/5-.8%6-(:/2-





'&(- /0&- M6(- 68/%*68'K'&9&'- 8+708&*'*1%78'- 5:+9&2- <87,- %6- /0&- '8/&- &%10/%&5- 86(- *;/&6-
4&+5*68''2-(%57*9&+&(-*+-;%+5/-+&7*+(&(-/0&-5%/&5B-8+&-6*)-*6-/0&-9&+1&-*;-+&/%+&.&6/"-
?%67&-(8/8-7*''&7/&(-(:+%61-&8+'%&+-5:+9&2-%5-:5:8''2-6*/-&(%/&(-*+-:4(8/&(B-/0&5&-'*78'-
*;;%7&+5- +&.8%6- 86- &55&6/%8'- +&;&+&67&B- 5%67&- 6*- ;:+/0&+- )*+,- 085- <&&6- (*6&- *6-
4+&9%*:5'2- +&7*+(&(- '*78/%*65- (:+%61- /0&- !+(- 86(- '85/- 68/%*68'- 5:+9&2"- I%/0*:/- 86-
&G4&+%&67&(-*;;%7&+-898%'8<'&B-/0&-.8%6-5*:+7&-*;-(8/8-0&'(-<2-862-*;;%7%8'-%65/%/:/%*6-%5-
/0&-!+(-68/%*68'-8+708&*'*1%78'-5:+9&2-;*+.5B-(&54%/&-/0&-%.4+&55%9&-8.*:6/-*;-6&)'2-
(%57*9&+&(- .8/&+%8'- 5%67&- MN#N"- 30&- 68/%*68'- 5:+9&2Z5- ;*+.8/- %5- 5/86(8+(- 87+*55-
7*:6/%&5-86(-4+*9%67&5A-%/-7*6/8%65-VT?-7**+(%68/&5B-8-(%57:+5%9&-(&57+%4/%*6-\6:.<&+-






P77&55- /*- /0&- 68/%*68'- 5:+9&2- 8+70%9&5- %5- 6*/- +&1:'8/&(- 8/- /0&- .*.&6/"- $*+- 5*.&-
(%5/+%7/5B- L- )85- 1+86/&(- 877&55- /*- /0&- )0*'&- 8+70%9&- \^%S%861- (%5/+%7/B- @0*61J%61-
.:6%7%48'%/2]"-$*+-*/0&+5-L-08(-/*-1%9&-%6(%78/%*65-*6-/0&-/24&-*;-5%/&5-L-)85-'**,%61-;*+B-
)0%70-.&86/-/08/-.2-J:&+%&-)*:'(-<&-;%'/&+&(-<2-0*)-/0&-5/8;;-8/-'*78'-8+708&*'*1%78'-
*;;%7&5- )*:'(- :6(&+5/86(- .2- +&5&8+70B- 86(- L- )85- *6'2- 1+86/&(- 877&55- /*- 8- '%.%/&(-
6:.<&+- *;- ;%'&5- \_8686B- $:'%61B- $&61(:B- ?0%E0:B- [%70:86B- f%8650%B- R%50:%- 7*:6/2- *+-
(%5/+%7/]"- $%68''2B- %6- .*5/- 785&5- L- )*:'(- *6'2- 7*65:'/- /0&- 5:..8+%5&(- 9&+5%*6- *;- /0&-
8+70%9&- ;%'&5B- )%/0*:/- /0&- VT?- '*78/%*65B- .&85:+&.&6/5- 86(- .*+&- (&/8%'&(-
(&57+%4/%*65"- P48+/- ;+*.- /0&- :6&9&6- J:8'%/2- *;- /0&- 8+70%9&B- 877&55- /0:5- +&.8%65- 8-
.8S*+-%55:&B-)0%70-L-/+%&(-/*-*9&+7*.&-<2-4+*(:7%61-7*6/+87/K/24&-(*7:.&6/5-)0&+&-L-
7'&8+'2-5/8/&(-/0&-4:+4*5&-*;-.2-+&5&8+70B-%/5-*:/7*.&5B-86(-/0&-)82-/0&-(8/8-)*:'(-
<&-(&'%9&+&(- %6-.2- /0&5%5"- T8+8(*G%78''2B- 4:<'%78/%*6-4+&55:+&-*6- '*78'- 8+708&*'*1%78'-
*;;%7&5-'&(-/*-8-5%/:8/%*6-)0&+&-8-;*+&%16-+&5&8+70&+-.%10/-844&8+-'&55-85-8-7*.4&/%/*+-
/086-8-@0%6&5&-878(&.%7-)*:'(B-85-/0&-;*+.&+-4:<'%50&5-%6-86*/0&+-'861:81&-86(-;*+-










;+*.- /0&- 68/%*68'- 5:+9&2- (8/8- ,&4/- <2- 7*:6/2K'&9&'- *;;%7&5"- Q:+%61- ;%&'()*+,B- L- ;%+5/-
:5&(-8-086(0&'(-VT?B-/*-/0&6-5)%/70-/*-8-VT?-+&7&%9&+-8//870&(-/*-.2-78.&+8-;*+-/0&-
5:<5&J:&6/-5:+9&25B-)0%70-8''*)&(-8''-40*/*1+8405-/8,&6-/*-089&-86-&.<&((&(-VT?-
'*78/%*6"- P(*<&- T0*/*50*4- [%10/+**.- Y- )85- :5&(- /*- ,&&4- 8- 78/8'*1:&- *;- /0&-
40*/*1+8405-/0+*:10*:/-/0&-2&8+5B-85-VT?-'*78/%*65-8+&-50*)6-%6-/0&-.&/8(8/8-*;-/0&-
40*/*1+8405- 86(- :5&;:'- 78/&1*+%&5- 86(- /815- 786- <&- 8((&(- )%/0*:/- .*9%61- *+-
.*(%;2%61-/0&-*+%1%68'-40*/*1+8405"-
-
<>0*0,$+4>'?- 8- !ONK(&1+&&- 9%&)- *;- /0&- '86(5784&- 8+*:6(- &870- 5:+9&2&(- 5%/&- )85-
/8,&6B- 85- )&''- 85- 86- %6/&1+8'- 9%&)- *;- /0&- 1+*:4- *;- 789&5B- 8- 40*/*1+840- *;- &870-
877&55%<'&- 789&- *4&6%61B- 86(- 40*/*1+8405- ;+*.- /0&- %65%(&- *;- &870- 877&55%<'&- 789&"-
P+/%;%7%8'-'%10/%61-%5-6&7&558+2-;*+-/0&-5:+9&2-86(-+&7*+(%61-*;-%6(**+-(&4%7/%*65"-P5-'%6&K
78+9&(- ;%1:+&5- &85%'2- 1&/- 7*6;:5&(-)%/0- /0&- (&&4- 70%5&'-.8+,5- *;- /0&-)8''- (+&55%615B-






;*:+- 789&- )8''5B- /0&- 7&%'%61- 86(- /0&- 1+*:6(B- :6(&+- &9&6- '%10/%61B- /*- 4+*7&&(- /*- 8-
+&7*65/+:7/%*6-*;-/0&-789&-5487&-<2-40*/*1+8..&/+2"##-P-7*42-*;-/0%5-.8/&+%8'-)85-'&;/-
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10  See Williams 2016:129-130 for a discussion on the applicability of the Getty Conservation 
Institute/World Monuments Fund ARCHES heritage inventory system to archaeological and architectural 
heritage in Bhutan. 
11 I also attempted to use aerial photography during survey, as detailed in Appendix 11.2.4. 
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!%6- &870- 7*:6/2K'&9&'- 7:'/:+8'- +&'%7- *;;%7&B- 86(- 40*/*1+8405- ;+*.- /0&- 68/%*68'- 5:+9&2-





98+%&/%&5- *;- 586(5/*6&- 4+*9&(- (&65&- 86(- /*:10- &6*:10- /*- <&- +:<<&(]"- L- 7*.4%'&(- 8-
78/8'*1:&-*;-;%1:+&5B-1&*.&/+%7-48//&+65-86(-&4%1+8402"->*)&9&+B-L-5**6-+&8'%5&(-0*)-
(8.81%61-/0%5-87/%9%/2-7*:'(-<&-;*+-/0&-78+9%615B-(&54%/&-%/-<&%61-5/%''-78++%&(-*6-8-(8%'2-
<85%5- <2- <*/0- 7:'/:+8'- +&'%7- *;;%7&+5- 86(- 8.8/&:+5"- F:<<%61- 085- <&&6- 86- &55&6/%8'-
87/%9%/2-%6-/0&-'%/&+8/%-/**',%/B-)%/0%6-/0&-7*6/&G/-*;-WH&/8'-86(-?/*6&-?/:(%&5XB-8-;*+.-
*;-86/%J:8+%86%5.-/08/-;'*:+%50&(-%6-4+&.*(&+6-@0%68-\d/0K#d/0-7&6/:+%&5-@=]"-$*+-/0&%+-
*<9%*:5- 5:<S&7/%9&-86(- %6/&+4+&/8/%9&-98':&B#M-+:<<%615-<&'*61- +8/0&+- /*- /0&- +&8'.-*;-
8&5/0&/%7- 844+&7%8/%*6- *;- 8- 78+9%61B- /086- /*- /0&- 8+708&*'*1%5/Z5- /**',%/"- F:<<%615- 8+&-
5/%''- 4+*(:7&(B- /+8(&(- 86(- 7*''&7/&(- /*(82- <2- &4%1+8402- '*9&+5B- 86/%J:8+%865- 86(-
570*'8+5"- L6- /0&- ;%&'(5- *;- >86- ;:6&+8+2- 78+9%615- 86(- &4%1+8402B- +:<<%615- 5/%''- 4'82- 8-
.8S*+- +*'&- %6- 9%5:8'- (*7:.&6/8/%*6"- F:<<%61- 4+87/%7&5- )*:'(- <&6&;%/- ;+*.- <&%61-
%69&5/%18/&(- 85- 8- /+8(%/%*68'- ;*+.- *;- ,6*)'&(1&- )%/0- %/5- 54&7%;%7- 5&65*+%8'- 86(-
7*67&4/:8'- &G4&+%&67&B-)0%70- 786- ;&&(- /0&- 7:++&6/- %6/&+&5/- ;*+- 7+&8/%9&- 4+87/%7&5- %6-
8+708&*'*12B- <:/- /0&2- 8+&- 6*/- 8(&J:8/&- /*- +&7*+(- /0&- +*7,K7:/- 5487&5- 86(- +&'%&;5- *;-
?%70:86&5&-586(5/*6&"--
-
B&+)#$&C&3*)?- L6- /0&- 5&7*6(- 86(- /0%+(- 5/81&5- *;- ;%&'()*+,B- .&85:+&.&6/5- *;- /0&-
789&5Z-)%(/0B-(&4/0-86(-0&%10/-86(-*;-/0&-789&-*4&6%61B-85-)&''-85-*;-/0&-+&7&55%*65-*6-
/0&-(**+;+8.&-)&+&-/8,&6-)0&6-4*55%<'&"-@89&5-7*:'(-<&-.&85:+&(-)0&6-877&55%<'&-
86(- 7*.4'&/&B- 86(- &6*:10- /%.&- 08(- /*- <&- <&5/*)&(- /*- .&- <2- /0&- 8+708&*'*1%78'-
*;;%7&+-%6-708+1&"-P5-8-1&6&+8'-+:'&B-L-/+%&(-/*-*</8%6-.*+&-/086-*6&-.&85:+&.&6/-;*+-
/0&- 9%5%/&(- 7&.&/&+%&5B- ;*+- 789&5- /08/- )&+&- 6*/- 2&/- +&7*+(&(- %6- /0&- 68/%*68'- (8/8-
5:+9&2"-P5- L- 6*/%7&(B-.*5/-*;- /0&-:6:5:8''2- 5084&(- 789&5B- %67':(%61- /0&- 9&+2- 508''*)-
86(- )%(&- W6%70&K'%,&X- 789&B- 8+&- 6*/- 48+/- *;- /0&- +&7*+(- 2&/"- L- ,&4/- 8- +&7*+(- *;- /0&-
6:.<&+-*;-+&7&55%*65-*6-(**+;+8.&5B-85-/0&-68/%*68'-5:+9&2-(8/8-*;/&6-*6'2-(&57+%<&5-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12 In his time, Segalen already denounced the quasi-religious attitude towards rubbings among 
Chinese literati as a “superstition of exactitude”, which became untenable when it comes to 
recording the depth of relief. Segalen 1917:11. 
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!*6&- 789&- 4&+- 7&.&/&+2B-)0%70-.8(&- %/- 08+(- /*- ;%1:+&- *:/- /0&- +&'8/%9&- 4+*4*+/%*6- *;-
5%61'&B-(*:<'&-*+-/+%4'&K+&7&55&(-(**+;+8.&5-4&+-7&.&/&+2"-
-




/0&- &G4&+%.&6/- <2- /0&- 8+708&*'*1%78'- *;;%7&- *;- _8686- (%5/+%7/- %6- @0*61J%61-
H:6%7%48'%/2"- 30&- /)*- &G4&+%.&6/5- %6- +*7,K7:/- 78+9%61- 8+&- (&/8%'&(- %6- 5&7/%*6- Y- *;-
@084/&+- O"- L6- 8- ;%+5/- &G4&+%.&6/B- 7*6(:7/&(- *9&+- ;*:+- (825B- 8- <*:'(&+- *;- 08+(-
586(5/*6&-)85-5&'&7/&(-8/-/0&-;**/-*;-8-.*:6/8%6"-P-/0+&&K'82&+-+&7&55&(-(**+-)85-7:/-




>86- 789&5"- c*- 5/+%7/- %65/+:7/%*65- )&+&- 1%9&6- <:/- 024*/0&/%7- +&7*65/+:7/%*65- *;- /0&-
!"#$%&'()*+#,(-+&-)&+&- 508+&(-)%/0- /0&-)*+,&+5"-_*/0-&G4&+%.&6/5-)&+&- +&8'%E&(-<2-
/0&- 58.&- /&8.- *;- /)*- 5/*6&.85*65"- 30&- )*+,&+5- )&+&- 1%9&6- 40*/*1+8405- *;-
:6;%6%50&(- 789&5- (8/&(- /*- /0&- =85/&+6->86- (2685/2- \M6(- /*- !+(- 7&6/:+2- @=]B- 5*- /08/-
/0&2-7*:'(-089&-86-%(&8-*;-/0&-5&9&+8'-5/81&5-'&8(%61-/*-/0&-7*.4'&/%*6-*;-8-+*7,K7:/-
789&"-P''-/&6-(825-*;-&G4&+%.&6/-)&+&-;:''2-+&1%5/&+&(-:5%61-/)*-78.&+85B-*6&-5&/-*6-
+&.*/&- 50://&+- +&'&85&- ;*+- 8- !- /*- #N- 5&7*6(- %6/&+98'- 562,7!7!9B- /0&- */0&+- *6&- /8,%61-
7'*5&K:45-*;-78+9%61-1&5/:+&5-562,7!7F9"-P-;:''-+&7*+(-*;-/0&-789%/2-)85-8'5*-/8,&6-&9&+2-







 Camera 1: remote shutter release (3 to 10 seconds interval). 3.3.
 Camera 2: (A) close-up of the replicated cave and (B) carving gestures. 3.4.
-
H*+&*9&+B- 8- 5*:6(- +&7*+(%61- *;- /0&- 78+9&+Z5- +02/0.- 7*9&+5- /0&- &G4&+%.&6/- &6/%+&-
(:+8/%*6"#!-30&-8%.-*;- /0&-&G4&+%.&6/-)85- /*-089&-8- +&;&+&67&- 578'&- ;*+- /%.&B-&;;*+/-
86(- 5,%''- %69*'9&(- %6- +*7,K7:/- .*6:.&6/5B- /*- +&/0%6,- /24*'*1%&5- <85&(- *6- /0&-
844&8+867&-*;-;%6%50&(-789&5B-;+*.-/0&-4*%6/-*;-9%&)-*;-70*%7&5-.8(&-<2-5/*6&.85*65-
(:+%61- /0&- .8,%61- 4+*7&55- 86(- /0&- 5:<5&J:&6/- 98+%8/%*65- %6- 789&- 5084&B- 86(- /*-
+&7*65%(&+-*:+-(&;%6%/%*6-*;-5/*6&-)*+,%61-/+8(%/%*65"-
3.2.3 Obstacles for a Quantitative Spatial Analysis 
Quantitative queries are not part of the main methods of enquiry discussed in 
Chapter 3. The research priorities of quantitative landscape archaeology has 
nevertheless informed the methods of data collection, survey planning, and the 
formulation of hypothesis and the backbone structure of the thesis. Data 
collection was planned with a quantitative spatial analysis in mind:  
• Cover a maximum number of Type 1 and Type 2 sites for the Upper 
course of the Yangzi (published sites and a few case studies from my 
own survey for monitoring purposes) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13 Sound recordings were part of a Public Archaeology project. Wei and Griffiths 2015. 
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!• Collect an exhaustive record of all Type 2 cemeteries for one southern 
tributary of the Yangzi (Qi River and all its water network, unpublished 
sites from local cultural relics office and my own survey) 
• Obtaining a high resolution DEM for a single valley to reconstruct a Type 
2 funerary landscape (Qingxi tributary of the Qi river, my own survey) 
 
Within the whole Southern bank of the Yangzi, the first step was to visualize 
major watersheds, and recognize their boundaries and interconnections. Such 
exercise led me to identify minor routes such as Qi or secondary routes that 
connect two major routes southwards. Within single valleys such as the Qingxi 
tributary, one would want to ally the highest possible resolution of data 
collection with an agent-based perception of the surroundings of single caves 
and cemeteries.  
 
This structured from the start my survey in 3 scales, with one main question 
formulated at each scale: 
 
(1) Macro scale query: watershed question 
When looking at the fragmented landscapes of the Southwest one wonders at 
what scale geographical and topographical boundaries should be considered, if 
they are to be considered at all.14 One example of application for this is the 
watershed question, looking at relationships between the distribution of groups 
and the drainage basin of rivers, being understood as:  
• Did people identify with a specific valley or river? 
• What was the scale of this identification? 
• How can we define meaningful territorial units beyond a river? 
 
At the end of this question, I chose to look at watersheds to structure my 
enquiry. A watershed corresponds to the drainage basin of a river course, it 
includes its outlet (confluence of upper courses) and course. Bigger rivers can 
be segmented into several watersheds which ease the reading of their course. 
Watersheds usually function like a tree, and the limits between watersheds can 
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5&7/%*6- 50*)5- 0*)- &870- /24&- *;- (8/8- )85- 868'25&(- %6- %/5- *)6- +%10/- 86(- 0*)- /0&-
%6;*+.8/%*6-+&/+%&9&(-;+*.-&870-/24&-*;-(8/8-%5-+&'8/&(-/*-/0&-'*78/%*6-*;-/0&-5%/&5"-$*+-
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!J:8'%/2- *;- /0&- (8/8- %5- 86*/0&+- *<5/87'&- /*- /0&- %(&6/%;%78/%*6- *;- 8'/&+68/%9&- ;:6&+8+2-
/+8(%/%*65- 5*:/0- *;- /0&- D861E%"- 30&- ;%+5/- %55:&- %5- %6877:+8/&- /&+.%6*'*12A- /0&+&- %5- 6*-
7*65&65:5- *6- (&57+%4/%9&- /&+.5#Y-:5&(- %6- P+708&*'*1%78'- P/'85- *;- @0%68- \K"(%??8('
6&%68' =-,8L-]- 5&+%&5B#O--)0%70- 8+&- /0&- *6'2- 4:<'%50&(- 9&+5%*6- *;- /0&- +&7*+(5- 0&'(- <2-
7*:6/2K'&9&'- 8+708&*'*1%78'- *;;%7&5- 7*.4%'&(- 8/- /0&- 4+*9%67%8'- '&9&'5"- 30%5- +&;'&7/5- 8-
7**+(%68/%*6- 4+*<'&.- <&/)&&6- 8+708&*'*1%78'- *;;%7&5- ;+*.- (%;;&+&6/- .*(&+6-
8(.%6%5/+8/%9&- +&1%*65- &67*:6/&+&(- (:+%61- (%+&7/- 5:+9&2"- @0+*6*'*12B- /24*'*12- 86(-
/&+.%6*'*12- 98+2-<&/)&&6- 7*:6/%&5- 87+*55-*6&- 5%61'&-4+*9%67&B- &9&6-.*+&- 5*-87+*55-
4+*9%67%8'- <*:6(8+%&5"- 30%5- 5/:(2B- )0%70- '**,5- 8/- 8- /+865K4+*9%67%8'- 40&6*.&6*6B-
*9&+7*.&5- /0&- 8<*9&K'%5/&(- *<5/87'&5- .8%6'2- <2- +&K&98':8/%61- 898%'8<'&- /24*'*1%&5-
(%+&7/'2-*6- /0&- ;%&'(B- %(&6/%;2%61-6&)- /24&5-86(-1&//%61- +%(-*;- 5:4&+;':*:5- 78/&1*+%&5"-
C6(&+5/86(%61- /0&- +&'8/%*6- <&/)&&6- /24*'*12B- *;- 5084&- *;- /0&- ;%68'- 4+*(:7/- 86(-
/&706*'*12B- *+- 7://%61- 4+*7&55B- )85- 8- .8S*+- .*/%98/%*6- ;*+- /0&- &G4&+%.&6/- %6-
+&4'%78/%61- 8- 789&- '&(- (:+%61- .2- '85/- 5/81&- *;- ;%&'()*+,"- $%68''2B- %6- 5&9&+8'- 785&5B-
&4%1+8402-*+-78+9&(-(&4%7/%*65-)&+&-(&7%5%9&-%6-+&7/%;2%61-.%58//+%<:/&(-(8/&5"--
-
30&- 1&6&+%7- 5/+:7/:+&- *;- 324&- #- 789&5- %5- 6*/- 0*.*1&6&*:5"- P5- 5&&6- ;+*.- /0&- /8<'&-
7*.4%'&(-<2-[:*-=+0:B- %/- 98+%&5- %6-(%;;&+&6/-8+&85-*;-?*:/0)&5/-@0%68-86(-*9&+- /%.&B-
;+*.- &8+'2- /0&- =85/&+6- >86- /*- /0&- ?0:- >86- 4&+%*(- \#5/- 7&6/"- @=- /*- !+(- 7&6/"- @=]-
562,7!7G9(-
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 For example, the difference between a barrel-shaped arched or curved cave ceiling seems to be one of 
nuance only if one looks at the actual caves.  
16 In Bibliography as “Atlas+Name of Province+Date of publication”. 
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!-
 Typology of cliff tombs in Southwest China, from single chambers (1) to multiple chambers 3.5.
attached to an open antechamber (26). Number (1), (7) and (9) correspond to Type 2 cave 
typology. All other types are not found south of the Yangzi. Source: Luo Erhu 2001:188. 
-
P5-%6/+*(:7&(-%6-@084/&+-MB-/0&-.*(&'-*;-8-W>86-3*.<XB-*+-324&-#B-54+&8(-/*-/0+%9%61-
4+*9%67%8'- 7&6/+&5- %6- /0&- ?%70:86- <85%6- 8'*61- )%/0- .855- %..%1+8/%*6B- )8/&+-
.8681&.&6/- 86(- 81+%7:'/:+8'- /&706%J:&5B- 85- %/- 8(84/&(- /*- 0:<5- *;- /+8(&- 86(- 58'/-
&G/+87/%*6- %6(:5/+2- %6- /0&- D861E%- 1*+1&5B- 86(- 85- %/- +&7*6;%1:+&(- 5*:/0&+6- 0%10'86(-
4*'%/%&5- 5:70- 85- Q%86"- Q&54%/&- /0&- (%5/%67/- 5/*6&- )*+,%61- /&706*'*12- &.4'*2&(- /*-
7*65/+:7/-+*7,K7:/-<:+%8'5B-/0&5&-,&4/-<&%61-:5&(-7*6/&.4*+86&*:5'2-)%/0-*/0&+-;*+.5-
*;- 708.<&+- <:+%8'B- .8%6'2- %6- <+%7,- 708.<&+5B- 86(- /0&2- +&/8%6- +&7*16%E8<'&-
708+87/&+%5/%75-*;->86-7:'/:+&-86(-;:6&+8+2-%(&*'*12-%6-<*/0-<:+%8'-5/+:7/:+&-86(-1+89&-
1**(5- 855&.<'81&5"- @*..*6&+5Z- /*.<5- 7:/- %6/*- 586(5/*6&- 0%''5- 7*65&+9&(- /0&%+-
;:67/%*6-85-8-+&4'%78-;*+-/0&-(*.&5/%7-540&+&B-<&%61-&J:%44&(-)%/0-7**,%61-5/*9&5-86(-
7*:70&5-;*+-/0&-(&8(B-)0%'&-0%10&+-5/8/:5-/*.<5-+&4'%78/&-/0&-)**(&6-8+70%/&7/:+&-*;-
)&8'/02- +&5%(&67%&5"- 30&- %.4+&55%9&- &65&.<'&5- 8'*61- /0&- H%6- F%9&+B- %6- [&5086B#`-
(&.8+78/&- /0&.5&'9&5- ;+*.- /0&- 5:+9%9%61- &9%(&67&- *;- >86- /*.<5- &'5&)0&+&- %6- /0&-
&.4%+&B-/0+*:10-/0&-%66*98/%9&-8((%/%*6-*;-+*7,K7:/-7*..&.*+8/%9&-08''5-877&55%<'&-/*-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17 Dated to the years 136-159 as for Xiaoba in Leshan, Sichuan Province. Gao Wen 1990:20. 
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!/0&- '%9%61B- /08/- 8+&- 0%10'2- 9%5%<'&- *6- +%9&+5%(&- 586(5/*6&- 7'%;;5"- 30&- /8<'&- <&'*)-
5:..8+%E&5-;&8/:+&5-*;-7'%;;-/*.<5- %6-5&9&+8'-8+&85-*;-?*:/0)&5/-@0%68-562,7!7H9"-@'%;;-
/*.<5-;*:6(-*6-/0&-.8%6-7*:+5&-*;-/0&-D861E%-86(-8'*61-%/5-.8S*+-/+%<:/8+%&5-%67':(&-
.:'/%K708.<&+&(-&G8.4'&5-*6- /0&-H%6-F%9&+-86(- 5%61'&- 708.<&+- /*.<5- ;+*.-5*:/0K
&85/&+6-?%70:86-86(-/0&-@0*61J%61-P+&8"-I0&6-+*7,K7:/-<:+%8'5-844&8+-8'5*-5*:/0-*;-
/0&- D861E%B- ;+*.- /0&- 4+&5&6/- 5/8/&- *;- +&5&8+70- %6- /0&- 8+&8B- /0&2- 8+&- 8448+&6/'2- 6*/-






 Typology by area in Southwest China. Source : Fan Xiaoping 2006:67 translated in Chen Xuan 3.6.
2015:25. 
-
P5- %6/+*(:7&(- %6- /0&- 4+&9%*:5- @084/&+B- 324&- M- 789&5- 5*:/0- *;- /0&- D861E%- 844&8+-
+&'8/%9&'2- '8/&B- <&/)&&6- /0&- &6(- *;- /0&- M6(- 7&6/:+2- @=- 86(- /0&- <&1%66%61- *;- /0&- !+(-
7&6/:+2- @="- 30&- 789&5- 8+&- 4'87&(- 0%10- 8<*9&- 1+*:6(B- 5%61'&- 789%/2- 86(- *;- 5.8''-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 Only one single find of a moulded brick is reported for the whole Qi River area. The situation is similar in 






86(- %657+%4/%*65- *+- (&4%7/%*65- 8+&- '%6&- 78+9&(- (%+&7/'2- *6- /0&- *:/(**+- 7'%;;- ;87&"- c*-






<:+%8'- /+8(%/%*65- (:+%61- 5:+9&2- 562,7!7I9"- I08/- %5- 8/- ;%+5/- 8- 5%.4'&- 7*6/+85/- <&/)&&6-
/24*'*1%&5- )%''- <&- +&%6;*+7&(- <2- 7*6/+85/%61- '*78/%*68'B- /&706*'*1%78'- 86(- 7:'/:+8'-
70*%7&5-\9%5%<%'%/2B-877&55%<%'%/2B-86(-%7*6*1+8402]"-30&-5/:(2-6&&(&(-/*-&G7':(&-48+/-*;-
>86-4&+%*(-789&5-;*+-)0%70-L-)85-6*/-8<'&-/*-*</8%6-5:;;%7%&6/-/24*'*1%78'-%6;*+.8/%*6B-
85- )&''- 85- 7'%;;- <:+%8'5- ;+*.- &8+'%&+- *+- '8/&+- 4&+%*(5B- )0%70- &G/&6(- *6- 8-.:70-)%(&+-
1&*1+840%78'-8+&8"--
-
 Type 2 caves, Type 1 caves, unidentified Han period cliff tombs, and other period cliff burials 3.7.
south of the Yangzi. 
-
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!L6- @084/&+- OB- 5&7/%*6- YB- 8- (&/8%'&(- +&4*+/- *;-.2- &G4&+%.&6/- %6- +&4'%78/%61- 8- 789&- %5-
1%9&6B-)0%70-8''&9%8/&5-/0&-324&-#k324&-M-7*6/+85/-:5&(-8'*61-/0&-/0&5%5-86(-'**,5-;*+-





/0&- >86- =.4%+&Z5- 7:'/:+8'- 540&+&"- $*+- 5*.&- %657+%4/%*65B- 4:<'%50&(- +:<<%615- 8+&-
898%'8<'&B-<:/-/0&2-8+&-*;/&6-*;-4**+-J:8'%/2B-+&5:'/%61-%6-7*6/+*9&+5%8'-+&8(%615-;+*.-8-
086(;:'- *;- 5*:+7&5"#d-30&- %657+%4/%*65- *6- 7'%;;5- (*- 6*/- &G7&&(- UY- 708+87/&+5B-)%/0- 86-
89&+81&-'&61/0-*;-#!-708+87/&+5"-@*.48+&(-/*-&4%1+840%7- %657+%4/%*65-*6-5/&'8&B-*+-/*-
%6,- %657+%4/%*65B- /0&%+- 7*6/&6/- %5- 50*+/B- 5%.4'&- 86(- +&4&/%/%9&"- [%,&- /0&- .8S*+%/2- *;-
&G7898/&(- /&G/5B- /0&5&- 50*+/- 5&6/&67&5- 8+&- 6*/- 58.4'&5- *;- '%/&+8/:+&B- <:/- /0&2- 8+&-








789&5B- *6- /0&- <8+&- 7'%;;5"- f:5/- '%,&- %657+%4/%*65B- *:/(**+- '%6&- 78+9%615- 8+&-.:70-.*+&-
7*..*6'2-&67*:6/&+&(-/086-)08/-4:<'%50&(-8+708&*'*1%78'-8/'85&5-'&8(-:5-/*-/0%6,"M#-
L6-.*5/-*;-/0&-5%/&5-L-089&-9%5%/&(B-L-)85-8<'&-/*-;%6(-4+&9%*:5'2-:6+&7*+(&(-(&4%7/%*65B-





19 An appendix to Chapter 7 compiles published and surveyed inscriptions in rubbing or photographic 
reproduction, with translations and annotations. 
20 Goody 1977:79-80. 
21 An appendix to Chapter 8 includes a catalogue of all surveyed depictions. 
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!86(- /0&2- *6'2- *7785%*68''2-.&6/%*6- /0&- '*78/%*6- 86(- /&706%J:&- *;- /0&- 78+9&(-.*/%;"-
H*+&*9&+B-.*5/-1&*.&/+%7-48//&+65- ;*:6(- %6(**+5-8+&-6*/- +&4*+/&("-3*- 7*.4&658/&-
;*+- /0%5- 184- %6- ,6*)'&(1&B- /0%5- 5/:(2- +&7*+(&(-8''- 78+9&(- ;%1:+&5-&67*:6/&+&(-(:+%61-
5:+9&2B-482%61-8//&6/%*6-/*-/0&%+-4*5%/%*6-)%/0%6-/0&-7*.4*5%/%*6-*;-/0&-789&-)8''5-*+-
/0&-7'%;;-;87&5"-30&-78+9%615-7*65/%/:/&-8-+%70-86(-5/%''-%6/87/-5*:+7&-*;-&9%(&67&B-)0%70-
%5B- 85- %5- /0&- 785&- ;*+- 5*-.862- +&1%*68'- &G4+&55%*65- *;- =85/&+6- >86- ;:6&+8+2- 8+/B- 5/%''-
'8+1&'2- 9%+1%6- *;- %6/&+4+&/8/%*65"- P48+/- ;+*.- /0&- *<9%*:5- 4+*<'&.- *;- 877&55- 86(-
(*7:.&6/8/%*6B- 8- .8S*+- +&85*6- ;*+- /0&- 570*'8+'2- 5%'&67&- *6- /0&- .8//&+- %5- /0&-
5%61:'8+%/2-*;- /0&- 78+9&(-(&4%7/%*65"- 30&- 5.8''-6:.<&+-*;-(&4%7/%*65-(5%7*:+81&5- /0&-
J:&5/- ;*+- 86- :6(&+'2%61- '*1%7- %6- 5/2'%5/%7- 98+%8/%*65B- <&- %/- 70+*6*'*1%78'B- 1&*1+840%78'B-
/&706*'*1%78'B-*+-8-7*.<%68/%*6-*;-/0&5&"--
-
30&- 8%.- *;- /0&- 9%5:8'- 868'25%5- %6- @084/&+- b- %5- /*- (%5/%61:%50- <&/)&&6- /0&- .%.&/%7-
+&87/%*65- *;- +&(:7&(- 7:'/:+&- 7*6/87/B- )0%70- 786- 4+*(:7&- 5%.%'8+- %.81&5- <:/- 8+&-
(&4+%9&(- ;+*.- /0&%+- *+%1%68'- .&86%61- 86(- 7*6/&G/B- 86(- /0&- 0%10&+- (&1+&&- *;-
877&4/867&-)0&+&- /0&-68/%9&-1+*:4-8(*4/5- /0&-&6/%+&- 5*7%*K+&'%1%*:5-.%6(K5&/-*;- /0&-
%67*.%61->86-7:'/:+&"-30&-+&870-*;-.2/0%78'-/0&.&5-%5-7+:7%8'-;*+-&98':8/%61-/0&-%.487/-
*;->86-;:6&+8+2-%(&*'*12-5*:/0-*;-/0&-D861E%"-P.*61-5:70-.8S*+-/0&.&5-8+&-/0&-.2/0-




/0&- >86- 86(- %/5- W4+&(8/*+2XMM-9%5:8'- 7:'/:+&- %5- 5/%''- 4&+7&4/%<'&"- P5- 5&&6- ;+*.- /0&%+-
.8+1%65B- .2/0- 86(- 7*5.*'*12- *6'2- 7*65&+9&- /0&%+- &55&6/%8'- &G4+&55%*65B- 86(- /0&%+-




8/- ;*+- 5&9&+8'- +&85*65"- _&78:5&- %/- %5- <*/0- 86- %.4&+%8'- ;+*6/%&+- 86(- 8- 1&*1+840%7-
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22 Cullen 2000:248.  
23 See section 13.2 in the Bibliography for historical texts used in this study. An appendix to chapters 2, 4 
and 5 entitled “Timeline” has a table gathering events falling within the time period and area of interest with 
source and translation. 
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!<*:6(8+2B- %608<%/&(- <2- 1+*:45-)0*- (%(- 6*/- 4+*(:7&- /0&%+- *)6-)+%//&6- +&7*+(5B- /0&-
8+&8-%5-'*78/&(-8/-/0&-/0+&50*'(-*;->%5/*+2"-30&-7*6/&.4*+86&*:5-*;;%7%8'-0%5/*+%&5-:5&(-
%6-/0&-4+&9%*:5-7084/&+-786-(*-'%//'&-.*+&-/086-5&/-/0&-)%(&+-5/81&-*;-/0&-8+&8-85-5&&6-
;+*.-/0&-&2&5-*;- /0&- %.4&+%8'- 7&6/+&"-30&2-4+*9%(&-8-(%57*6/%6:*:5-68++8/%9&- ;*+- /0&-
+&1%*6"- P- .%G/:+&- *;- (%+&7/- 86(- %6(%+&7/- +&4*+/5- *6'2- 898%'8<'&- ;*+- 4&+%*(5- *;- .8S*+-
%.4&+%8'-87/%9%/2- %6-/0&-8+&8-8'/&+68/&-)%/0-5%'&6/-4&+%*(5-)0&+&-&9&6-7*..:6%78/%*6-
.%10/- 089&- <&&6- :6898%'8<'&"- 30&- 6*+/0&+6- ;+*6/%&+- 86(- %6/&+68'- 5/+:11'&5- 8/- /0&-
%.4&+%8'- 784%/8'- 7*65/%/:/&- /0&-.8%6- <*(2- *;- /0&-Q2685/%7- >%5/*+%&5"- Q&54%/&- /0&- ;87/-
/08/- 85- 7*.48+&(- /*-I&5/&+6- >86- 78.48%165B- =85/&+6- >86- 7*'*6%8'- &6(&89*:+5- 8+&-






Name of Commandery  
+ historical establishment  
+ distance from the capital  
+ number of Prefectures  
+ sights, mountain, rivers, forests, swamps  
+ iron and salt resources 
+ gates  
+ villages and military watchposts.  
-




圖誌]- %6-H%61K^%61- /%.&5"- @*.4%'8/%*65- *;- 18E&//&&+5- 5:70- 85- _2*6Z5- ;*+- ?*:/0)&5/-
@0%68B- 8+&- 0&'4;:'- %6- /+87%61- /0&- 58.&- 1&*1+840%7- &6/%/2- /0+*:10- 0%5/*+2" MO -D86-
V&61)861Z5-526/0&5%5-*;-3861-4&+%*(Z-18E&//&&+5-8'5*-.8/70&5-.*(&+6-4'87&-86(-+%9&+-
68.&5- )%/0- /0&%+- &J:%98'&6/- %6- 867%&6/- /%.&5" M` -H*+&*9&+B- D86- 868'25&5- /0&%+-
+&54&7/%9&- %.4*+/867&- 85- 6*(&5- 86(- 7*66&7/*+5- %6- 867%&6/- /+8(&- 6&/)*+,5"- P5- 8-
1&6&+8'-+:'&B-5&//'&.&6/5-.&6/%*6&(-%6-@0%6&5&-5*:+7&5-8+&-8''-'*78/&(-8'*61-/0&-.8%6-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24 Beck 1990:187. 
25 Beck 1990:181. 
26 Byon 1979.  
27 Yan Gengwang 1986. 
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!7*:+5&-*;-/0&-D861E%-F%9&+B-*+-*6-.8S*+-8G&5-5:70-85-/0&-@0%50:%-86(-I:-F%9&+B-86(-786-
<&- .8/70&(- )%/0- /0&- 8+708&*'*1%78'- &9%(&67&"- @*69&+5&'2B- 6*6&- *;- /0&- 324&- M-




8+708&*'*1%78'- &9%(&67&B- 4+*9%(&- 8- (%870+*6%7- 9%&)- *6- 0%5/*+%78'- +*:/&5B- +8/0&+- /086-
.844%61- /0&%+-&9*':/%*6- /0+*:10- /%.&"- -g6'2-8- +*:10-4&+%*(%E8/%*6-786-<&-4+*4*5&(A-
.8%6-/+%<:/8+%&5-86(-+*:/&5-)&+&-*4&6&(-5%67&-/0&-I&5/&+6->86B-)%/0->86-I:(%-%7*6%7-
78.48%165B-)0%'&- 5&7*6(8+2- +*:/&5-)&+&-.8%6'2- 5&//'&(- :6(&+- /0&- =85/&+6->86"- 30&-
6&/)*+,-/0&6-50+%6,5B-/*-<&-+&9%9&(-:6(&+-/0&-3861B-)0%70-8'5*-.8+,5-/0&-<&1%66%61-*;-
4+*4&+- 18E&//&&+5"- ?%67&-.2- +&7*65/+:7/%*6- ;*''*)5- 8- /*4K/*K<*//*.- 844+*870BMb-/0&-
+&7*65/+:7/&(- 1&*1+840%&5- 8+&- 9%5:8'%E&(- %6- /&+.5- *;- 4*%6/5- 86(- +*:/&5- +8/0&+- /086-
+&1%*65- *+- 4*'21*65"- 30&- /&65%*6- <&/)&&6- 7&6/+8'%58/%*6- %6/*- 8(.%6%5/+8/%9&-
0%&+8+70%&5- 86(- (%54&+58'- *;- 5&//'&.&6/B- )%/0- 8- '8+1&- 8.*:6/- *;- - <'86,- 5487&- '2%61-
<&2*6(-*+-<&/)&&6- /0&-,6*)6-7%/%&5-86(- +*8(5- %5- /24%78'-*;-8- 7*'*6%E&(- '86(5784&"Md-
P77*+(%61-/*-_*'B--
W/0&- 4+&;&+&67&- ;*+- 4*%6/5- +8/0&+- /086- 4*'21*65- .8,&5- 5&65&- 1%9&6- /0&-
*+186%58/%*6- *;- /0&- 8(.%6%5/+8/%9&- 0%&+8+702A- 6*+.8''2- *;;%7%8'5-)&+&- 7&6/+8''2-
844*%6/&(-*6'2-(*)6-/*-/0&-7*:6/2-5&8/- '&9&'B-<&'*)-)0%70- i5:<K<:+&8:7+8/%7i-
*+186%58/%*65- *;- '*78'- %608<%/86/5- )&+&- 7+&8/&(- /*- 7*''&7/- /8G&5- 86(- '8<*:+"-






0:.86- :5&- *;- /0&- '86("- - 30&- )+%//&6- 5*:+7&5- :5&(- %6- /0%5- 5/:(2- \&4%1+8402B-
7*6/&.4*+86&*:5-86(- '8/&+- /+865.%//&(- /&G/5]- +*:10'2- 7*9&+- /0&- 50*+/B-.&(%:.-86(-
'*61-/%.&-578'&5-*;-0%5/*+2-85-&69%581&(-<2-_+8:(&'"->&+&B-;:6&+8+2-&4%1+8402-%5-8-(%+&7/-
)%/6&55&5-*;-/0&-'%9&5-*;-4&*4'&5B-)0%'&-*;;%7%8'-0%5/*+%&5-7*9&+-(&78(&5-*+-7&6/:+%&5-*;-
&7*6*.%7B- (&.*1+840%7- *+- 5*7%8'- 0%5/*+2B- 86(- '8/&+- /&G/5- <:%'(- :4- 8- /(%?8&' =8+*&-
4&+7&4/%*6-*;-5'*)'2-&9*'9%61-.&6/8'%/%&5B-86(-4&+5%5/&6/-7:'/:+8'-98':&5"-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28  Skinner (1985) theorized the link between the hierarchical regional systems of China and its 
historiography, creating the basis for CHGIS. www.fas.harvard.edu/chgis. see Wu Jiang et al. 2013:181.  
29 Given 2005:51. 
30 Bol 2005:253. 
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!!"!"Y _+%61%61-/0&-(8/8-/*1&/0&+-8/-/0&-'&9&'-*;-5%/&5-
V%9&6- /0&- (&;%7%/- %6- ;87/:8'- %6;*+.8/%*6- 5*:/0- *;- /0&- D861E%- <*/0- ;+*.- /+865.%//&(-
5*:+7&5-86(-*7785%*68'-;%6(5B-7&.&/&+2-5%/&5-8+&-/0&-.*5/-(&65&'2-(%5/+%<:/&(-&9%(&67&-
*;-0:.86-*77:48/%*6-;*+-/0&-8+&8"-30&-.855-*;-5%'&6/-789&5B-;%+.'2-%6/&1+8/&(-%6/*-/0&-
'86(5784&B- +8%5&5- .862- J:&5/%*65"- >*)- (*- /0&- 7&.&/&+%&5- +&'8/&- /*- /0&- 0%5/*+%78'-
1&*1+8402- *;- /0&- 8+&8j- 8+&- /0&5&- '86(5784&5- 7*'*6%E&(B- 587+&(B- 7*6/&5/&(e- @86- /0&-
/*.<5-<&-%6/&+4+&/&(-85-8-,%6(-*;-+*8(5%(&-*+-<*:6(8+2-.*6:.&6/e!#-I&+&-/0&-58.&-
4&*4'&-)0*-)&+&- 0%+&(- /*- <:%'(- +*8(5B- /0&- *6&5- /*- <:%'(- /*.<5- ;*+- /0&- 6&)7*.&+5-









/0&%+- 877&55B- '82*:/B- %67':(%61- /0&-4+&5&67&-*;- 7*;;%65"- 30&-9&+2- '85/K7*65%(&+&(- 578'&-
7*9&+5- /0&- (&4%7/%*65"- 30&- /8<'&- <&'*)- 8//&.4/5- 8- 526/0&5%5- *;- 1&*1+840%7B-
/&706*'*1%78'-86(-7:'/:+8'-8//+%<:/&5-*;-/0&-789&5A-
 Type 1 Type 2 




Main course of the Yangzi or major tributary 
(Min river, Chishui river, Wu river, etc.) 
Second or third order tributary 
of the Yangzi. 
Visibility Hidden or half-buried in sloping terrain. 
Corresponds to Han funerary ideology 
marking a strict separation between the 




Visibility enhanced by height 
from ground of the tomb (from 
2 to 20 m), and by the shadow 
of the recessed doors. 




Sealed alley or corridors. 
Outer halls, wide open and accessible to 
the living, can connect corridors leading to 
tombs.  
Apparently Inaccessible due to 
height above ground (2 to 20 
m) 
2 to 5m-high caves remain 
within reach. 
Some cases might have !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
31 Boundary stelae for example,  have a very diverse audience: the literate urban elite versus the passing 
by illiterate muleteers. Given 2004:54-55. 
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!required scaffolding or 
climbing for excavating the 
cave, adding the depictions 
and lifting the deceased in.  
Possible addition of wooden 
structures fixed on the cliff, or 
erected next to it. 
Cave 
Opening 
Tomb alley or corridor (entrenchment). 
Presence of an alley in some cases due to 
sloping terrain, but also a major investment 
in energy. 
Entrance blocked by piling dirt or stones.  
 
The cave opens directly on the 
outside. 
A recessed doorframe 
enhances the threshold.  
No sealing device (hinge, 
trench, etc).  
 
Cave layout Additional chambers and niches can be 
carved along the corridors.  
Addition of rock-cut architectural details 
(stoves, pillars, etc.). 
Long corridors possibly realized through 
mechanical means (ramming technique). 
Single cavity. 







Central plain influenced cosmology. 
Systematic iconography . 
Quarried, better quality stone. 
No coffins. 
Depictions Indoor sculpture and relief carvings. 
In some cases, decorated outer halls. 
Outdoor line carvings. 
Indoor wall dressings. 
 Type 1/ Type 2 comparative table. 3.8.
-
I08/-%5-4+&5&6/&(-0&+&-85-8-0%10'86(-/+8(%/%*6-\324&-M]-%5-'*78/&(-*6-/0&-;+*6/%&+-*;-/0&-
>86- =.4%+&"- T+*7&&(%61- %6- 8- 7*.48+8/%9&-)82- /*- (&;%6&- 324&-M- 789&5- 8''*)5-*6&- /*-
5&%E&-(268.%75-*;-/+865.%55%*6-86(-8(84/8/%*6-*;-7&+/8%6-.*/%;5-/*-(%;;&+&6/-5:44*+/5"-
30&- .*/%;5- 8+&- :5&(- /*- *+(&+- /0&- )*+'(- %6- /0&- 7:'/:+8'- &69%+*6.&6/- /08/- *+%1%68''2-
4+*(:7&(-/0&."-_:/-*67&-*6&-085-8<86(*6&(-/0&-l-4'8%6-7*5.*'*1%78'-*+(&+-mB-)08/-%5-








H:70- *;- .2- )*+,- %6- /0&- ;%&'(- 085- <&&6- /*- 508+&- <85%7- +&7*+(%61- .&/0*(5- 86(-
/&706%J:&5-*;- '%10/%61- 86(-40*/*1+8402B- 4+*.*/&- 8)8+&6&55-*;- /0&- 7:'/:+8'- 98':&-*;-
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!/0&- 5%/&5B- 86(- &G70861&- &G4&+%&67&- *;- /0&- 8+&8- 86(- /*4%7- )%/0- '*78'- 8+708&*'*1%78'-








 A view of recent modifications on the Qigedong site. Changning county, Sichuan province. 2012. 3.9.
The grey section of the cliff was unearthed and covered with concrete.  
-
P- W<8+<8+%86K5/2'&X- 5:54&6(&(- <+%(1&-)85- 8((&(- /*- 877&55- /0&- 5%/&- ;+*.- /0&-.*/*+-
+*8(- 87+*55- /0&- +%9&+"- $*''*)%61- /0%5- /+&6(B- /0&- '*78'- 4+&55- (%55&.%68/&5- /0&-
(&6*.%68/%*6- W789&5- *;- /0&- [8*- 4&*4'&X- \M#(' =(%?'僚洞]B- +&;'&7/%61- /0&- &;;*+/5- *;-
7*:6/2-'&9&'-%65/%/:/%*65-)0*-)%50-/*-&G*/%7%E&-/0&%+-'*78'-0&+%/81&"--
-
30&-8+708&*'*12-*;-@0%6&5&- ;+*6/%&+5- %5- 8- 1+*)%61- 7*67&+6- /*(82B-)%/0- /0&-g6&-_&'/B-
g6&-F*8(-\N-'=#-'B-' /8⼀一帶⼀一路]-(%+&7/%9&5- %.4'&.&6/&(-<2-/0&-7:++&6/-1*9&+6.&6/"-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32 Gelao groups from Zunyi visit cliff tombs in Qijiang 
  http://e.163.com/docs/10/2015102209/B6H344KA900144KB.html;  
Han tombs in Qijiang, an important symbol of Tujia ethnic minority  
http://chongqing.163.com/16/0113/11/BD73GIKC02330O41.html (last accessed 26/6/2017). 
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!@*67*.%/86/'2-/*-/0&5&-/+86568/%*68'-9%&)5B-4*'%/%78'-86(-878(&.%7-.**(5-%6-.8%6'86(-
@0%68- 8+&- .*+&- /086- &9&+- ;*7:5&(- *6- %.81%6%61- 8- ;:/:+&- ;*+- @0%6&5&- 68/%*68'-
8+708&*'*12-86(-68/%*68'-0&+%/81&B-*+-/0&-8+708&*'*12-86(-7:'/:+8'-0&+%/81&-*;-@0%68-85-
8-68/%*6"-30%5- /0&5%5-085-+&7&%9&(-5/+*61- '*1%5/%7-86(-;%6867%8'-5:44*+/- ;+*.-.8%6'86(-
@0%68- 878(&.%7- %65/%/:/%*65- 7*..%//&(- /*- /0&- 5/:(2- *;- ;+*6/%&+5B- 5:70- 85- /0&-
P+708&*'*12- (&48+/.&6/- %6- F&6.%6- C6%9&+5%/2"- L/- 085- 8'5*- <&&6- 5:44*+/&(- <2-
%65/%/:/%*65- /08/- 8+&- /+8(%/%*68''2- 7*67&+6&(- <2- /0&- J:&5/%*6- *;- /0&- <*:6(8+%&5- *;-
@0%6&5&-%(&6/%/2B-5:70-85-/0&-@0%861K@0%61-h:*-$*:6(8/%*6"-L/-%5-0*4&(-/08/-689%18/%61-





+&;'&7/%*6- '&(- <2- /0%5- 5/:(2- *6- .8//&+5- *;- +&5&8+70- .&/0*(5B- 0&+%/81&- 86(-
%6/&+4+&/8/%*6"!!-Q&48+/%61-;+*.-/0&- %(&8-*;-4+*4*5%61-8'/&+68/%9&-)825-/*-+&K%.81%6&-
:6)86/&(-0&+%/81&B-*+-0&+%/81&-7*65%(&+&(-W)%/0*:/-98':&XB-5:70-85-.%'%/8+2-(&;&67&5-
%6- +:+8'-.8+1%65B-*+- /0&-7'%;;-<:+%8'5- %69&5/%18/&(-0&+&- 562,7!78L9"-@+&8/%9&-4+87/%7&5- %6-
P+708&*'*12- 8+&- S:5/- 5/8+/%61- /*- <&- %69&5/%18/&(B- 86(- %/- %5- 0*4&(- /08/- /0%5- 5/:(2- %5-
7*6/+%<:/%61-/*-/0&5&-&.&+1%61-9&6/:+&5"!U-30&-5/:(2-*;-8+/-0%5/*+2-86(-8+708&*'*12B-85-
)&''- 85- 0&+%/81&- 86(- .:5&:.- 5/:(%&5- 8+&- +84%('2- <'**.%61- %6- @0%6&5&- 878(&.%7-
%65/%/:/%*65- /*(82"- 30&2- ;87&- 8- 5%/:8/%*6- )0&+&- 8+/- 878(&.%&5- 8+&- /0&- 4'87&5- )0&+&-
/0&*+2B- 7+%/%J:&- 86(- /0&- 0%5/*+2- *;- 8+/- 8+&- /8:10/B-)0%'&- (&48+/.&6/5- *;- 0%5/*+2- 86(-




8-.8S*+- %5-86*/0&+-4*/&6/%8'-(%57%4'%68+2-<+%(1&"-30%5- /0&5%5-)85-)+%//&6- %6-8-<%'%61:8'-
7*6/&G/B-7*..:/%61-<&/)&&6-?gP?B-F&6.%6-C6%9&+5%/2-*;-@0%68-86(-/0&-?%70:86-$%6&-
P+/5- L65/%/:/&B- /0+&&- 878(&.%7- %65/%/:/%*65- )%/0- (%;;&+&6/- /+8(%/%*65- *;- +&5&8+70- 86(-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
33 Wei and Griffiths 2017 (in press).  
34 The 8th edition of the World Archaeological Congress (WAC8) has inaugurated a new section entitled 
“Art and Archaeology”, with several sessions dedicated to cross-fertilization between artistic practice and 
archaeology. 
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!/&870%61"- F8/0&+- /086- 7*.%61- ;+*.- *6&- 878(&.%7- &69%+*6.&6/- %6- *6&- %65/%/:/%*6- /*-
5/:(2- /0&- ;%&'(- %6- 8- ;*+&%16- 7*:6/+2B- L- )85- 8<'&- /*- 508+&- .2- +&5&8+70- %6- 8''- /0+&&-
%65/%/:/%*65B- /&870%61- *6- /0&- 86/0+*4*'*12- *;- 8+/B!Y-7:'/:+8'- 0&+%/81&!O-86(- 7:'/:+8'-
+*:/&5"!`-
-
 Guanyinsi site in Shizhu county, Fengdu district, Chongqing municipality. Estimated to date from 3.10.
the Song period (10th-13th century CE). 
-
!"U"! H&/8'-86(-5/*6&-5/:(%&5-
@:'/:+8''2- 54&7%;%7- )825- /*- <:%'(- <+%(1&5- <&/)&&6- /0&- 57%&6/%;%7- /&6(&67%&5- *;-
8+708&*'*12- 86(- /0&- %67+&85%61'2- 5:<S&7/%9&- &6(&89*:+5- *;- 8+/- 0%5/*+2- 50*:'(- <&-
&G4'*+&("- P6/%J:8+%86- 4+87/%7&5- 5:70- 85-.&/8'- 86(- 5/*6&- 5/:(%&5- \O-%3"-' P8&⾦金⽯石學]-
089&-8-'*/-/*-*;;&+-%6-/0&-*6K1*%61-(&<8/&-*6-/0&-4*5%/%*6-*;-/0&-+&5&8+70&+-%6-.8,%61-
/0&- 485/B- 86(- *6- /0&- 5&65*+%8'- (%.&65%*65- *;- 8+708&*'*12"- Q:+%61- /0&- &G&+7%5&- %6-
+&4'%78/%61-8-789&-%6-586(5/*6&-+&4*+/&(-%6-@084/&+-OB-8-;%+5/-&4%1+840%7-%657+%4/%*6-)85-
8((&(- /*- =G4&+%.&6/- #B- 7*69&2%61- %6;*+.8/%*6- 8<*:/- /0&- 5/8/:5- 86(- ;:67/%*6- *;- /0&-
+&4'%78- 86(- 5&+9%61- 85- 86- &G&+7%5&- %6- &G4&+%.&6/8'- &4%1+8402"- L65/&8(B- /0&- 5&7*6(-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
35 “The history of Sinology and the study of East Asian art in the West“, Sichuan Fine Arts Institute 2014. 
36 “Comparing values in heritage interpretation, management and conservation”, Renmin University of 
China 2015. 


















30&- %657+%4/%*6- +&4'87&5- /0&- +&5&8+70&+B-.25&';B- %6- /0&-4+*7&55-*;-.8,%61-8- 789&"-H2-
*)6-&6(&89*:+-%6-5/:(2%61-86(-%6/&+4+&/%61-/0&-485/-%5-0&+&-+&4'87&(-%6-/0&-'%6&81&-*;-




 Writing inscription no.2 in Banan district, Chongqing municipality. June 2015. Source: 3.11.




0*)- 8- W5/&4K<2K5/&4X- ;%&'()*+,- 5/+8/&12- )*+,&(- %6- 5/&4- )%/0- &9*'9%61- +&5&8+70-
J:&5/%*65"- ?/8+/%61- ;+*.-8-<+*8(-7*.48+%5*6-<&/)&&6- /0&- 789&5- 5*:/0-*;- /0&-D861E%-
86(-/0&%+-0*.*'*1:&5-%6-/0&-?%70:86-<85%6-86(-D861E%-1*+1&5B-/0&-/0&5%5-/0&6-&9*'9&(-
%6/*-8-.:70K'*78'%E&(- 785&- 5/:(2- %6-8- 5%61'&- 5*:/0&+6- /+%<:/8+2-*;- /0&-D861E%"- $%68''2B-
/0&- +&5&8+70- 1+*)5- <87,- /*- 86- %6/&++&1%*68'- 578'&B- '**,%61- 8/- /0&-)0*'&- 6&/)*+,- *;-
5*:/0&+6- /+%<:/8+%&5- /08/- 7*66&7/- /0&- D861E%- /*- /0&- D:6686KV:%E0*:- 0%10'86(5"- 30&-
'82&+5-*;-4+&'%.%68+2-7*67':5%*65-4+*(:7&(-%6-/0&-4+*7&55-%6(%78/&-S:5/-0*)-:65/8<'&-8-
/24*'*1%78'- *+- '*78/%*68'- %6/&+4+&/8/%*6- *;- /0&- .8/&+%8'- 786- <&- )0&6- 5:<.%//&(- /*-
9&+%;%78/%*6- *6- /0&- ;%&'("- 30%5- 5/:(2- %66*98/&5- <2- *4&6%61- :4- 86- 8+&8- 7*65%(&+&(-
.8+1%68'-%6-/0&-5/:(2-*;-=85/&+6->86-7'%;;-/*.<5B-%/-9&+%;%&5-/24*'*1%78'-*+-70+*6*'*1%78'-
7'855%;%78/%*65-86(-1%9&6-7:'/:+8'-%6/&+4+&/8/%*65B-5*.&-*;-/0&.-(8/%61-5&9&+8'-(&78(&5-
<87,B- 86(- )0&6- /0*5&- 8+&- 4+*9&(- )+*61B- %/- 4+*4*5&5- 8'/&+68/%9&5"- @+:7%8''2- ;*+- /0%5-
7084/&+B-/0&-.*5/-98':8<'&-;%6(%615-7*6/+%<:/&(-<2-/0%5-5/:(2-/*-/0&-,6*)'&(1&-*;->86-
/%.&Z5-<:+%8'5-%6-8+/%;%7%8'-789&5-8+&-(%+&7/'2-+&'8/&(-/*-/0&-)82-;%&'(-5:+9&2-)85-578'&(-
86(- +&K*+%&6/&(- /0+*:10*:/- /0&- 2&8+5B- 85- %6/&+4+&/8/%*65- 6&&(&(- 6&)- 1+*:6("-




%6- &G%5/%61- +&7*+(5B- 86(- .8%6/8%6&(- 8- 7+%/%78'- 8//%/:(&- /*)8+(5- %66*98/%9&- +&7*+(%61-
/&706*'*1%&5"- F&18+(%61- /0&- /*/8'- 58.4'&- *;- 5%/&5- 86(- 789&5B- (&7%5%*65- /8,&6- 8/- /0&-
'&9&'- *;- 58.4'%61B- 5&'&7/%*6-*;- 5%/&5- /*- <&- 5:+9&2&(B- 86(-*;- 785&- 5/:(%&5B- 8+&- ,&4/- 85-
/+86548+&6/-85-4*55%<'&"-g6-/0&-*/0&+-086(B-%6-5*.&-*77:++&67&5-5:70-85-/0&-+&7*+(%61-
*;- /0&- 78+9%61- &G4&+%.&6/B- /0&- 40*/*1+840%7- 7*9&+81&- *;- /0&- 789&5- 86(- 78+9%615B- 85-
)&''- 85- /0&- +&7*65/+:7/%*6-*;- 8- 5&7/%*6-*;- /0&-^%61G%- /+%<:/8+2B-)%/0- /0&- %6/&6/%*6-*;-





38 Bringsvaerd 1976:79. 
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!W>&-6&1'&7/&(-;+%&6(-86(-+&'8/%9&5B-86(-)0&6-0&-.&/-*6&-*;-/0&.-%6-/0&-5/+&&/-
\1*%61- /*- *+- ;+*.- 0%5- *;;%7&]- 0&- ;*:6(- %/- 08+(- /*- 78++2- *6- 8- 5&65%<'&-
7*69&+58/%*6"->&-1+&)-.*+&-86(-.*+&-8448''&(-8/-0*)- '%//'&-4&*4'&- ,6&)-*;-









/0&- &6/%+&/2- *;- 8- T+*9%67&"- L6- /%.&B- /0*5&- C67*657%*68<'&- H845- 6*- '*61&+-
58/%5;%&(B-86(-/0&-@8+/*1+840&+5-V:%'(5-5/+:7,-8-H84-*;-/0&-=.4%+&-)0*5&-5%E&-
)85- /08/- *;- /0&- =.4%+&B- 86(- )0%70- 7*%67%(&(- 4*%6/- ;*+- 4*%6/- )%/0- %/"- 30&-
;*''*)%61-V&6&+8/%*65B-)0*-)&+&-6*/- 5*- ;*6(-*;- /0&- ?/:(2-*;- @8+/*1+8402- 85-
/0&%+-$*+&<&8+5-08(-<&&6B-58)-/08/-/08/-985/-H84-)85-C5&'&55B-86(-6*/-)%/0*:/-
5*.&-T%/%'&556&55-)85- %/B- /08/- /0&2-(&'%9&+&(- %/-:4- /*- /0&- L67'&.&67%&5-*;- ?:6-
86(-I%6/&+5"-L6-/0&-Q&5&+/5-*;-/0&-I&5/B-5/%''-/*(82B-/0&+&-8+&-38//&+&(-F:%65-*;-
/08/-H84B- %608<%/&(-<2-P6%.8'5-86(-_&118+5j- %6-8''- /0&-[86(-/0&+&- %5-6*-*/0&+-












;:6&+8+2- %(&*'*12- %69&5/%18/&(-0&+&"- L6-*/0&+-)*+(5B- %6- /0%5- 5/:(2B- /0&-W0*)X- '&(- /0&-





39 Borges (1960) 1998:325. 
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!Q%;;%7:'/%&5- &67*:6/&+&(- 86(- :65*'9&(- %55:&5B-)0%70- 4+&9&6/&(-.&- ;+*.- ;*+.:'8/%61-
(&;%6%/%9&- 5/8/&.&6/5B- .8%6'2- 7*67&+6- /0&- '87,- *;- 5&//'&.&6/- &9%(&67&- 86(- /0&-
%67*.4'&/&- 68/:+&- *;- /0&- 898%'8<'&- (8/8"- 30&5&- %55:&5- 8+&- .8%6'2- (&8'/- )%/0- %6- /0&-
;*''*)%61-@084/&+-U"-Q&54%/&- +&7&6/-(%57*9&+%&5-*;- 5&//'&.&6/5- 5:70-85->:861S%6)86B-
4:50%61- ;:+/0&+- /086- &9&+- *:+- ,6*)'&(1&- *;- >86- 7*'*6%E8/%*6- 5*:/0- *;- /0&- D861E%B-
/0&5&-786-5/%''-*6'2-<&-+&'8/&(-/*-/0&-.%6*+%/2-4**'-*;-324&-#-/*.<5-5*:/0-*;-/0&-D861E%"-
P-7'*5&+-'**,-/*-/0&-(%5/+%<:/%*6-86(-/0&-/24*'*1%78'-7*.4*5%/%*6-*;-324&-M-7&.&/&+%&5-
%5- 7:++&6/'2- /0&- *6'2- )82- /*- 4+*(:7&- 8- 024*/0&5%5- *6- 7*++&54*6(%61- 324&- M-
5&//'&.&6/5"- 30%5- +&5&8+70- 8%.- %5- 8((+&55&(- %6- @084/&+5- !- *+- UB- )0&6- ;%6&+-
+&'8/%*650%45-<&/)&&6-7&.&/&+2-/24*'*12-86(-/0&-0%5/*+%78'-+*'&-*;-5.8''&+-/+%<:/8+%&5-




.862-5/81&5-86(- %6-(%;;&+&6/- '*78/%*65B-)%/0-(%54'825-/08/-089&- '&;/-6*-/+87&5B-<:/-)&-
(*- 089&- 877&55- /*- )08/- %5- '&;/- *;- %/5- %6;+85/+:7/:+&"U#-[85/'2B- /0&- (8/85&/- <+*:10/-
/*1&/0&+-0&+&-%5-5%E&8<'&-%6-J:86/%/2B-<:/-%5-6*/-0*.*1&6&*:5-%6-J:8'%/2B-86(-+:65-/0&-
+%5,B-)%/0- %/5- ;:6&+8+2- ;*7:5B- *;- 6*/- 5&&%61- 8- ;:''- 4%7/:+&"-Q%9&+5%;2%61-.2-.&/0*(5-*;-




40 Bloch 1971.  








03&3# "+,# &'%# ",3/&(+)# +"# :51%# A# /%-%&%,(%.# 3)0# .%&&2%-%)&.# &'3&# 3,%# 2+/3&%0# ()#
/+-13,392%#.%&&()4.=#:'%#23&&%,#()/270%#&',%%#3,%3.#&'3&#"+,-#&'%#711%,#B3)4C(#,%4(+)<#
&'%#:',%%#D+,4%.#3,%36#&'%#.+7&'%,)#13,&#+"#&'%#E(/'73)#93.()6#3)0#&'%#"278(32#,+7&%.#
/+))%/&()4# 123()# &+# '(4'23)0.# ;<,."!"3==/ F3)# 1%,(+0# .%&&2%-%)&.# %)/+7)&%,%0# 07,()4#
.7,8%56# $'%)# .*(--()4# &',+74'# 1792(.'%0# 3,/'3%+2+4(/32# ,%1+,&.# +,# $'%)# ,%30()4#
'(.&+,(/32# 0%./,(1&(+).# +"# ,+7&%.# .7,,+7)0()4# :51%# A# .(&%.# 3,%# -3,*%0# +)# &'%# -31#
9%2+$=#:'(.#2(.&#(.#95#)+#-%3).#%@'37.&(8%6#3.#-3)5#-+,%#F3)#1%,(+0#.%&&2%-%)&.#3,%#
*)+$)#32+)4# &'%#B3)4C(6# 3)0# &'%# 2+/3&(+)#+"# &+$).#%)/+7)&%,%0# ()# &%@&.# ,%-3().#3)#
311,+@(-3&(+)=#
#
 Type 1 cemeteries, Han period settlements from reports (exact location) and settlements from 4.1.
texts (approximate location) south of the Yangzi.  
#
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!E%/&(+)# A# "+/7.# +)# &'%# 1%/72(3,# %)8(,+)-%)&# +"# :',%%# D+,4%.# 3,%3=# F%,%6# ()&%).(8%#
,%./7%# 3,/'3%+2+45# 3&# &'%# ./32%# +"# 3# $'+2%# %/+&+)%# '3.# 1,+07/%0# 3# $%32&'# +"#
1792(.'%0#-3&%,(326#$'%,%#:51%#A#/%-%&%,(%.#3,%#2+/3&%0#$(&'#,%.1%/&.#&+#.%&&2%-%)&.#
3)0# &+1+4,31'5# ()# 3# !"#$%&'(%)*&# 1%,.1%/&(8%=# :'(.# (.# &'%# /2+.%.&#$%# /3)# 4%&# &+# &'%#
/+)&%@&#+"#:51%#;#/2(""# &+-9.#.+7&'#+"#&'%#B3)4C(=#E%/&(+)#;#"+/7.%.#+)#F3)#&+-9.# ()#
&'%# .+7&'%,)# E(/'73)# 93.()6# .'+$()4# &'%# 83,(%&5# 3)0# ",%%0+-# ,%3/'%0# 95# 1,+8()/(32#
&,30(&(+).=#E%/&(+)#G#,%/+).&,7/&.#-3()#.+7&'$3,0.#3@%.#+"#&,30%#3)0#/+--7)(/3&(+)#















(&.# .'+,%# "+20%0# ()&+# &',%%# 3)&(/2()32# .&,3&3# &+# "+,-# 4,%3&# /,%.&.# N>7(&3)4@(3瞿塘峽6#
S7.'3) 巫⼭山# 3)0# F73)42()4-(3+ ⿈黃陵廟P=# I9+7&# JUHGU# VBI6# &'%# 1,%..7,%# +"# &'%#
F(-32353)#123&%#1,+07/%0#/,3/*.# ()# &'%# &',%%#-3..(".=#W()32256#95# (&.#%,+0()4#3/&(8(&56#
&'%# B3)4C(# X(8%,# /3,8%0# (&.# $35# &+# &'%# +/%3)6# /7&&()4# 0%%1# 4+,4%.# &',+74'# &'%#S7#




1 Three Gorges 2009:4. 
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!:'%#,%.72&()4#&+1+4,31'5#(.#32-+.&#YUZ#-+7)&3().#3)0#'(22.6#$'(2%#"23&#23)0#,%-3().#3#
,3,%# ,%.+7,/%=# [7-%,+7.# ,(8%,.# ,7)# ()# )3,,+$# 3)0# 0%%1# 4+,4%.# 9%&$%%)# '(4'#
-+7)&3().=# >+).%?7%)&256# 3# /,7/(32# /'322%)4%# ()# &'%# 3,%3# (.# /(,/723&(+)# 3)0#
/+--7)(/3&(+)6#$(&'# (.+23&(+)# 3)0#13,&(/723,(.-#9%()4# &'%# ,72%# ()#[%+2(&'(/# /72&7,%.=#
E13/%#(&.%2"6#3)0#+)%\.#2+/3&(+)#()#&'%#,(8%,#)%&$+,*6#$3.#3#8327392%#,%.+7,/%=#E%/+)0256#
3.#-3)5# ,(8%,.(0%# "(%20.#+)25# .%3.+)3225#%-%,4%# ",+-#&'%#$3&%,.#3)0#9%/37.%#+"# &'%#
&7,972%)&# 3/&(8(&5# +"# &'%# B3)4C(6# 2(&&2%# 3,392%# .7,"3/%# (.# 383(2392%=# >+).%?7%)&256# &'%#
0%8%2+1-%)&#+"#34,(/72&7,%#3)0#1+1723&(+)#4,+$&'#$3.#.2+$=# !)#/+-1%).3&(+)6#+&'%,#
.%/&+,.# 0%8%2+1%0# ()&%).(8%256# .7/'# 3.# &,30%6# .32&# %@&,3/&(+)6# 3)0# "(.'()4=# :'%# :',%%#
D+,4%.#()'39(&3)&.#-3()&3()%0#3#2+/32#37&+)+-5#"+,#93.(/#4++0.6#97&#,%.+7,/%.#.7/'#3.#
.32&6# /+11%,6# /())393,6# 23/?7%,6# &%36# ,3-(%# N+,%-. 苧⿇麻6# &'%# "(9%,# /,+1# /"&,-&)0.'





+)# &'%# "2++0392%# ,(8%,93)*.# +"# .%3.+)32# .&,%3-.=# W+,-()4# &'%# 93.%-%)&# +"# &'%.%#
&%,,3/%.6#3,%#&'%#/2("".#()#&'%#.(0%#+"#$'(/'#-+.&#/2(""#97,(32.#3,%#/7&=#:'%#3.#3,%#2+$%,#
32278(32# 123().# ,%.72&()4# ",+-# &'%# 3//7-723&(+)# +"# .%0(-%)&# 9,+74'&# 95# &'%# ,(8%,.=#
:',+74'+7&#'(.&+,56#&+$).#3)0#30-()(.&,3&(8%#/%)&,%.#/'+.%#&'(.#*()0#+"#&%,,3()6#+"&%)#
.&,3&%4(/3225# 123/%0# 3&# &'%# /+)"27%)/%# +"# "278(32# ,+7&%.=# ]@&,3/&()4# 3/&(8(&(%.# 3)0# $3,#
%3.(25#32&%,%0#.7/'#3#",34(2%#%)8(,+)-%)&=#^5#&'%#%)0#+"#&'%#;)0#/%)&7,5#>]#&+#&'%#%3,25#
G,0#/%)&7,5#>]6#,(4'&#$'%)#,+/*H/7&#/%-%&%,(%.#"2+7,(.'#.+7&'#+"#&'%#B3)4C(6#9+&'#&'%#





2 Ponting 1996. 
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!#
 A canyon-and-plateau landscape along the Long River. Fengdu district, Chongqing municipality. 4.2.
#
 :,3).1+,&3&(+)#J=A=;=
:%@&732# .+7,/%.# -%)&(+)# 3# "%$# "3/&.# 39+7&# )38(43&(+)# ()# &'%# E+7&'$%.&=G#:'%# ,+30#
",+-#E(/'73)#&+#&'%#>%)&,32#_23().#8(3#$3&%,#(.#.3(0#&+#"+22+$#3#)+,&'H.+7&'#3@(.#"+,-%0#
95#&'%#`(32()4#3)0#F3)#X(8%,#8322%5.6#72&(-3&%25#,%3/'()4#&'%#/+7,.%#+"#&'%#B%22+$#X(8%,=#




3)0# 2+$%,#a()4# X(8%,6#$'(/'# (.# 1,%.%)&%0# 3.# &'%# 1+&%)&(32# 123/%# +"# +,(4()# +"# &'%# ^3=#
V5&'(/32# 3//+7)&.# )3,,3&%# &'3&# &'%# ^3# *()4# ()8%)&%0# L%3,&'%)# 9+3&.M6# $'(/'# 7.%# &+#
)38(43&%#+)#&'%#a()4#X(8%,=J#!).&%306#$'%)#a()#3&&3/*.#>'7#()#GUb#^>]6#(&#(.#&',+74'#&'%#








3 As they exceed the scope of this thesis, the information below is summarized from Chapter 9 in Three 
Gorges 2009:330-349. Direct references to historical texts are given for the Han period onwards. 
4 Timeline 1.  
5 Timeline 3.  
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()# .7.1%)0%0# /+""().# +)# &'%# B3)4C(# X(8%,#-3()# /+7,.%# (.# /+)/%)&,3&%0# ()# &'%# AYU*-#
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i'3)447+/%戰國策6#$'%,%# &'%5#3,%#.3(0# &+# ,7)# "+,# &'+7.3)0.#+"# !0# &+$3,0.#E'7=AG#!)#
&'%# E'(d(史記6# &'%# +,.#(."# )%&$+,*# (.# 0%./,(9%0# 3.# 1%,83.(8%# 3)0# %@&%)0%0# ()# 322#
0(,%/&(+).=AJ#_23)*#,+30.#/+))%/&()4#&'%#E(/'73)#93.()#&+#&'%#)+,&'#.7/'#3.#&'%#^3+@(%#
,+7&%# N/."40&' (."#褒斜道P# 1235%0# 3)# (-1+,&3)&# ,+2%# ()# %3,25# (-1%,(32# '(.&+,5=# :'%#
^3+@(%#,+7&%#$3.#1,+93925#()(&(3&%0#9%&$%%)#GGT#3)0#;KA#^>]6#9%"+,%#a()#7)("(/3&(+)6#
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 Mengoni 2004:62. 
8 Shangyejie 2009.  
9 Wuyishan 1978:75. 
10 Peking University 1978 and Guixi 1980.  
11 Dendrochronological dating is close (2275+-90 BP). Shu Zhihai 1982. The date is discussed at the light 
of further discovered coffins in Yichang municipality, where the presence of silk and red sorghum show 
strong similarities with burial practices under the Song and Ming periods. Lu De Feng in Three Gorges 
2003:311-312. 
12 Fengxiangxia 1978:91. 
13 Timeline 2. 
14 Timeline 5.  
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!3)0# /+8%,%0#3# &+&32# +"# 39+7&#KUU*-#+"#123)*# "++&$35.=AK#:'%#4+8%,)+,#+"#F3)C'+)4#
,%1+,&%025# /++,0()3&%0#;6cYU#1%+12%# &+#97(20#-+,%# &'3)#3#'7)0,%0# *(2+-%&,%.6#$(&'#
"(8%# 9,(04%.# 3)0# cGG# .%/&(+).# +"# 123)*# "++&$35.=# :'%# $+,*"+,/%# "+,# &'%# 1,+d%/&#
72&(-3&%25#,%3/'%0#Tcc6bUU#239+7,%,.#3)0#$3.#0,3()%0#",+-#"+7,#/+--3)0%,(%.=Ac#>2(""#




&'%# 2%8%2# +"# .%3.+)32# "2++0()46# 3)0# 9%&$%%)# G# &+# c-# $(0%=# :'%# +,.#(."# 32+)4# &'%#
R3)()4# X(8%,⼤大寧河# ,%3/'%0# G;-# 39+8%# &'%#$3&%,# 2%8%2=AY#W++&$35.#$%,%# 0%.(4)%0#
0%1%)0()4#+)#&'%#.2+1%#+"#&'%#/2(""=#S'%)#2+/3&%0#+)#"2++0392%#,(8%,93)*.#+,#.-++&'#
.2+1%.#3&# &'%#93.%#+"# &'%# /2(""6# &'%5#$%,%# .711+,&%0#95#'+,(C+)&32#9%3-.#3)0#1(223,.=#





:%/')+2+4(/326# 8(.732# 3)0# 2+/3&(+)32# 13,322%2.# 9%&$%%)# &,3).1+,&3&(+)# -+0%.# 3)0#
"7)%,3,5# /7.&+-.# .7/'#3.#9%&$%%)# .%3.+)32#)38(43&(+)# 3)0# &'%#9+3&H.'31%0# /+""().6#
&'%# +,.#(."# 3)0# .7.1%)0%0# /+""().6# 0(,%/&25# ,%23&%# .1%/("(/# )3&7,32# /+).&,3()&.# 3)0#
/72&7,32# %@1,%..(+).# $'(/'# /'3,3/&%,(C%# &'%# :',%%# D+,4%.# 23)0./31%=# :'%.%# 13,322%2.#




15 Tseng 2001:134-144 and survey report in Qin Zhongxing 1980.  
16 Tseng 2001:137. 
17 Translated in Harrist 2008:53-67. 
18  In the last decade, to apply for the status of cultural route for the Tea Horse road, the local 
archaeological administration is surveying remains of tracks, bridges, etc. Zhandao are difficult to date due 
to their constant restoration, which depleted after the Song dynasty because of deforestation and shortage 
in wood resources. 
19 See Cheng Diyu 2007 for a survey of 115m of zhandao along the Daning River. 
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!#
 Suspended paths. Source: Lan Yong 1992:71. 4.3.
#
 E%&&2%-%)&.#()#&'%#:',%%#D+,4%.#3,%3#J=A=G=
[+&# ?7(&%# /+,,%.1+)0()4# &+# &'%# (-34%# +"# 1(+)%%,.# +)# 3# $(20# ",+)&(%,# ()'39(&%0# 95#
93,93,(3).6#R%#>,%.1(4)5#0%./,(9%.#/+2+)(C3&(+)#()#&'%#.+7&'#3.#1,(+,(&(.()4#.%&&2%-%)&#
+8%,# &,30%6# 30-()(.&,3&(8%# 3)0# -(2(&3,5# /+)/%,).6# $(&'# 1,(-3,5# /+)/%,).# 9%()4# &'%#
(-123)&3&(+)#+"#13005#"(%20#/72&(83&(+)#()#&'%#,(8%,#8322%5.#3)0#+)#&%,,3/%0#.2+1%.=;U#F%#
0(""%,%)&(3&%.# 9%&$%%)# &'%# &+1+4,31'(/# 0(.&,(97&(+)# +"# /+2+)(.&.# 3)0# ,%"74%%.<#








20 De Crespigny 2004:51. 
21 De Crespigny 2004:7. 
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!W+7,# &51%.#+"# .%&&2%-%)&.#3,%# "+7)0# ()# &'%#j11%,#B3)4C(#3,%3# ()#0%/,%3.()4#+,0%,#+"#
(-1+,&3)/%#3)0#./32%<#/+--3)0%,5#.%3&.6#/+7)&5#.%3&.6#8(2234%.#3)0#+7&1+.&.<;;##
NA=/ #$@@*%A'91/ 6'*&6# 3,%# 2+/3&%0# +)# &'%# B3)4C(# -3()# /+7,.%6# +,# +)# (&.# -3d+,#
&,(97&3,(%.=# :'%(,# -3()# "7)/&(+)# $3.# -(2(&3,56# 3)0# &'%5# $+720# /'++.%# .&,3&%4(/#
2+/3&(+).6# .7/'# 3.# 4+,4%.# N"+,# %@3-12%# ^3(0(/'%)4#⽩白帝城6# ()# 1,%.%)&H035# W%)4d(%#
0(.&,(/&6# >'+)4?()4# -7)(/(132(&5P# +,# 123().# 2+/3&%0# 3&# &'%# /,+..()4# +"# ,(8%,.# N.7/'# 3.#















V(,,+,()4# 1,+/%..%.# +"# %/+2+4(/32# 1,%..7,%# 3)0# 0%-+4,31'(/# 4,+$&'6# &'%# 3-+7)&# +"#
.%&&2%-%)&.#7)/+8%,%0#()#&'%#:',%%#D+,4%.#3,%3#"+,#]3.&%,)#F3)#&(-%.#(.#&',(/%#3.#9(4#
3.# ()# 3)5# +&'%,# 1%,(+0# 9%"+,%# 3)0# 7)&(2# &'%# %)0# +"# &'%# c&'# /%)&7,5# >]=;G#:'%# &392%#
,%1,+07/%0# 9%2+$# .'+$.# &'3&# &'%# 23,4%.&# )7-9%,# +"# .(&%.# 03&%.# &+# &'%#F3)# 05)3.&5/
;<,."!"!==;J#
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22 He Shiwei 2011:87-90. 
23 See table by He Shiwei 2011:78. 
24 Zheng Chaogui et al. 2008. 
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!#
 Variation in the number of sites for all periods unti the Song period (13th century CE) in the Three 4.4.
Gorges area. 46 sites were occupied only during Han times, with 155 sites overlapping with other 
periods Source: Fig. 11 in Zheng Chaogui et al. 2008.  
#
I//+,0()4# &+# &'%# &(-%# .%,(%.# "+,# &'%# 0(.&,(97&(+)# +"# 3,/'3%+2+4(/32# .(&%.# ,%1,+07/%0#
9%2+$#",+-#&'%#.3-%#.&7056#$'(2%#_,%HF3)#.%&&2%-%)&.#3,%#"+7)0#-+.&25# ()#3# 2(-(&%0#
3,%3#9%&$%%)#i'+)4@(3)#3)0#S7.'3)#()#&'%#:',%%#D+,4%.6#()#F3)#&(-%.#.%&&2%,.#.1,%30#
-+,%#%8%)25# 32+)4# &'%#-3()# /+7,.%#+"# &'%#B3)4C(6# 3)0#71.&,%3-# (&.#-3()# &,(97&3,(%.#
;<,."!"D==#
#
 Distribution of Han period archaeological sites in the Three Gorges area. Source: Zheng Chaogui 4.5.
et al. 2008:115. 
#
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!I)+&'%,# .32(%)&# /'3,3/&%,(.&(/# +"# ]3.&%,)#F3)# &(-%.# 3,%# ()/,%3.()425#-3,*%0# ,%4(+)32#
0(""%,%)/%.# ()#.%&&2%-%)&#13&&%,).#3)0#"7)%,3,5#&51+2+45=# !)#&%,-.#+"#.%&&2%-%)&#3)0#
97,(32#&51+2+456#&'%#4+,4%.#.12(&#()#3#$%.&%,)#3)0#%3.&%,)#.%/&(+)=#!)#&'%#$%.&6#71#7)&(2#
&'%# -+7&'# +"# &'%# S7# X(8%,6# -+.&# .%&&2%-%)&.# 3,%# 4,+71%0# 32+)4# &,(97&3,(%.6# $(&'#
8(2234%.# 0(.1%,.%0# 9+&'# +)# &'%# ,(8%,.(0%.# 3)0# ()# &'%#-+7)&3().=# >2(""# &+-9.# 3,%# 8%,5#
1+1723,6# .+# 3,%# 9,(/*# &+-9.6# 97&# )+# 3..%-92%0# .&+)%# &+-9.# 3,%# "+7)0=# !)# &'%# %3.&6#
9%&$%%)#&'%#-+7&'#+"#&'%#S7#X(8%,#&+#^3(0(/'%)46#322#&',%%#&51%.#+"#.%&&2%-%)&.#3,%#
,%1,%.%)&%06#3&#&'%#/+--3)0%,56#/+7)&5#3)0#8(2234%#2%8%26#97&#&'%5#3,%#2%..#/27.&%,%0=#
F%,%6# 97,(32.# ()# 9,(/*# /'3-9%,.6# 3..%-92%0# .&+)%# /'3-9%,.# +,# 97(2&# ()# -(@%0#




1+2(/(%.# 3112(%0# +)# )+)HF3)# 4,+71.# 3)0# %/+)+-(/# ,%.&,(/&(+).6# 3# 9(4# 1+,&(+)# +"#
-(4,3)&.# (.#'%30%0#&+$3,0.# &'%#F7)3)HF79%(#123()6#+,# &'%#-(002%#/+7,.%#+"# &'%#F3)#
X(8%,=#:'%#()"27%)/%#+"#&'%#2+$%,#B3)4C(#/(8(2(C3&(+)#$(22#4%&#.&,+)4%,#7)0%,#&'%#`()#3)0#
E+7&'%,)#R5)3.&(%.#NJ&'#&+#c&'#/%)&7,(%.#>]P6#$'%)#&'%#()"27%)/%#+"#&'%#>%)&,32#_23().#()#





I.# .%%)#39+8%6# &'%#:',%%#D+,4%.#1,+d%/&6#%@&%)0()4#+8%,# .%8%,32# 5%3,.#3)0#+8%,# &'%#
$'+2%#/+7,.%#+"#&'%#711%,#B3)4C(6#322+$%0#2+)4#&%,-#.&70(%.#&+#0%8%2+16#,%",%.'()4#&'%#






3,%3# ",+-# &'%# E(/'73)# 123()=# ]/+2+4(/32# 1,%..7,%# (.# 3)32+4+7.# ()# +&'%,# 13,&.# +"# &'%#!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25 For an overview of studies in historical geography see Bao Maohong 2004. 
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&%-1%,3&7,%.# 3.# /+-13,%0# &+# &'%# S%.&%,)# F3)# 1%,(+0=;T#[3&7,32# 0(.3.&%,.# .7/'# 3.#
"2++0()4# 3,%# ,%/+,0%0# ()# $,(&&%)# .+7,/%. ;b #3)0# 0%&%/&392%# ()# &'%# 3,/'3%+2+4(/32#
,%/+,0=;Y#:+4%&'%,#$(&'#&'%#/,+$0()4#+"#,(8%,93)*.6#&'(.#(.#+)%#"3/&+,#17.'()4#.%&&2%,.#
&+# '(4'%,# %2%83&(+)# .(&%.6# 9+&'# "+,# .%&&2%-%)&# 3)0# /%-%&%,(%.=# :'%# %2%83&(+)# +"#
/%-%&%,(%.#()#&'%#1%,(+0.#1,%/%0()4#3)0#"+22+$()4#&'%#F3)#(.#/+-13,3&(8%25#2+$%,=#:'%#
3,%3# $(22# '38%# &+# $3(&# "+,# 3# $3,-%,# /2(-3&%# 3"&%,# &'%# :3)4# 05)3.&56# &+# .%%# &'%#
%@13).(+)# +"# /72&(83&%0# 3,%3.# 3&# /+-13,392%# '%(4'&.=# !)# &'%# 23&&%,# '32"# +"# &'%# ;)0#
/%)&7,5# >]6# &'%# ,3,%# "23&# 3,%3.# 30%?73&%# "+,# .%&&2%-%)&.# 3)0# .79d%/&# &+# "2++0()4#
,%4(.&%,# 3# .700%)# 1+1723&(+)# 0%/2()%# /+,,%.1+)0()4# $(&'# &'%# /+2231.%# +"# &'%# F3)#




:'%# %)8(,+)-%)&# 7)0%,4+%.# "7,&'%,# /'3)4%.# 3"&%,# &'%# F3)# 1%,(+0=# R%-+4,31'(/#
1,%..7,%# 2%0# &+# ()&%).%# /2%3,3)/%# 3/&(8(&(%.# N6,&80.#' 9%#("#$畲⽥田運動P6# ()# +,0%,# &+#






26 Elvin 2004:53 and 86 and Barnes 1999:107. 
27 Lan Yong 1998:40-42. 
28 Timeline 16.  
29 Traces of flooding are found in the stratigraphy of Shidibang 石地磅, Wanzhou district for example. 
Three Gorges 2000:806. See Zhu Cheng et al. 2008 for a transhistorical view on flooding in the Three 
Gorges area. 
30 Yao 2015: Table 6.3. cited from Fang Guoyu 1990:82-87. 
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3)0#8(2234%.#3.#-3()#/3&%4+,(%.=#I#.()42%#/+7)&5H2%8%2#3442+-%,3&(+)#1+..%..%.#.%8%,32#
/%-%&%,(%.6#$'(/'#3,%#$(0%25#0(.&,(97&%0#+)#&'%#+7&.*(,&.#+"#&'%#.%&&2%-%)&#N_()407平
度縣6# a7,%)朐忍縣6# S7#巫縣 +,# i(47(秭歸縣 /+7)&(%.# "+,# %@3-12%P=# I&# &'%# 8(2234%#
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97,(32.#3,%#&'%#-+.&#1+1723,#95#&'%#]3.&%,)#F3)#05)3.&56#$'%)#+,(4()3225#()0(8(0732(C%0#
&+-9.# "+,# /+712%.# 3)0# /+)/79()%.6# 0%8%2+1# ()&+# /,+..H4%)%,3&(+)32# "3-(2(%.=#GJ#!)# &'%#
23&%# ;)0# /%)&7,5# >]6# &'%# 1+1723&(+)# +"# %@(.&()4# .-322# /%-%&%,(%.# (.# 0+792%0# N;# &+# J#
&+-9.P6#&,(12%0#NG#&+#YP#+,#?730,712%0#NG#&+#A;P=##
#
E%8%,32# /%-%&%,(%.# 32+)4# &'%# B3)4C(# '38%# 9%%)# 0(./7..%0# ()# /+))%/&(+)# $(&'#
.%&&2%-%)&.=GK#:'%# -3d+,# .%&&2%-%)&# +"# Q(d(393# 3)0# +)%# +"# (&.# 3&&3/'%0# /%-%&%,(%.6#
i+7-32()4⾛走⾺馬嶺6#3,%#9+&'#2+/3&%0#+)#&'%#_%)4@(#X(8%,6#()#B7)53)4#0(.&,(/&=#Q(d(393#(.#
)+&+,(+7.# "+,# (&.# 2+)46#/+)&()7+7.#+//713&(+)#N",+-#&'%#.%/+)0#-(22%))(7-#^>#&+#&'%#
.%/+)0#-(22%))(7-#>]P#97&#2(*%#322#+&'%,#.%&&2%-%)&.#()#&'%#:',%%#D+,4%.#3,%36#(&#4,+$.#
/,(&(/3225#()#F3)#&(-%.=Gc#I//+,0()4#&+#/235#.%32.#"+7)0#+)#&'%#.(&%6#Q(d(393#/+,,%.1+)0.#
&+# &'%#F3)# 1%,(+0# 30-()(.&,3&(8%# /%)&,%# +"#a7,%)#朐忍=# :'%# 3,%3#$3.# 3)# (-1+,&3)&#
/%)&,%#"+,#.32&#1,+07/&(+)6#$(&'#&'%#%3,2(%.&#3&&%.&%0#.32&#1,+07/&(+)#()#B7)\3)雲安6#+)#!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32 In Tudiwan 2006 and  Linjiamatou 2001(2007), see Chen Yajun 2012. 
33 Han Guohe 1999 and Yi Zaisuo 1995. 
34 Jiang Xiaochun 2010:147-150. Also, conversation with Li Dadi from the Chongqing Heritage Center. 
35  Jiang Xiaochun 2010:132-147 for Lijiaba. Other important settlements are Laoguachong ⽼老鴰沖 , 
Shejiazui佘家嘴 in Yunyang county雲陽縣, and Shuangyantang雙堰塘, Jiangdongzui江東嘴 in Wushan 
county巫⼭山縣. 
36 Zoumaling 2011:233 and Lijiaba 1997 in Three Gorges 1997:207-243. 
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
37 Three Gorges 2001 Vol.1:xii. 
38 Not far from Zoumaling are the sites of Jiuxianping舊縣坪 and the associated Matuo馬沱 cemetery, 
another possible location for Han period Quren county seat town. As shown by a stele excavated in 
Jiuxianping retracing the ascendancy of Jingyun景雲, who moved to Quren in the Three Gorges area in 
middle Eastern Han, an important migration route arrived here from former Chu. Suo Dehao 2006:62. 
39 Zoumaling 2011:239. 
40 Li Yangfu 2010:194 and 195.  
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,%3/'%.# &'%# .(0%#+"# &'%#'(22+/*#3)0#1,+8(0%.# 3//%..# "+,# .3/,("(/(32# 17,1+.%.#+,# &+# 300#
9+0(%.# ()# &'%# /'3-9%,=# Q3&%,# F3)# 3,%# .(-125# /7&# ()# &'%# '(22.(0%.=# I# &,%)/'# 2()*.# &'%#
/'3-9%,#&+#&'%#+7&.(0%#3)0#"+,-.#3)#%)&,3)/%#39+8%#&'%#4,+7)0#&+#&'%#97,(32#.13/%=#
:'%# &+-9#0++,$356# (&.# &',%.'+20#$'(/'# (.#+"&%)# 2+)4#%)+74'# &+#9%#/322%0#3# /+,,(0+,6#
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41 Jiang Xiaochun 2005:121-126. 
42 Three Gorges 2001:608-625. 
43 Li Meitian 2014. 
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 Split view and line drawn view of a rock-cut antechamber. Source: Luo Erhu 2001:150. 4.6.
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/'3.()4#()#[+,&'%3.&#>'()3#NS72(3)4/(6#h(3+&3)4.'3)6#%&/eP=Jc#F+$%8%,6#3.#$%#$(22#.%%#
()# >'31&%,# b6# 0(""%,%)&# ",+-# &'%# -+)7-%)&32# %@3-12%.# ()# Q%.'3)# 3)0# h(3+936# &'%#
3)&%/'3-9%,# ()# F73)4.3)# '3.# 1,%.%,8%0# (&.# "3m30%6# $'(/'# '+20.# -+.&# +"# &'%#
%).%-92%\.#1(/&+,(32#/3,8()4.=JT##
#
 Antechamber in Xiaoba. Chezi district, Leshan city, Sichuan province. 4.7.
#!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
46 Nylan 2008.  
47 A section is devoted to the antechamber in Huangsan in appendix 11.6.7. 
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! Entrance to the vestibule of a rock-cut tomb in Leshan city, Sichuan province. Drawing by 4.8.
Faribank after Rudolph 1951. Source: Fig.4 in Fairbank 1942.  
#
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
48 As will be explained in Chapter 8, Fig.8.52 and 8.53, the decoration of stone coffins is a good example 
of how Han period iconography maintains stable spatial relations between motifs and symbols. 
49 Timeline 18. 
50 Throughout his monograph on the south-west frontier, Herman presents Luzhou as the major urban and 
trade centre South of the Yangzi in Song times. Herman 2009. 
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3,%3#$3.#97(2&#+)#&'%#2+/3&(+)#+"#&'%#F3)#1%,(+0#.%&&2%-%)&=Kc#X+/*H/7&#&,%)/'%.#2%30#
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/38%.6# 2(*%# ()# Q+)4-3&3)# ;<,."!"I==/ JA# .&+)%# /+""().# 3-+)4#$'(/'# ;K# 3,%# 0%/+,3&%06#
32+)4#$(&'#+)%# "(,%0# /235# /+""()6# +)%#3..%-92%0#9,(/*# /+""()# 3)0# &$+#%3,2(%,#$++0%)#
/+""().6KT#$%,%# %@&,3/&%0# ",+-# &'%# /38%.# 3)0# 3,%# )+$# *%1&# ()# &'%# Q7C'+7# V7.%7-#
.&+,34%=#:'%#/38%.#32.+#'38%#97(2&H()#/+""().#/7&#0(,%/&25#()&+#&'%#/38%#$322.6#32+)4#$(&'#
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52 Timeline 19. 
53 Yan Manling 2008, 2009 and 2010.  
54 See also Atlas Sichuan 2009:194-238. 
55 Yan Manling 2009:88. 
56 Personal communication Yan Manling 2014. 
57 One stone coffin has a carved inscription dated 195 CE. Zou Xidan 2007. 
58 The discoveries in Jiangyang 江陽區三岩腦崖墓 1981; Longmatan⻯⿓龍⾺馬潭區夢仙亭崖墓 2002 and ⻯⿓龍⾺馬潭
區⼤大驛壩⽊木岩村崖墓 2007;  Naxi 纳溪区护国镇永江村崖墓 2005 are cited in Yan Manling 2009. See also 
Hekoutou 2006. 
59 Zhangjiagou 1995. 
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!# ##
 Two trenches leading to the caves in Longmatan. Luzhou city, Sichuan province.   4.9.
#
 A high-placed cave with coffins in Yutiantang. Hejiang city, Sichuan province.  4.10.
S'%)# /+-13,()4# Q+)4-3&3)# ()# Q7C'+7# 3)0# B7&(3)&3)4# ()# F%d(3)46# $%# /3)# .%%# &'3&#
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60 Timeline 19. 
61 Timeline 58. 
62 Yan Gengwang 1986:1094. 
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>0&(0⼀一級階地P# ()# 3,/'3%+2+4(/32# ,%1+,&.6# &+# 9%# 0(""%,%)&(3&%0# ",+-# '(4'%,# &%,,3/%.#
N20#$P=#!)#V3,/'#;UAK6#3#"(,.&#23,4%H./32%#.7,"3/%#,%./7%#.7,8%5#$3.#2%0#95#&'%#D7(C'+7#
_,+8()/%# I,/'3%+2+4(/32# !).&(&7&%# ()# 3# JU*-# .%/&(+)# +"# &'%# >'(.'7(# X(8%,=# :'(,&5H+)%#
.(&%.# '38%# 9%%)# (0%)&("(%06# -+.&25# .%&&2%-%)&.6# $(&'# &,3/%.# +"# +//713&(+)# .13))()4#
",+-#&'%#[%+2(&'(/#3)0#&'%#^,+)C%#I4%#&+#1,%-+0%,)#NV()4Ha()4P#&(-%.#;<,."!"33==##
#
 31 locations identified by the surface survey in March 2015. Renhuai county, Xishui county and 4.11.




63 Zhang Herong 1996:147. 
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64 Excavations started in 2015, Materials are still being collected and this section is still being updated. 
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!#
 Iron plough (length 15 cm). Source: courtesy of Zhang Gaike, Guizhou Province archaeological 4.12.
Institute. 
#
 View of 3 quadrangular buildings delimited by postholes, Huangjinwan. Source: courtesy of 4.13.
Zhang Gaike, Guizhou Province archaeological Institute. 
#
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.-322%,H.(C%0# $3&%,# 9%3,%,.6# -7.(/(3).6# .()4%,.6# 9(,0.6# 1(4.6# %&/=# l&'%,# &51(/32# F3)#
3,&%"3/&.# 3,%# &'%# 9,+)C%#?%+,%#五銖# /+().6# 3# 9,+)C%# 9(,0H.'31%0# 1()# N(.0$"%帶鉤P#
3)0# (,+)# &++2.# .7/'#3.#3)#3@%6# 3)0#3# ,()4H'3)02%0# .$+,0# "+7)0# ()#V;G=# # !)# &%,-.#+"#
/38%#&51+2+456#VT#(.#&'%#+)25#+)%#&+#'38%#3#,+/*H/7&#.&+8%6#97&#322#/2(""#&+-9.#"+7)0#()#
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 Groundplan of M3 and furnishings from Yuanjiayou. Chishui city, Guizhou province. Source: 4.14.
Zhang Herong 2002:93 and 95. 
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$'(/'#.&(22#9+3.&.#3#.7-1&7+7.#a()4#05)3.&5#F7)3)#&,30%,.#47(20=#;A#/38%.#3,%#/7&#+)#3#
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 View of M1 and M2. Ma’anshan. Chishui city, Guizhou province.  4.15.
#




I# .%&&2%-%)&# $3.# "+7)0# ()# F%-36# /+8%,()4# 39+7&# AU6UUU# .?=-=# :'%# .(&%# 5(%20%0# 3#
"7,)(.'%0#23&%#S%.&%,)#F3)#.'3"&#4,38%#N$(&'#JU#(,+)6#9,+)C%6#/%,3-(/#3,&%"3/&.6#/+().6#!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
65 The gourd, dougong and other motifs typical of Type 1 caves will be further defined and compared to 
their equivalent in Type 2 caves in Chapter 8. 
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66 Hema 1993. 
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68 Timeline 52. 
69 Timeline 33. 
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!#
 Line-carved dougong in Chadian. Fuling district, Chongqing Muncipality. Wall height 170cm. 4.18.
#
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0,3()34%# /3)32.# 3)0# )(/'%.6# 3)0# &',%%# 3-+)4# &'%-# '38%# 2+)4# /+,,(0+,.=# S'(2%# &'%#
23&&%,# '38%# 9%%)# ,%H97,(%06# +)%# /2(""# &+-9# $(&'+7&# /+,,(0+,# (.# .&(22# 8(.(92%# +)# &'%#
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_%)4.'7(# /+7)&5# 彭⽔水縣 P= T; #F3)"3# $3.# *)+$)# "+,# (&.# .32&# $%22.6# (&.# &%,,(&+,5#
)%(4'9+7,%0#)+)HF3)#4,+71.#3)0#(&#'30#&'%#/2%3,#17,1+.%#+"#/+)&,+22()4#&'%#S7#X(8%,#
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
70 Three Gorges 2001(2007):2010-2041. See also Beiyan 2012. 
71 Fuling 2012. 
72 Eastern Han brick tombs were found in Xiaba, Pengshui County. Lin Bizhong et al. 2006. 
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3)0# &',+74'# (&.#%3.&%,)# &,(97&3,(%.#+)%# ,%3/'%.# &'%#B73)#X(8%,#沅江# .5.&%-#3)0# &'%#
F7)3)HF79%(#123()#;<,."!"3I==#
#
 Main routes connecting Hanfa to the west (Bi) and to the east (Yuan River). The lines drawn here 4.19.
as « Type 1 routes » are simply connecting cemeteries and settlements : they sometimes follow known 
steps on fluvial routes, or stretches of land which are known to have been covered from historical 
sources (such as, for example, Hanfa to Bi partly along the Hongdu tributary and partly on land routes). 
The resulting graph is largely a work-in-progress integrating several kinds of information. 
#
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I,/'3%+2+4(/32# "()0()4.# 32+)4# &'%.%#$%.&%,)# &,(97&3,(%.# ()/270%#F3)#1%,(+0#97,(32.# ()#
9,(/*# /'3-9%,.# 3&# &'%# -+7&'# +"# &'%# F+)407# X(8%,6# ()# D+)4&3)# 0(.&,(/&=Tc#I2+)4# &'%#
F+)407#X(8%,#/+7,.%6#&+$3,0.#S7/'73)務川#NF3)#1%,(+0#S3))()4#/+7)&5萬寧縣P6TT#
F3)# 05)3.&5# *(2).# 3)0# .%&&2%-%)&.#$%,%# 9,+74'&# &+# 2(4'&6# 3)0# 3# 9(4# ?73)&(&5# +"# F3)#!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
73 Timeline 31. 
74 Two sources provide contradictory accounts for Zhuang Qiao’s itinerary to Dian: Timeline 7 and 8. 
75 Timeline 56. 
76 Lin Bizhong et al. 2006. 
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.5.&%-# 3)0# .%8%,32# /%-%&%,(%.# 3&&3/'%0=# _,%.%,8%0# ()# 0%%1# $%22.6# GT6UUU# $++0%)#





^5# "+22+$()4# &'%# B+7# X(8%,# 0+$).&,%3-# &+$3,0.# &'%# .%3&# +"# 3)/(%)&# S72()4#
/+--3)0%,5#武陵郡6# +)%# /+720# &'7.# ,%3/'# &'%# 711%,# B73)# X(8%,=# W,+-# F3)# &(-%.#
'+$%8%,6# &'%# '(22.#$%.&# +"#S72()4#$%,%# /+)&,+22%0# 95# L93,93,(3).M# N-.#90'蠻夷P6# .+#
&'3&#&'%#B3)4C(#9%/3-%#&'%#+)25#+1&(+)#&+#/+))%/&#E(/'73)#&+#&'%#F7)3)HF79%(#123()6#!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
78 Wang Hongguang 2006. 
79 Tang Wenyuan 1982A. 
80 Timeline 32. 
81 He Shiwei 2011:139. The upper course of the Apeng River  meets the cave ensembles of Xianfeng 
county, Hubei province, where cliff burials ensembles are known for earlier and later periods. 
82 Liye 2007 and 2008. 
83 Liu Wei 215:10. 
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[%8%,&'%2%..6# ()0(4%)+7.# ,%9%22(+).# /+)&()7%# &',+74'+7&# &'%# Q3&%,#F3)6# %.1%/(3225# ()#








 Pseudo-wooden architectural framework in the “stone chamber of Mayuan”. Estimated to date 4.20.
from the Han period, more likely dating from the Song period (10th-13th century CE). !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
84 De Crespigny 2004:21. 
85 De Crespigny 2004:8-9.l. Timeline 29.  
86 Timeline 41. 
87 Timeline 53. 
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!#
 Rock-cut cemetery in Qixingyan. Taoyuan county, Hunan province. Estimated to date from the 4.21.
Han period. 
#
 Rock-cut cemetery in Xiangziyan, Taoyuan county, Hunan province. Estimated to date from the 4.22.
Warring States period.  
#
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S'%&'%,# ^+03+# (.# 32.+# &+# 9%# /+).(0%,%0# 3.# &'%# 2+/3&(+)# +"# &'%# E+7&'%,)# 93,93,(3).#
,+7&%# NE.#90' (." 南夷道P6# +1%)%0# 95# :3)4# V%)4# +)# '(.# $35# &+# B%23)46# (.# .&(22#








88 Timeline 10. 
89 Timeline 11. 
90 Timeline 20. Several papers are devoted to the ethnicity of the Bo 僰 in the proceedings of the first 
conference on burials in suspended coffins (Xuanguanzang 1981). They are potentially related to the 
Gelao investigated by Ines de Beauclair 1970, and where the subject of several early articles by Graham 
in 1935 and 1936A. A recent monograph was devoted to this ethnonym by Liu Fusheng 2000A. 
91 Timeline 22. 
92 Hervouet 1964:81. Hervouet suggests that successive expeditions towards the south conflated into a 
single account. 
93 “(!.) the Jinshajiang is navigable only from Yibin onwards; within Southwest China, it flows in narrow 
gorges that can be over 1000m deep, making it cumbersome or even impossible to travel. Its tempestuous 
currents can only be crossed at very few points. This river therefore constitutes a considerable barrier 
towards the south and west (!).” Hein 2013:39. 
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!+"# &'%# `().'36# .7/'# 3.# &'%#[3)473)4#南廣河YJ#+,# >'3)4)()4#⾧長寧河# ,(8%,.=# !)# &'%#
.%/+)0#+1&(+)6#&'%#%@1%0(&(+)#0%13,&.#",+-#&'%#W7#13..#+)#&'%#B3)4C(#X(8%,#3)0#"+22+$.#
&'%#/+7,.%#+"#&'%#>'(.'7(#X(8%,#71.&,%3-#&+#,%3/'#&'%#'(4'23)0#'79#+"#^(=#!)#"3/&6#$'(2%#
^+03+# 2%30.# &+# &'%# F(-32353)# ,+7&%.6# /,+..()4# &'%# B7))3)# 123&%37# &+$3,0.# %3.&%,)#
!)0(3# +,# )+,&'%,)# ^7,-36# +,# &+# ,%3/'# &'%# /+7,.%# +"# &'%#V%*+)4# X(8%,6# &'%# ,+7&%# &+#
[3)57%#0(0#)+&#)%%0# &+#+8%,/+-%# &'%#'(4'%,#%2%83&(+).#+"# B7))3)=#:3)4#V%)4#$3.#
1,+93925# 2++*()4# "+,# /+))%/&(+).# &+# -+0%,)# D73)4@(# 1,+8()/%# &',+74'# /%)&,32# 3)0#
%3.&%,)# D7(C'+7# 1,+8()/%6# 3.# '(.#-3()# 3,47-%)&# &+# &3*%# +8%,# B%23)4#$3.# &'%# 9%&%2#
&,30%# $'(/'# /+))%/&%0# (&# &+# [3)57%6# ()# &'%# .+7&'%3.&=# S'%)# 0%13,&()4# ",+-# &'%#













94 The Nanguang (ancient Fuhei 符⿊黑⽔水) originates in Weixin. Nanguang county was founded by Han Wudi 
in 104 BCE, to supervise the good functioning of the Wuchi dao. The Nanguan was a major fluvial section 
of the Nanyi dao. 
95 Zhang Herong 1996:146. 
96 Timeline 26. 
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!#
 Two possible itineraries for Tang Meng’s campaign : Bodao and the Fu Pass. 4.23.
#
:'%#"+22+$()4#-31#.'+$.#*)+$)#/+7)&5#.%3&.#"+,#3)/(%)&#E+7&'$%.&#>'()3<#$'(2%#&'%#
`().'3# X(8%,# /+7,.%# (.# ,3&'%,# $%22# 0+/7-%)&%06# 3)0# /+7)&5# .%3&.# 3,%# *)+$)# ()# &'%#
E(/'73)# 93.()# 3)0# &'%# F7)3)HF79%(# 123()6# 3# 923)*# 3,%3# 311%3,.# ()H9%&$%%)# &'%-6#
/(,/2%0# 9%2+$# ()# <,."!">!=/ :'%# 123/%)3-%# LB%23)4M# (.# +"&%)# 123/%0# ()# &'(.# 3,%3#







 County seats in Southwest China. Source: CHGIS Time Series. Updated January 2012. In the 4.24.
area circled in red, no county seats are known. 
#
 Hypothetic location for Yelang. Source: Herman 2009:248. 4.25.
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紅星6#E'73)4@()4#雙星#3)0#E3)d(3+#三⾓角=AUU#V+.&#&+-9.# ()#F+)4@()4#3)0#E'73)4@()4#
"+,# %@3-12%6# 3,%# ()# 3..%-92%0# .&+)%.6# $(&'# 3# "%$# 1(&# 4,38%.6# 3)0# 97,(32.# ()# 9,(/*#
/'3-9%,.#"7,)(.'%0#$(&'#&'%#&51(/32#F3)#3..%-9234%#+"#/%,3-(/.6#"(47,()%.#3)0#?%+,%#
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NF,%80' >%##朱提郡P# ()# 1,%.%)&# 035# i'3+&+)4# /+7)&56# B7))3)# 1,+8()/%=# E%8%,32# F3)#
1%,(+0# .(&%.# '38%# 9%%)# 7)/+8%,%0# .()/%# &'%# AYTU.# ()# )+,&'%,)#D7(C'+7# 3)0# B7))3)#
1,+8()/%.# $'(/'# .744%.&# 3# &,3).8%,.32# /+))%/&(+)# 9%&$%%)# ^+03+# 3)0# &'%# >'(.'7(#
X(8%,#,+7&%=#F3)#&+-9.#+"#3..%-92%0#.&+)%.#$%,%#"+7)0#)%3,#^(d(%=AU;#W7,&'%,#$%.&#3,%#





97 Timeline 7.  
98 Timeline 55. 
99 Timeline 30.  
100 Qianxi 2006. 
101 Zhang Herong 1996:147. 
102 Qianxi 1987, Qianxi 2006, Jinsha 1998; Tang Wenyuan 1982A and 1982B. 
103 Kele 2008. 
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104 Timeline 21. 
105 Zhongshui 1981. 
106 Pingba 1959; Xiong Shuifu 1956; Pingba 1958; Pingba 1961; Pingba 1983; Ninggu 1972; Liu Enzhi 
1983;  Yan Ping 1983.  
107 Xingyi and Xingren 1979; Zhang Herong 2015. 
108 Jiaole 1993. For the translation of 郡守 as Commandery Governor see entry no.1785 in Hucker 
1985:202 and for the translation of 丞 as vice- or assistant see entry no.457 in Hucker 1985:125. 
109 Zhang Herong 1996:149-150. 
110 Pingba 1958, 1959, 1961, and 1983. 
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!#
 Local daggers (1-3), arrowheads (4-5) and spearhead (6-7), and Han crossbow mechanism (8) 4.26.
from the Zhongshui cemetery. Weining county, Guizhou province. Source: Zhongshui 1981:228. 
 The “seal of the King of Dian (Dian wang zhi yin 滇王之印)” rom Shizaishan (1) and the “seal of 4.27.
the vice-governor of Ba commandery (Ba jun shou cheng巴郡守丞)” from Jiaole (2). Source: Yang Yong 
2017. 
#
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()/270()4#&'%#/%-%&%,(%.#32+)4#&'%#2+$%,#>'(.'7(#3)0#h(.'7(#,(8%,.#,%8(%$%0#39+8%6#3,%#
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111 The sites connecting Fu to Pingba show similarities in tomb furnishings, such as a similar handled jar 
提梁壺 in Qingzhen M2 and Jiaole M6, a similar bronze ewer 銅瓶 in Qingzhen M15 and Jiaole M6. 
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5.1. Type 1/Type 2 Case study comparisons along each major southern tributary of the Yangzi River. 
Dotted boxes indicate rough catching areas, but the discussion includes sites that lie outside the 
square. The central box “E” in red marks the emplacement of the Qi river valley. 
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Q+$ +##/$ (/$ ."#$%&#'()*+$ ,"-%.#&@$ ."&##$-7)/0$ ."#$ +)*."#&/$ .&(2*.-&(#+$)3$ ."#$<-/0?($
+.-/1$)*.$ )3$ ."#$/#.:)&H$ -+$ 3)&7(/0$ -$ /)&."=+)*."$ -A(+D$ ."#$ E(/+"-@$ F"(+"*($ -/1$G*$
&('#&+B$!"#$<*-/$C('#&$,)7%6#.#+$."#$%(,.*&#$-+$-$7-9)&$#-+.=:#+.$-A(+@$-6.")*0"$&),H=
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,*.$ ,#7#.#&(#+$ )/$ (.+$ ,)*&+#$ &#7-(/$ 6-&0#64$ */1-.#1$ -/1$ */+*&'#4#1B 5 $Q66$ 3)*&$
.&(2*.-&(#+$)&(0(/-.#$(/$."#$<*//-/=>*(?")*$%6-.#-*$-/1$3##1$."#$<-/0?($C('#&$;<$9"!"2>B$
River Length (km) Source Mouth 
Jinsha ⾦金沙江 2,290 Qinghai Yangzi and Min rivers at Yibin, Sichuan 
Chishui ⾚赤⽔水河 523  Yunnan Yangzi at Hejiang, Sichuan 
Wu烏江 1,150 Yunnan Yangzi at Fuling, Chongqing 
Yuan沅江 864 Guizhou Dongting lake at Changde, Hunan 
5.2. Major southern tributaries of the Yangzi River. 
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/).#1$ (/$ ."#$ %&#'()*+$ ,"-%.#&@$ /).$ -66$7-9)&$ &('#&+$ -&#$ (1#-6$ 3)&$ .&-/+%)&.-.()/B$ !"#$
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1 Preliminary survey was led for this study for the Yuan River sites in Taoyuan county, Hunan province, 
introduced in Chapter 4. Partial data is available in Taoyuan 2011. 
2 Hein 2013:45 uses modern hydropower data to show that the upper course of rivers such as the Jinsha 
functioned as barriers rather than connections. 
3 The present day navigability of rivers does not mirror their navigability in Han times, a first reason being 
the progress in waterlocking and navigation in premodern China, a second one being the terraforming 
activities in modern China. According to the Britannica Encyclopedia,  for the Wu River, “until the mid-20th 
century the river system was of little use for reducing the region’s isolation, as submerged rocks and rapids 
prevented navigation for all but a few short stretches. Since the 1950s, however, blasting and dredging 
have opened more than 480km  of the Wu River and its upstream sections to motorized boats.” 
(http://www.britannica.com/place/Wu-River-system last accessed 29/01/2016).  
4 Hein 2013:49 notes that such a landscape is due to higher river levels and sediment volume during the 
last interglacial period, which warm temperature brought more rain and increased the vegetation coverage. 
5 Guo Jinghui et al.1985:74-79. Cited in Hein 2013:44. 
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"(0"6-/1+$"*2+$+*,"$-+$I(B$T/,#$)/$."#$"(0"6-/1+@$7-9)&$ .&*/H+$:#/.$-,&)++$N(-/@$ .)$
&#-,"$."#$X#H)/0$&('#&$+4+.#7$*/.(6$%&#+#/.$1-4$^(#./-7$OE(-)?"($交趾P@$)&$-,&)++$."#$
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-/1$ -2)*.$ 5K$ )/$ ."#$ <-/0?($ 7-(/$ ,)*&+#B$ Q66$ )."#&$ +(.#+$ -&#$ 6),-.#1$ )/$ #-+.#&/$
.&(2*.-&(#+$ )3$ ."#$ E(/+"-$ C('#&$ 6#-1(/0$ .)$ I(9(#@`$-.$ ."#$ #A,#%.()/$ )3$ 3)*&$ &),H=,*.$
,#7#.#&(#+$ 6),-.#1$ 1(&#,.64$ )/$ ."#$ E(/+"-$ C('#&B$ I4$ ,)/.&-+.$ .)$ ."#$ +7-66$ /*72#&$ )3$
+(.#+$3)*/1$)/$."#$E(/+"-$C('#&@$:"(,"$:)*61$-.$3(&+.$-%%#-&$-+$-$7-9)&$&)*.#$.):-&1+$
."#$<*//-/$%6-.#-*@$.#/$.(7#+$-+$7-/4$,#7#.#&(#+$-&#$6),-.#1$)/$."#$F"-/0/(/0$C('#&B$
Q7)/0$ ."#+#@$ 5R$ &),H=,*.$ ,#7#.#&(#+$ -&#$ H/):/$ )/64$ )/$ ."#$ *%%#&$ ,)*&+#$ )3$ ."#$
a-/0*-/0$ C('#&$南關河@$ %&)2-264$ -+$ -$ ,)/.(/*-.()/$ )3$ ."#$ F"-/0/(/0$ C('#&$ &)*.#$
.):-&1+$<*//-/$;<$9"!"@>B$
$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Changning county was under partial or indirect Han rule at least until the 11th century. Yujing xian 淯井縣 
was established in 1075 as a jimi zhou. In Changning xian zhi ⾧長寧縣誌(1686, 1808). From Byong, entry 
no. S-E05H. 
7 Atlas Sichuan 2009 (Vol.3):709-786. Refer to General Appendix (site_ID : S-Y-xxx). The tombs in 
Hengshan have been attributed to the Tang period, and labeled as being the fact of  ethnic minorities’ cliff 
tombs (民族崖墓). See Catalogue 11.6.8.1. 
8 Atlas Yunnan 2002:81-86 and Zhaotong 2012:115-202. Refer to General Appendix (site_ID : Y-Z-xxx). 
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5.4. A: Type 1 and Type 2 sites along the Min, Jinsha and Nanguan rivers. Location of Qigedong on the 
Changning River. 
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,)7%6#A$ ,-'#+$ +*,"$-+$8*-/0+-/$ OR[H7$:#+.P@$ -/1$ ."#$ b*?")*$%6-(/$1#,)&-.#1$ +.)/#$
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$
5.5. Qigedong site location. Source: 28°40'11.00"N and 105° 1'13.03"E. Google Earth. 2017. last date of 
access February 5, 2018. 
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9 Qigedong 1985. 
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10 Ding Tianyi 1993. 
11 A dozen more damaged caves are placed at more than 50m from the main cliff, still to be investigated. 
Sichuan University 1985:51. 
12 Refer to Table A26 and 28 in Appendix to Chapter 7: Inscriptions Table. 
13 Yan Gengwang 1986:1219. 
14 Timeline 59. 
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5.6. B: The Chishui River sites and the Xishui route. Note the 30km interval between the sites of 
Guanduyan-Sanchahe-Shaxi, parallel to Ma’anshan-Huangjinwan-Hema, typical of stages on a route. 
!"#$ 3(&+.$ !4%#$ K$ +(.#$ #/,)*/.#&#1$ )/$ ."#$ d(+"*($ &('#&2-/H$ :"#/$ .&-'#6(/0$ *%+.&#-7$
3&)7$ g*@$ (+$ >*-/1*4-/B$ !:)$ ,-'#+$ -&#$ %6-,#1$ \7$ "(0"$ -2)'#$ 0&)*/1@$ :(."$ 5$ +fB7B$




 15 Part of the carvings have been added after the 80s, andthe authenticity of the whole panel has been 




5.7. Double recessed door in Guanduyan. Xishui county, Guizhou province. 
$





%)(/.@$ -66$ ."&##$ 3)&7(/0$ ."#$ *%%#&$ d(+"*($ C('#&B$ 8#$ ;"(:#($ ,)/+(1#&+$ ."#$ +(.#$ -+$
(7%)&.-/.$ #'(1#/,#$ 3)&$ ."#$ %-."$ 2#.:##/$ g*$ -/1$ I(@$ -$ 3-,.$ ."-.$ +*%%)&.+$ 74$ ):/$
(/.#&%&#.-.()/$ )3$ ."#$7-.#&(-6B5R$g*&."#&$ *%+.&#-7$ ."#$ ;-/,"-$ C('#&@$ )/#$ ,6(72+$ (/.)$
."#$;(7(-/$7)*/.-(/$&-/0#$四⾯面⼭山@$ .):#&(/0$-.$5@\[[7$)3$-6.(.*1#B$!"#$#6#'-.()/$)3$
;-/,"-"#$ &#-,"#+$ cY[7@$ 9*+.$ -.$ ."#$ 3)).$ )3$ ."#$7-++(3B$ !)$ 0#.$ .)$ ."#$S($ C('#&$ 2-+(/$
3*&."#&$#-+.@$)/#$:)*61$3)66):$."#$d(+"*($C('#&$1):/+.&#-7@$36):(/0$-.$."#$3)).$)3$."#$
;(7(-/$7)*/.-(/$7-++(3@$ ."&)*0"$ ."#$ +(.#+$ )3$ E(-/0H)*$ -/1$F"-/00)*$ O1-.#1$ 5Vc$F_$
-/1$5RV$F_PB$!"(+$:-4@$."#$+(.#$:)*61$/).$)/64$"-'#$3*/,.()/#1$-+$-/$ (7%)&.-/.$+.#%$
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 He Shiwei 2011:132. 
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."*+$ .))$ +7-66$ .)$ +.)&#$ -$ 3*664$ #A.#/1#1$ 2)14$ (/B$ T/#$ )3$ ."#$ /(,"#=6(H#$ ,-'#+$ (+$
+*&&)*/1#1$ 24$ 6(/#$ ,-&'(/0+$ )3$ #! .):#&@$ -$ 2)-.@$ -$ 2(&1$ -/1$ -$ 3(+"$ O<$9"!"=F$ -/1$ +##$
g(0B`B5[PB$!"#$)."#&$/(,"#=6(H#$,-'#$"-+$-$%-..#&/#1$,#(6(/0@$-/1$-$ 6):$&#6(#3$3(+"$3(0*&#$
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




(.$ :(66$ 2#$ #A%-/1#1$ *%)/$ (/$ ."#$ /#A.$ ,"-%.#&@$ /(,"#=6(H#$ ,-'#+$ -&#$ -/$ (7%)&.-/.$
,"-&-,.#&(+.(,$)3$!4%#$K$+(.#+B$$
$
5.10. Line-carved outdoor cliff face around Sanchahe M5. Xishui county, Guizhou province. 215-223 CE. 
$
5.11. Indoor carving visible from the foot of the cliff in Sanchahe M4. Xishui county, Guizhou province. 215-
223 CE. 
$
8-63:-4$ 2#.:##/$ g*$ -/1$ I(@$ )/$ ."#$ #-+.$ 2-/H$ )3$ ."#$ ;"-A($ C('#& 沙溪河@$ -/)."#&$
.&(2*.-&4$ )3$ ."#$F"(+"*($ C('#&@$ (+$ ."#$ ;"-A($ +(.#B$ !"(+$ (+$ ."#$ +)*."#&/7)+.$ ,-'#$ 0&)*%$
(/,6*1#1$(/$."(+$+.*14B5`$!"#$+(.#$(+$6),-.#1$-.$-2)*.$V[=5[[7$-2)'#$."#$0&)*/1@$(.$"-+$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18  Shaxi was discovered in 2001. One more site was recently discovered which holds depictions 
comparable to Sanchahe. Private communication Chen Cong, Xishui county archaeological office. 
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1))&+$ -&#$ -2)*.$ 5K`,7$ "(0"$ 3)&$ 5K[,7$ :(1#@$ -/1$ +)7#$ )3$ ."#7$ "-'#$ 3)*&$ -11#1$
&#,#++#1$ 6-4#&+@$ %&).#,.#1$ 24$ ,-&'#1$ 0*..#&6(/#+$ -2)'#$ ."#(&$ 6(/.#6+B$ i/1#,(%"#&#1$
(/+,&(%.()/+$-&#$6),-.#1$/#A.$.)$."#$,-'#$1))&+B$X)+.$,-'#+$-&#$+(/06#$,"-72#&+@$:(."$
KV$ .)$YV,7$."(,H$1))&3&-7#+B$!"#$2(00#+.$,"-72#&$ (+$KBYV,7$:(1#$ 3)&$Y7$1##%$-/1$
K7$"(0"B$!"#$,#(6(/0$+"-%#+$-&#$36-.$)&$'-*6.#1B$!"#$(7%)&.-/,#$)3$;"-A($(+$)2'()*+$3&)7$
."#$+(?#$)3$ (.+$,#7#.#&4@$:"(,"$,-/$2#$7-.,"#1$)/64$24$-$ 3#:$#A-7%6#+$+)*."$)3$ ."#$
<-/0?(B$ !"#$ %)+(.()/$ )3$ ;"-A(@$ "-63:-4$ 2#.:##/$ g*$ -/1$ I(@$ (+$ ,)7%-&-26#$ .)$ ."-.$ )3$
8*-/09(/:-/@$ 2*.$ (.$ :-+$ 7)+.$ %&)2-264$ &#-,"#1$ 24$ 6-/1$ &)*.#$ 3&)7$ ;-/,"-"#$ )&$
%&)'(1#1$-$.&-/+'#&+-6$,)//#,.()/$.)$."#$S($C('#&$'-66#4B$
$ $
5.12. View of Shaxi. Guangdian district, Xishui County. Source: courtesy of Xishui county archaeological 
office. 
$
Q+$,)7%-&#1$.)$!4%#$5$+(.#+$ 3)*/1$-6)/0$."#$F"(+"*($C('#&@$ ."#$,-'#+$ (/$>*-/1*4-/@$
;-/,"-"#$-/1$ ;"-A($ -&#$"(0"$%6-,#1$)/$ ,6(33+$ -/1$ '(+(26#@$:(."$/)$ .&#/,"@$ ,)&&(1)&$)&$
-%%-&#/.$+#-6(/0$1#'(,#B$!"#4$-&#$0#/#&-664$)3$+7-66#&$+(?#@$)3.#/$:(."$/)$-..#7%.$.)$








"-+$ 4(#61#1$ 6(..6#$ 3(/1(/0+B$ T/64$ )/#$ 2&(,H$ .)72$:-+$ 3)*/1$ -.$ YV[7$ )3$ #6#'-.()/@$ (/$
;"-/:)A(-/0 ⼭山窩鄉B$ !"(+$ +*2+#,.()/$ &#%)&.+$ 74$ +*&'#4$ )/$ -$ ,6*+.#&$ )3$ &),H=,*.$
,#7#.#&(#+$ 6),-.#1$ (/$ -$ 7)*/.-(/)*+$ #/,6-'#$ *%+.&#-7$ )/$ ."#$ b)/0.-/$ C('#&@$ -$
:#+.#&/$ .&(2*.-&4$ )3$ ."#$ G*$ C('#&@$ ."*+$ -$ +#,)/1$ )&1#&$ .&(2*.-&4$ )3$ ."#$ <-/0?($
;<$9"!"=?>B,$
$
5.13. C: Type 1 sites in Fuling district, Chongqing municipality. Type 2 sites along the Longtan tributary, 




(/6-/1$ +(.#+$ *%+.&#-7$ )/$ ."#$ G*$ C('#&B5c$8#$ -&0*#+$ ."-.$ ."#$ .4%)6)0(,-6$ 1(33#&#/,#$
3)*/1$ 2#.:##/$ (/6-/1$ ,6(33$ 2*&(-6+$ -/1$ .")+#$ 6),-.#1$ )/$ ."#$ <-/0?($ (+$ 1*#$ .)$ -$
1(33#&#/,#$(/$.#&&-(/B$8*-/0$8-($-6+)$+*00#+.+$."-.$."#$,-'#+$(/6-/1$-&#$+7-66#&$2#,-*+#$
)3$ :#-H#&$ .#,"/(,-6$ 7#-/+$ -/1$ 6#++#&$ &#+)*&,#+$ (/$ 6-.#$ _-+.#&/$ 8-/$ .(7#+B$ Z/$ "(+$
(/.#&%&#.-.()/@$ ."#$7)*/.-(/)*+$-&#-$*%+.&#-7$ ."#$b)/0.-/$C('#&$:-+$/).$ (/"-2(.#1$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19 Huang Hai, director of the Fuling district archaeological office and author of the report on lower Wu River 
sites (Beiyan 2012). private communication July 2015.  
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 ;(1#$ '-66#4+$ )3$ ."#$ <-/0?($7-(/$ ,)*&+#D$ !4%#$ K$ ,-'#+$ )/$ ."#$ *%%#&$ b)/0$ -/1$VBKBUB
E(-//-/$&('#&+B$
!"#$b)/0$C('#&$&*/+$%-&-66#6$ .)$."#$<-/0?($2*.$ (/$ ."#$)%%)+(.#@$#-+.=:#+.$1(&#,.()/B$ Z.$
"-+$ -$ ,"-&-,.#&(+.(,$ ,-/4)/=-/1=%6-.#-*$ ,)/3)&7-.()/$ ,)/+.(.*.#1$ )3$ "(0"#&$ .#&&-,#+$
-/1$ 6):#&$ -66*'(-6$ %6-(/+$ O()$*$-/1$ +#P$ ;<$9"!"=@>B$ Q6)/0$ ."#$ b)/0$ C('#&@$ )/64$ 5[."$
,#/.*&4$F_$)&$6-.#&$,-'#+$"-'#$2##/$&#%)&.#1$*/.(6$/):BK[$$
$$
5.14. D: Cuipingshan on the Yangzi main course in Zhongxian district, Chongqing municipality. Long River 
sites and Guanzhuangkou in Fengdu and Shizhu districts, Chongqing municipality. Jian’an River 
sites and Qikongzi in Lichuan county, Hubei province, easternmost edge of the study area. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!





>*-/?"*-/0H)*$ -/1$ N)/0+-/?"-(B$ Q$ 7)*/.-(/$ &-/0#$ +#%-&-.#+$ H/):/$ !4%#$ 5$
,#7#.#&(#+$ 6),-.#1$)/$ ."#$7-(/$,)*&+#$)3$ ."#$<-/0?(@$ +*,"$-+$F*(%(/0+"-/@K5$-/1$ ."#$
!4%#$K$,#7#.#&4$)3$>*-/?"*-/0H)*B$
$




5.15. Guanzhuangkou overlooking a minor stream of the upper Long River course in Shizhu autonomous 
prefecture, Chongqing municipality.  
$
5.16. Mixed typology in Guanzhuangkou. Shizhu autonomous prefecture, Chongqing municipality. 
$
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21 Cuipingshan 2011. 
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#-+.#&/7)+.$ +(.#+$ ,)/+(1#&#1$ (/$ ."(+$ ."#+(+B$ I)."$ +(.#+$ -&#$ &-(+#1$ -2)'#$ 0&)*/1B$ !"#$
S(H)/0?($ ,-'#+$ -&#$ %#&,"#1$ -.$ *%$ .)$ K[7@$ :"(6#$ ."#$ "(0"#+.$ ,-'#$ (/$ S(0#1)/0$ )/64$
&#-,"#+$-2)*.$5K7B$I)."$+(.#+$+"):$&#,#++#1$1))&3&-7#+$-/1$)*.1))&$1#%(,.()/+$)&$
(/+,&(%.()/+B$!"#$ (/+,&(%.()/$ (/$S(H)/0?($ (+$2-&#64$1#,(%"#&-26#$2#,-*+#$)3$ ."#$"#(0".@$
2*.$(.+$#%(0&-%"(,$+.46#$2#-&+$+.&)/0$+(7(6-&(.(#+$.)$."#$,)&%*+$)3$(/+,&(%.()/+$0-."#&#1$
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5.17. Qikongzi. Lichuan county, Hubei province.  
$













<-/0?(@$ .)$#/1$ (/$S(H)/0?(@$-2)*.$V[[H7$ 3*&."#&$#-+.@$ ."#&#24$#/,)7%-++(/0$ ."#$ 3*66$
#A.#/.$ )3$ ."#$ *%%#&$ <-/0?($ C('#&B$ ;)*."#&/$ .&(2*.-&(#+$ )3$ ."#$ <-/0?($ ,)//#,.(/0$ ."#$
;(,"*-/$ %6-(/$ -/1$ ."#$ !"&##$ >)&0#+$ -&#-$ .)$ ."#$ >*(?")*$ "(0"6-/1+$ -&#$ -$ %).#/.(-6$
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22 See figures 11.6.6.6.1, 11.6.6.6.2 and 11.6.6.6.3 in the appendix to Chapter 8: Catalogue. 
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5.18. E: Location of the Type 2 Qi River sites within the Type 1/Type 2 sites comparisons. 
,
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Present-day location Anicient zhou (town) Ancient xian (county) River 
Jiangjin city 江津市 Yuzhou 渝州  Yangzi, Qi 
Qijiang city 綦江區 Nanzhou 南州 Nanchuan 南川縣 Qi, Tonghui 
Qinnian district⻘青年镇 Zhenzhou 溱州  Zhenxi 
Tongzi county 桐梓縣 Zhenzhou 珍州 Yelang 夜郎縣 Chishui 
Zunyi county遵義縣 Bozhou 播州 Zunyi 遵義縣  
5.19. Steps on the Qi River route according to the Yuanhe junxian tuzhi. Source: Yan Gengwang 
1986:1298. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23 Yan Gengwang 1986:1298. 
24 Hydropower Atlas 2010. 
25 Yan Gengwang 1986:1298. 
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5.20. The Boxi route. Source: Yan Gengwang 1986:1298. 
$
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26 Byon 1979. entry number S-B06H. 




no. name level begin year CE end year CE present day location 
1 Jiangzhou 江州 xian 487 553 Xianfeng district, 
Jiangjin Jiangyang江陽 xian 554 597 
Jiangjin江津 xian 598 966 
2 Jiangjin江津 xian 967 1911 Jiangjin city 
3 Longyang 隆陽 xian 619 711 Qijiang city 
Nanchuan 南川 xian 712 1074 
4 Danxi 丹溪 xian 619 642 Guofu district 
5 Yingshan xian 630 638 Sanjiao-Tonghui-Pu 
River 
6 Sanxi 三溪 xian 631 983 Pu River 
7 Rongyi 榮懿 xian 642 1070 upper Zhenxi River 
8 Fuhuan 扶歡 xian 642 1070 Zhenxi River 
9 Nanping 南平 jun 1075 1238 Ganshui district 
Nanchuan 南川 xian 1078 1284 
$
$
5.21. Nine centres founded from 487 to 1078 CE. Source: County-level administrative seats from CHGIS 
Time Series. Updated in January 2012. (1) Jiangzhou/Jiangyang/Jiangjin, (2) Jiangjin, (3) 
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.(7#+$ 6-+.(/0$ */.(6$ ."#$ <*-/$ O5[\V$ F_$ .)$ 5K`U$ F_P$ 6#1$ .)$ ."#$ #+.-26(+"7#/.$ )3$
a-/,"*-/@$ ."#$ ,)*/.4$ +#-.$ 3)&$ a-/%(/0$ ,)77-/1#&4 南平郡@$ )/$ ."#$ 6),-.()/$ )3$
%&#+#/.=1-4$ >-/+"*($ 1(+.&(,.$ .):/$ ;+*"E>B$ a-/%(/0$ "-+$ 2##/$ -++),(-.#1$ +(/,#$ !-/0$
.(7#+$:(."$-$%-&.(,*6-&64$-,.('#$2&-/,"$)3$."#$b-)$%#)%6#$O"#$()$*!4#/!南平僚P@$:")+#$
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28 Timeline 61. 
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(/36*#/,#$-%%-&#/.64$#A.#/1#1$:#66$2#4)/1$."#$,)*&+#$)3$."#$S($C('#&BKc$!"#$ 6),-.()/$






,)*&+#$%6-(/$-&)*/1$/)BY@$-/1$ ."#$0-.#:-4+$ .)$ ."#$"(0"6-/1+$ (/$/)BR@$/)B\$-/1$/)B`B$
F)/'#&+#64@$ /)Bc$ )/64$ 0&#:$ (/$ (7%)&.-/,#$ (/$ ."#$ 6-+.$ ,)*%6#$ )3$ ,#/.*&(#+B$ I-+#1$ )/$
."#+#$ )2+#&'-.()/+@$ 6#.$ *+$ (1#/.(34$ +(0/(3(,-/.$ .#&&(.)&(-6$ */(.+$ .)$ 0&)*%$ &),H=,*.$




.&(2*.-&(#+$)3$ ."#$S($C('#&@$:(."$)/#$0&)*%$-6)/0$ ."#$S(/0A($ ;-'461,+*"2>@$)/#$0&)*%$
-6)/0$ ."#$ >*)3*$ ;-'461, +*"?>@$ -/1$ -$ 6-+.$ 0&)*%$ ,6*+.#&#1$ )/$ ."#$ h"#/A($ .&(2*.-&4$
;-'461,+*"@>B$Q$3(3."$-/1$6-+.$-&#-$0-."#&+$."#$3#:#&$-/1$+%-&+#&$+(.#+$)3$."#$*%%#&$S($
C('#&$ ;-'461, +*"!>B$ !"#$ +*2+#,.()/+$ 2#6):$ (/'#+.(0-.#$ ."#$ 1(+.&(2*.()/$ )3$ ,#7#.#&4$
+(.#+$(/$#-,"$)3$."#$-2)'#=6(+.#1$.#&&(.)&(-6$*/(.+B$
$
5.22. Suggested division for the Qi River sites : (1) Middle Qi River, (2) Qingxi River, (3) Guofu River, (4) 
Zhenxi River, (5) upper Qi River. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!




!"#$7(116#$S($ C('#&$ +(.#+$ &#%&#+#/.$ ."#$ 2*6H$ )3$ &),H=,*.$ ,#7#.#&(#+$ (/$ ."#$:")6#$S($
C('#&$-&#-B$;#.$(/$-$"(664$6-/1+,-%#@$."#$7(116#$,)*&+#$)3$."#$&('#&$-,f*(&#+$-$+7))."#&$
+6)%#$)3$5BYj$-/1$:(1#/+$.)$R[=5[[7B$!"#$%6-(/$#+%#,(-664$:(1#/+$)/$(.+$#-+.#&/$2-/H@$
-6)/0$ ."#$ ]*$ -/1$ !)/0"*($ .&(2*.-&(#+@$ )&(0(/-.(/0$ (/$ I-/-/$ 1(+.&(,.B$ G"(6#$ -$ 6-&0#$
/*72#&$)3$ +(.#+$-&#$ 6),-.#1$ (/$ ."#+#$ 6):#&$#6#'-.()/+@$24$ 6))H(/0$ ,6)+#&$-.$ ."#$ &#6(#3$
)/#$/).(,#+$."-.$7)+.$+(.#+@$#+%#,(-664$2(00#&$+(?#1$,#7#.#&(#+@$-&#$/).$6),-.#1$1(&#,.64$
)/$ ."#$ ]*$ )&$ !)/0"*($ &('#&+$ 2*.$ &-."#&$ (/$ ."#$ 7)*/.-(/)*+$ &-/0#+$ (/=2#.:##/$ ."#$
&('#&+$ )&$ 2#4)/1B$ C-."#&$ ."-/$ 2#(/0$ 6),-.#1$ (/$ ."#$ '-66#4+@$ 6-&0#$ +(.#+$ ."*+$ %&#3#&$
7)*/.-(/)*+$.#&&-(/B$!"#$)/64$ 3#:$+(.#+$ 6),-.#1$-.$ 6):#&$#6#'-.()/+@$-&#$#/,6-'#1$24$
."#$'#&.(,-6$?)/-.()/$,&#-.#1$24$."#$7)*/.-(/+$;<$9"!"2?>B$
$
5.23. Pu and Tonghui tributary sites with 5 framed sites exceeding 20 caves.  
$
!)$2#$(/,6*1#1$(/$."#$+-7#$-&#-$-&#$-/)."#&$KU$+(.#+$."-.$1)$/).$2#6)/0$.)$."#$7)1#&/$
-17(/(+.&-.('#$ 2)*/1-&(#+$ )3$S(9(-/0$ 1(+.&(,.@$ 2#(/0$ 6),-.#1$ (/+.#-1$ (/$a-/,"*-/$ -/1$
I-/-/$1(+.&(,.+B$Q66$-&#$,)/.-(/#1$:(."(/$."#$&#-,"$)3$."#$*%%#&$]*$-/1$!)/0"*($&('#&+B$
!"#$ a-/,"*-/@$ I-/-/$ -/1$ 7(116#$ S($ C('#&$ +(.#+$ 3)&7$ -$ ,)/.(/*)*+$ %#&(%"#&-6$ 2#6.$
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&*//(/0$ +)*."$ )3$ ."#$ <-/0?(B$ !"#(&$ .(0".$ 1(+.&(2*.()/@$ :(."$ )/64$ 5$ .)$ \H7$ 2#.:##/$
,#7#.#&(#+@$ +*00#+.+$ ."-.$ +#'#&-6$ +(.#+$ ,)*61$ +#&'#$ -$ +(/06#$ +#..6#7#/.B$ a)$ &),H=,*.$














)3$ U5U@[[[$ +fB7B$ -/1$ (.+$ +.&)/0#+.$ &#0(+.#&#1$ 1(+,"-&0#$ &#-,"#+$ UcY[$ 7Yk+#,)/1BY5$
G(."$ (.+$7#-/1#&(/0$/-&&):$2#1@$ ."#$S(/0A($ 3*/,.()/+$-+$-$"-/14$,)&&(1)&=6(H#$ &)*.#$





30 Such furnishings are common in Type 1 tombs but very rare in the Qi River cemeteries. Among the sites 
that are typologically close to Type 1 cemeteries, four sites (yakou, yantoushang, zhoujia, zhaojia) are 
located in Xianfeng district, near the first location of Jiangzhou/Jiangyang/Jiangjin xian/county. Refer to 
General Appendix (site_ID : C-J-xxx). 
31 Hydropower Atlas 2010. 
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$
5.24. Qingxi Tributary area centered on the district town of Zhongfeng, downstream the county-level seat 
city of Qijiang. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 
$





K[$ +(.#+$-&#$H/):/@$:(."$-$ .).-6$)3$5K`$,-'#+B$ Z3$:#$,)*/.$-2)*.$ .:)$ (/1('(1*-6+$%#&$
,-'#@$:#$,)*61$#+.(7-.#$-$%)%*6-.()/$1#/+(.4$)3$5Y$(/"-2(.-/.+k+fBH7B$
$
Q/)."#&$ 1(+.(/,.('#$ .&-(.$ )3$ ."#$S(/0A($ (+$ ."#$ .&#-.7#/.$)3$ ,-'#$)%#/(/0+D$7)&#$ ."-/$
"-63$ )3$ .&(%6#=&#,#++#1$ ,-'#$ )%#/(/0+$ (/$ ."#$ :")6#$ S($ C('#&$ -&#-$ -&#$ 6),-.#1$ (/$ ."#$
S(/0A($ .&(2*.-&4$ '-66#4B$ !"(+$ +*00#+.+$ ."-.$ #A.&-$ ,-&#$ :-+$ .-H#/$ .)$ &#3(/#$ ."#$ )*.#&$
-%%#-&-/,#$)3$,-'#+$-6)/0$."-.$+%#,(3(,$&('#&$,)*&+#B$!"(+$#6#7#/.@$.)0#."#&$:(."$."#$








5.25. A landscape of ping and ba along the Qingxi River with visible burial caves. Qijiang district, 
Chongqing municipality. 
$
!"#$ (/+.-2(6(.4$ )3$ ."#$ 36-.@$ 36))1-26#$ &('#&2-/H+$ 7-H#+$ ."#7$ 7)+.64$ */+*(.-26#$ 3)&$
+#..6#&+@$ :")$ .&-1(.()/-664$ ,")+#$ .)$ 2*(61$ -2)'#$ ."#$ &('#&$ ,-/4)/+@$ )/$ .)%$ )3$ ."#$
+-/1+.)/#$ ,6(33+@$ )&$ )/$ ."#$ %&).#,.#1$ +(1#$ )3$:(1#&$7#-/1#&+B$G"#/$ +*&'#4(/0$ +(.#+$
-6)/0$."#$d(+"*($C('#&$9*+.$-3.#&$+#'#&#$36))1(/0$(/$E*64$K[5U@$Z$,)*61$:(./#++$"):$/#:=
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5.26. The Qingxi River meander at the location of the Laodongyan and Qikongzi heba sites in winter/dry 
season (November 2002) and summer/wet season (August 2014, after the Three Gorges dam was 
built). Source: 28°56'8.87"N and 106°26'9.90"E. Google Earth. 2017. last date of access August 25, 
2017. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
32 Timeline 63. 
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$$
5.27. Flooding lines on the boulder in Qikongzi heba. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 
$
 I#.:##/$:-.#&$-/1$6-/1$&)*.#+D$!"#$h"#/A($.&(2*.-&4$O/)BU$)/$g(0BVBKYP$VBYBVB
!"#$ h"#/A($ .&(2*.-&4$ 2&(/0+$ .)0#."#&$ +#'#&-6$ (/.#&#+.(/0$ -+%#,.+D$ -$ .&-1#$ /)1#$
.&-,#-26#$ (/$.&-/+7(..#1$+)*&,#+@$-$%)(/.$:"#&#$/-'(0-2(6(.4$)/$."#$S($C('#&$2#,)7#+$
%&)26#7-.(,@$ -$ %).#/.(-6$ 6-/1$ &)*.#$ ,)//#,.(/0$ '-66#4+$ 1):/$ .)$ ."#$ <-/0?($ C('#&@$ -/$
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"(0"6-/1+$ 1#%-&.(/0$ 3&)7$ ."#$ h"#/A($ '-66#4$ #A#7%.#1$)/#$ .)$ %*+"$ 3*&."#&$ *%+.&#-7$
-3.#&$ N)/0A(@$ -/1$ .)$ 3-,#$ ."#$:-.#&3-66+$ 2#.:##/$N)/0A($ -/1$>-/+"*(B$ N)/0A($ ")61+$
&#7-(/+$ )3$ +-6.$7#&,"-/.$ &#+(1#/,(#+$ 3&)7$X(/0$ -/1$S(/0$ .(7#+B$ ;.)/#$ %-'#1$%-."+$
1-.(/0$.)$."#+#$6-.#&$%#&()1+$,)//#,.$."#$h"#/A($'-66#4$.)$."#$%)(/.$:"#&#$."#$.&(2*.-&4$
7##.+$ ."#$ S($ C('#&@$ :"#&#$ ."#&#$ *+#1$ .)$ 2#$ -$ %)&.-0#$ %)(/.B$ Z/$ N)/0A(@$ 9*+.$ 6(H#$ (/$
g*A(/0$ -6)/0$ ."#$ F"(+"*($ C('#&$ +*&'#4#1$ (/$ ."#$ %&#'()*+$ ,"-%.#&@$ )/#$ -/1$ -$ "-63$
.")*+-/1$4#-&+$)3$26-/H$-&,"-#)6)0(,-6$&#,)&1$ 6(#+$2#.:##/$."#$_-+.#&/$8-/$&),H=,*.$
,#7#.#&(#+$ -/1$X(/0=S(/0$ %#&()1$ &#7-(/+B$ !"(+$ ,)*61$ 2#$ #A%6-(/#1$ 24$ ."#$ 3-,.$ ."-.$
)/64$(/$%&#7)1#&/$.(7#+$(+$."#$#A.#/.$)3$_-+.#&/$8-/$&)*.#+$7-.,"#1$24$."#$%&#+#/,#$





h"#/?")*$:-+$ 6),-.#1$ &(0".$ )/$ ."#$ ,)*&+#$ )3$ ."#$ h"#/A($ .&(2*.-&4@YY$&)*0"64$ "-63:-4$
2#.:##/$."#$-17(/(+.&-.('#$+#-.$)3$a-/?")*$南州@$a-/,"*-/$,)*/.4$南川縣$O%&#+#/.$
1-4$ S(9(-/0$ ,)*/.4=6#'#6$ ,(.4P$ -/1$ ."#$ -17(/(+.&-.('#$ +#-.$ )3$ h"#/?")*珍州@$ <#6-/0$
,)*/.4夜郎縣$ O5[H7$#-+.$)3$%&#+#/.$1-4$!)/0?($ ,)*/.4@$>*(?")*$%&)'(/,#PB$X4$):/$
3(#61$ +*&'#4$ "-+$7-1#$ ,6#-&$ ."-.$ ."#$ :-.#&$ &)*.#$ :-+$ /).$ ."#$ )/64$ )/#$ .)$ ,)//#,.$
h"#/?")*$.)$."#$<-/0?(B$Q6.")*0"$."#$h"#/A($ (+$+*&&)*/1#1$24$7)*/.-(/+@$ (.$ 6#-1+$.)$
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
33 Yan Gengwang 1986:1298.  
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,)&&(1)&+$&*//(/0$2#.:##/$7)*/.-(/)*+$&(10#+$.)$."#$#-+.@$:"(,"$,)//#,.$."#$h"#/A($
'-66#4$7)&#$1(&#,.64$ .)$."#$,)*&+#$)3$ ."#$<-/0?($ ."-/$1)#+$."#$7#-/1#&(/0$,)*&+#$)3$
."#$S($C('#&B$!"#$,)&&(1)&+$,)/.(/*#$+)*.":-&1+@$&#-,"(/0$."#$&)*.#$.)$I(@$:"(,"$%6-,#+$




.4%#$)3$ 6-/1$-'-(6-26#$ +)*."$)3$ ."#$<-/0?(B$ !"(+$ %6-.#-*@$ %&)%(.()*+$ 3)&$ -0&(,*6.*&-6(+.$
0&)*%+$ .)$ +#..6#$ (/@$ ,)*61$ -,,)77)1-.#$ -$ /*7#&)*+$ %)%*6-.()/$ -/1$ 6-&0#&$
-006)7#&-.()/+@$-+$(.$(+$&#36#,.#1$(/$."#$+(?#$-/1$1(+.&(2*.()/$)3$."#$,#7#.#&(#+$3*&."#&$
-/-64+#1$(/$F"-%.#&$RB$Q7)/0$."#$h"#/A($.&(2*.-&4$+(.#+$(+$."#$2(00#+.$,#7#.#&4$(/$."#$
:")6#$ )3$ ."#$ S($ C('#&$ -&#-@$ d(/6(-/f(-)@$ :(."$ `\$ .)72+@$ 3-&$ -2)'#$ ."#$ /#A.$ 2(00#&$
,#7#.#&4@$ E(#%-($ OU\$ .)72+PB$ T/64$ -$ 3#:$ "*/1&#1$7#.&#+$ +#%-&-.#$ d(/6(-/f(-)$ 3&)7$






5RV$ F_$ O1-.#1$ (/+,&(%.()/$ (/$ ;)/06(/00-/0P@$ 2*.$ /)$ 7#-+*&#$ )3$ ."#$ .(7#$ 6-%+#$ )3$
















+6)%(/0$ 2#1@$:(."$ +.&)/0$ ,*&&#/.+@$ -/1$ -$ /-&&):$ ,)*&+#$:"(,"$ (+$ )/64$ -2)*.$ Y[=U[7$
:(1#$7)+.$)3$."#$4#-&B$Z.+$+"-66):$2#1$(+$,)'#&#1$(/$%&).&*1(/0$+.)/#+$)3$(&&#0*6-&$+(?#B$
!"#$ +%##1$)3$ (.+$ ,*&&#/.$ (+$ -2)*.$ K=Y7$%#&$ +#,)/1B$ g)&$ ."#+#$ &#-+)/+@$ ."#$ *%%#&$S($
C('#&$(+$7)+.64$/).$+*(.-26#$3)&$/-'(0-.()/B$!&-,.()/$24$-/(7-6+$)&$7#/$:-+$/##1#1$3)&$
2)-.+$ 0)(/0$ *%+.&#-7@$ 2*.$ -6+)$ .)$ 0*(1#$ -/1$ ,)/.&)6$ ."#$ 1(&#,.()/$ )3$ 2)-.+$ 0)(/0$
1):/+.&#-7B$I)-.7#/$:#&#$)3.#/$)26(0#1$.)$+.#%$(/$."#$:-.#&$-/1$%*+"$."#$2)-.@$:(."$










+)*."$)3$ ."#$<-/0?(B$I4$,)7%-&(/0$ ."#$,"-&-,.#&(+.(,+$)3$ ,#7#.#&(#+$-6)/0$ ."#$S(/0A($
-/1$h"#/A($.&(2*.-&(#+@$)/#$&#-6(?#+$"):$(/,&#-+(/0$1#0&##+$)3$,)//#,.('(.4@$)&$."#$.4%#$
)3$ -,.('(.4$:"#&#(/$ +#..6#&+$:#&#$ (/')6'#1@$ 1#.#&7(/#$ 1(33#&#/.$ (/.#/+(.(#+$ )3$ ,)/.-,.$
:(."$7-9)&$.&-1#$-A#+$-/1$,('(6(?-.()/-6$,#/.&#+$)3$."#$%6-(/B$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34 Refer to Table A42 in Appendix to Chapter 7: Inscriptions Table. 
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Q$ 1(+.(/,.()/$ ,-/$ 2#$ 1&-:/$ 2#.:##/$ +(.#+$ (/$ ."#$ *%%#&$ -/1$ 6):#&$ ,)*&+#$ )3$ ."#$ S($
C('#&D$" b):#&$,)*&+#D$F#7#.#&(#+$-')(1$."#$7-(/$,)*&+#$)3$."#$S($C('#&$OS(/0A($'-66#4PB$
!"#4$-&#$6),-.#1$(/6-/1@$-&)*/1$`[[=c[[7$#6#'-.()/+@$%)++(264$.)$-')(1$!4%#$5$
,#/.&#+B$ _+.(7-.#$ 3)&$ %)%*6-.()/$ 1#/+(.4$ 3)&$ ."#$ S(/0A($ '-66#4$ (+$ 5Y$
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+.-/1$ )/$ +.&-.#0(,$ 0&)*/1@$ /)1#+$ (/$ ."#$ /#.:)&H$ :"#&#$ ."#$ &)*.#+$ .)$ ."#$
"(0"6-/1+$ 0-."#&$ (/.)$ )/#$ +(/06#$ .&*/HB$ !"#$ ,-'#$ 2*(61#&+$ %&)2-264$ &#6(#1$ )/$





)3$ ."#$ <-/0?(B$ !"(+$ &#,)/+.&*,.()/$ %&#1-.#+$ -/4$ 1#.-(6#1$ -,,)*/.$ )3$ ."#$ -&#-$ (/$
"(+.)&(,-6$ +)*&,#+@$ -/1$1&-:+$-$ &#0()/-6$/#.:)&H$)3$ +)*.":-&1$ &)*.#+$2#.:##/$%6-(/$
-/1$"(0"6-/1+B$Z/$,)/.&-+.$.)$!4%#$5$8-/$.)72+$+)*."$)3$."#$<-/0?(@$."#$,"-&-,.#&(+.(,+$
)3$ !4%#$ K$ ,-'#+$ -&#$ ."#$ 3)66):(/0D$ ,-'#+$ -&#$ ,*.$ (/.)$ '#&.(,-6$ ,6(33+@$ ."#4$ -&#$ &-(+#1$
-2)'#$ 0&)*/1$ :(."$ /)$ .&#/,"$ )&$ ,)&&(1)&@$ '(+(26#$ ,-'#$ #/.&-/,#+$ -&#$ #/"-/,#1$ 24$
,-&'#1$ &#,#++()/+@$ +7-66#&=+(?#1$ ,-'#+$ +)7#.(7#+$ -1)%.$ -$ /(,"#=6(H#$ )&$ .*//#6=6(H#$
+"-%#@$ 6(/#=,-&'#1$ )*.1))&$ 1#%(,.()/+$ -/1$ (/+,&(%.()/+$ -&#$ %&#+#/.@$ :(."$ /)$ 1(&#,.$
&#3#&#/,#$.)$."#$1)7#+.(,$+%"#&#B$!4%#$K$,-'#+$:(66$2#$,)7%6#.#1$(/$."#$/#A.$,"-%.#&B$
$
I-+#1$ )/$ ."#+#$ ,"-&-,.#&(+.(,+@$ ."(+$ ,"-%.#&$ 7-%%#1$ ."#$ :")6#$ #A.#/.$ )3$ !4%#$ K$
,#7#.#&(#+B$ Z.$ -..#+.#1$ ."-.$ !4%#$K$ ,-'#+$#/,)7%-++$ ."#$:")6#$ ,)*&+#$)3$ ."#$*%%#&$
<-/0?($C('#&@$-+$."#4$+%-/$3&)7$<(2(/$,(.4$-.$."#$7)*."$)3$."#$E(/+"-$C('#&$ (/$;(,"*-/$
%&)'(/,#@$ :"#&#$ ."#$ <-/0?($ C('#&$ +.-&.+@$ .)$ ."#$ '(,(/(.4$ )3$ <(,"-/0$ ,(.4$ (/$ 8*2#($
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5.30. Minor routes (dotted lines) among major routes (grey lines) south of the Yangzi. 
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6.2. Distribution of Type 2 dated caves (numbers refer to dates CE) south of the Yangzi. 
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6.3. Distribution of Type 2 dated caves (numbers refer to dates CE)  among the Qi River sites. 
Jiangkou (159-160) and Changgou (133-165) are in Jiangjin district at the foot of the Simian mountain 
range, while with Sanchahe (215-223 CE) located on the Xishui River on the other side of the Simian 
mountains, we already step into Guizhou province. 
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6.4. Number of dated caves by 10 year bins. About half the caves date between 170 CE and 190 CE. 
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6.5. Proportion of dated caves and caves for which measurements are available within the wider 
dataset of caves in the Qi River. 
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3 Liu Yuchuan 1996. 
4 Rock-cut caves in the Sichuan basin and the Three Gorges area in which human remains have been 
found contain between one and ten occupants, but they are generally of bigger dimensions than Type 2 
caves. 
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6.7. The Baishulin site, inside the bend of a meander of the Qingxi River. Qijiang district, Chongqing 
municipality. 141-210 CE. 
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6.8. View from Baishulin to the river meander. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 
6.9. Cliff alternating burial caves andd niches with effigies of the dead at Lema. Tana Toraja, South 
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6.10. Distance between tombs within the same site. Source: courtesy of Qijiang district archaeological 
office 2009. 
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6.11. Distance between caves in QikongziC. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 
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 6.12. Aerial View of Tonggengzi site showing the available boulders and the chosen ones. The blue 
area on the first view marks the bed of a seasonal stream. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. Source: 
28°52'32.42"N and 106°27'18.93"E. Google Earth. 2017. last date of access August 25, 2017. 
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6.13. Landscape in Tonggengzi. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 
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6.14. Formation process of a cave group in Qigedong, based on dated inscriptions next to cave 
openings. A – B – C – D – E – F. Changning county, Sichuan province. 
%
                                                       
7 Table A23 to A35 in the appendix to Chapter 7: Inscriptions Table. 
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6.16. Volume of dated caves in cubic metres. In black are caves with a volume less than 5m3, in grey 
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6.17. From top to bottom: Jiepai (big sized cemetery), Guanyinyan, and Songlinggan. Qijiang district, 
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6.18. Line-carved ceiling of a niche-like cave in Qikongzi. Lichuan county, Hubei province. 
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8  For this reason, no reliable spatial distribution of niches can be given here. Comparably heavy 
concentrations of niches seem to be found along the Qingxi River (own survey: in 4 sites out of 20). 
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6.19. Contemporaneous chamber (159 CE; 215cm deep and 147cm wide) and niche (160-169 CE; 
80cm deep and 170cm wide) in Changgou. Jiangjin district, Chongqing municipality. 
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6.21. Relation between cave width and cave depth in m for 117 caves for which measurements are 
known in the Qi river area. Outliers are circled and correspond to wider niches and deeper tunnels.  
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6.23. Recessed openings for 299 caves for which the number of recessions is known. (0) stands for 
unrecessed cave openings, (1) for cave openings with a single recessions, (2) for double-layered openings 
and (3) for triple-recessed openings. Source: Archaeological Atlas by Province 2002-2009 and 3rd 
National Archaeological Survey 2009. 
%
                                                       
10 See tables in the appendix to Chapter 6, sections 11.3.3, 11.3.4 and 11.3.5, for measurements of 
double, triple and four-layered recessed doors. 
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6.25. Proportion of unrecessed, single, double and triple recessed doors for 41 cemeteries for which all 
door shapes are known. Source: 3rd National Archaeological Survey in Qijiang district 2009. 
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6.26. Volume of unrecessed, recessed, double-recessed and triple-recessed caves in cubic metres for 
274 caves for which number of recessions and cave volume are known. The circles are outliers and the 
lines indicate the mean cave volume for each type of cave opening. Source: Archaeological Atlas by 
Province 2002-2009 and 3rd National Archaeological Survey 2009. 
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6.27. Examples of 4-layered recessed doorframes in Lishugang and Xianligang M1. Qijiang district, 
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layer width height 
inner 0.8 0.81 
Layer 1 0.95 0.93 
Layer 2 0.96 0.95 
Layer 3 1.11 0.96 





6.28. Rock tomb sealed by a wooden cover. Tana Toraja, South Sulawesi, Indonesia. Early 20th 
century. Source: Kis-Jovak 1988:61.  
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6.30. Gutter above cave no.6 Qigongzui, Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. Circa 179-181 CE. 
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11 I have only found three examples during survey : in Yongjia, Bishan county, Chongqing municipality, 
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12 See Wei 2015 for a preliminary version of this section. 
13 Chavannes 1893. 
14 Segalen 1917:5. 
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6.34. Attempts at rubbing a que pillar in Qu County (渠县), Chongqing municipality. 1914. Photograph 
by Segalen. 13 x 18cm. Source: Photographic archive of Musée Guimet. Reproduced In Ghesquière et al. 
2005:124.  
6.35. An illustration after the textual description of the funerary pillar of Wang Zhizi ⺩王稚⼦子 in Qu county, 
Chongqing municipality. Source: Originally accompanying a description by Hong Kuo 洪适 (1117-1184 CE) 
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15 Rudolph 1950:32. 
16 Hunt 2008:35.  
17 Rockwell 1993:189. 
18 Rockwell 1993:12. 
19 Rockwell 1993:190. 
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20 Dobres 2000:19. 
21 Giraud et al.1970. 
22 Lemonnier 1993:2. 
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6.36. Three first steps in cutting a cave in sandstone. 
%
!"*%&'+8#/3%-,%'%&"'01*+%+*>.#+*$%'%$.((?*0*/)'+:%$)*(%#/%(?'//#/35%)"*%B#9)"%-,%)"*%
9--+% #$% *I)*/9*9% $#9*B':$% 1:% )B-% /'++-B% &"#$*??*9% )+*/&"*$@% A)% )"#$% $)'3*% )"*%
./,#/#$"*9% &'8*P$% 3+-./9%(?'/% #$% )+#'/3.?'+% #/% $"'(*@%e/?:% #/% -/*%-&&.++*/&*%9#9% )"*%
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6.37. Idealised carving sequence for a chamber-like cave. 
%





6.38. Unfinished cave in Qigongzui, Qijiang county, Chongqing municipality. 
%
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6.39. Cave no.1. in Shuanhetang. Qijiang county, Chongqing municipality. 181 CE. 
%
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6.40. A-B) Symmetric pair of holes. C) Grooved hole. D-E) Paired series of three holes by a stepped 
door. Xiaoba. Chezi district, Leshan city, Sichuan province. 
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25 Useful advice was provided by Peng Minghao 2014. 
26 Dehejia and Rockwell 2011.  
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,-??-B$%79-:"!"=(85%
%
6.41. View of Experiment no.1. June 2015. The inscription is part of the experiment and will be 
discussed in the next chapter. 
Day 1 Obtaining a vertical surface 
Day 2 Outer recession 
Day 3 Inner recession 
Day 4 Finishing 
6.42. Calendar of Experiment no.1. 
%
A% $#3/#,#&'/)% (+-(-+)#-/% -,% E'$)*+/% F'/% &'8*$% '+*% ?-&')*9% 1*?-B% (+-)+.9#/3% ('+)$% #/%
$'/9$)-/*% &?#,,$@% !"*$*% ,-+0% /').+'?% $"*?)*+$% '3'#/$)% 9#+*&)% '/9% #/9#+*&)% +'#/B')*+@%
C"*/% /-% /').+'?% $"*?)*+% #$% '8'#?'1?*<%0'/R0'9*% 3.))*+% ?#/*$% '+*% -,)*/% '99*9% '1-8*%
&'8*% -(*/#/3$@% !"*% +*&*$$#-/$% '99*9% )-% )"*% &'8*$P% -(*/#/3% -,)*/% ,-??-B% '% /'++-B%
'/3?*<% )-% (+*8*/)% )"*% B')*+% 9+-($% ,+-0% 3*))#/3% #/)-% )"*% &'8*@% S/% EI(*+#0*/)% /-@M<%
9*$(#)*%)"*%,'&)%)"')%)"*%&'8*%-(*/#/3%B'$%&.)%')%'%8*+)#&'?%'/3?*<%)"*%$?-(*%-,%)"*%&?#,,%
                                                       
28 Despite the fact that they were using steel tools, some of them being tempered, the hardness of the 
sandstone in Experiment no.1 was such that the masons had to repair their chisels twice a day. 
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6.43. View of Experiment no.2. June 2015. 
%
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'/3?*% -/% 1-)"% $#9*$% -,% )"*% ,#+$)% TZ&0% 9**(% ).//*?<% B-.?9% "'8*% 1**/% >.#&H*+% '/9%
(+-9.&*9% '% 0-+*% +*3.?'+% $.+,'&*@% !"*% -8*+'??% (+-3+*$$% -,% EI(*+#0*/)% /-@J% #$%
$.00'+#4*9%#/%)"*%)'1?*%1*?-B%79-:"!"=>8" 
 
Day 1 Digging a 40cm deep tunnel as wide and high as the cave opening. 
Day 2 Extending the space both sides following oblique lines, to obtain a triangular shape, 
deep 40 cm. 
Day 3 Extending the space both sides following oblique lines, to obtain a triangular shape, 
deep 40 cm. 
Day 4 Extending the wider back wall orthogonally to the cliff face, deep 20-30 cm. 
Day 5 Finishing the corners behind the cave opening, and flattening the ceiling, to obtain a 
cubic volume. 




[9-:"!"=!' /01' =?^@% S% $.1$*>.*/)?:% $)'+)*9% )'H#/3% $'0(?*$% ,+-0% )"*% #/$#9*% -,% '&).'?%
E'$)*+/%F'/%+-&HR&.)%&'8*$@%!"*%9*3+**%)-%B"#&"%B*')"*+#/3%&"'/3*$%)"*%>.'?#):%-,%)"*%
+-&H% $)#??%0'H*$% )"*% .$*% -,% )"*$*% $'0(?*$% ,-+% &-0('+')#8*% (.+(-$*$% ./&*+)'#/@% S9*'?%
,.+)"*+%9*8*?-(0*/)$%-,% )"#$%(+-;*&)%B-.?9%1*% )"*%&-/)+#1.)#-/% )-%'/%*I#$)#/3%9#3#)'?%
9')'1'$*%-,%$)-/*%0')*+#'?<%)--?$<%)--?%0'+H$%'/9%&'+8#/3%3*$).+*$@Jd%
%
6.46. Collected sandstone samples. 
                                                       
29 http://www.artofmaking.ac.uk/ 
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 Sample Experiment Day  Time of the Day Notes 
1 Experiment 
no.1 
Day 1   
2 Day 2   
3 Day 3   
4 Experiment 
no.2 
Day 1 Early Morning  
5 Morning after 3 hours of 
work 
 
6 Afternoon  40cm deep 
7 Day 2 9:34 am Iron sheet embedded in 
the sandstone 
8  Morning after 3 hours of 
work 
 
9  Afternoon  
10 Day 3 Afternoon  
11 Day 4 Morning fragment of a bigger piece 
12  Morning after 3 hours of 
work 
 
13  Afternoon  
14  Afternoon Fragment selected by Fu 
15 Day 5 Afternoon harder vein 
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• X'/9$)-/*% '$% '% $*9#0*/)'+:% +-&H% #$% $.((-$*9% )-% 1*% "-+#4-/)'??:% 1*99*9<% 1.)%
9.+#/3%)"*%&'+8#/3%(+-&*$$%#)%B'$%&"#((#/3%-,,%#/%8*+)#&'?%,?'H*$@%=-.?9%*#)"*+%1*%
'%+*$.?)%-,%)"*%$*9#0*/)'+:%1*99#/3%).+/*9%$#9*B':$%-+%8*+)#&'?%,+'&).+*$@%






                                                       
30 Conversation with Jack Gillespie, PhD Candidate at the University of Adelaide, School of Physical 
Science, Department of Earth Science, on the 19th of July 2015.  






6.48. Niche, tunnel and chamber superimposed. 
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32 Bluemel 1927. 
33 Rockwell 1993:188. 
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1 See Jiang Xiaochun 2010:89 for a table gathering 26 burials with inscribed and dated artefacts found in 
the Three Gorges area. 
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&.++*$(.0,% ).%'% )+*0,%')% )"*%$&'4*%.1% )"*%*;(#+*?%32)% )"*%&2$).;%.1% #0$&+#3#0/% ).;3$%
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2 The three inscriptions in Qigedong and Sanchahe were discussed in subsections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 of 
Chapter 5. Refer to Table A26, 28  and 46. 
3 Tables 1-2 in Ebrey 1980:332.  
4  Ebrey 1980:352-3. Powers 1991 similarly identifies the consumers of modular assembled stone 
chambers to low-ranking local officials, detailed in his Chapter 4: “Economic Dimensions of Structure and 
Style”. 
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)"*% &'-*$%.+% '3.-*% &'-*%,..+$?% )"2$%.0% )"*% $).0*%>'44$%>"#&"%'+*%*E&'-')*,% 1#+$)?% '0%
#0$&+#()#.0% &.24,% '$% >*44% "'-*% 3**0% &'+-*,% .0% )"*% 1#+$)% ,'<% .1% *E&'-')#.07% !"*% $';*%
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6 Table B10.  
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)*+;$%&'0%$.;*)#;*$%&.0)+.-*+$#'4%M,-!%枚N?%'0,%)"*#+%("<$#&'4%&.20)*+('+)%#$%.1)*0%0.)%
+*',#4<% #,*0)#1#'34*7%IZ%_.% )*+;% +*',#4<% ,*$#/0')*$% )"*% 0#&"*$?% 1.+% *E';(4*?% )"')% '+*%
'4;.$)% $<$)*;')#&'44<% (+*$*0)% #0$#,*% )"*% &'-*$7% !"*% )*+;% H(#44'+K% M.!'(&%栖柱N?% &.24,%
,*$#/0')*%'%$).0*%&*0)+'4%(#44'+?%32)%#)%#$%.+#/#0'44<%3.++.>*,%1+.;%>..,*0%'+&"#)*&)2+*7%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
7 The term “hole” ? could stand for the door, but more probably for inner spaces, since it could be read as 
“indoor” ?.  
8 Table B18.  
9 Chen Xuan 2015:42 and 70 insists on the symbolic aspect of the? as a locus for domestic sacrifice and 
a mark of clanic identity. 
10 Chen Xuan 2015:35 reads 川 as 穿 for a chamber where the coffin was placed. 
11 Table B22.  
12 Mei 枚 could be part of a specific vocabulary used by masons/patrons for the rock-cut spaces, as 
suggested by Chan Xuan 2015:35. 
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13 Table B2. 
14 Luo Erhu 1987:35-8. 
15 Seidel 1987:24-7. 
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32+#'4$b% -'42*% &.24,% +*(+*$*0)% '0% #0-*$);*0)?% $2$&*()#34*% ).% 3*#0/% +*T2$*,7% !"#$%
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)"*% 9'$)*+0%:'0% '0,%!"+**%n#0/,.;$%(*+#.,$7% D0.)"*+%>'<% ).% *E(4'#0% )"*% *E.+3#)'0)%
$2;% *-.@*,% >.24,% 3*% )"')% )"*% ;*'0#0/% .1% )"*% #0$&+#()#.0% #$% $<;3.4#&7% d"#4*% 4'0,%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17 Coffins very rarely record dates, which are inscribed in a much smaller format, and remain, stored inside 
the cave. One exception is found in Table A22.  
18 Table A21. 
19 Table B23.  
20 Table A46.  
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21 Seidel 1987:24-7. 
22 Table B7. Gao Wen 1990:15 
23 Oxen or water buffalos are used as a unit to evaluate the cost of rock-cut burials in Toraja, reaching 2 to 
3 water buffalos per cubic metre excavated. The caves are a family enterprise of comparable size, but 
might necessitate a major effort investment as they are excavated from hard stone instead of soft red 
sandstone. Waterson 1995:207.  
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25 Table B5. 
26 Nickerson 2006:10 and Brashier 1996:135. 
27 Table A42. 
28 Translation Note A14. 
29 Table A14. 
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30 Converted on the Academia Sinica Chinese Calendar Converter.  
31 Cook 1995:261. 
32 Michaud 2000:9-10. 
33 Brown 2007:16. See also mourning duties according to social status in Ebrey 1974:173–205. 
34 In Toraja rock-cut burials, stratification similarly remains invisible to the archaeologist. The wealthy and 
the commoners alike have the right to be buried in a cave, but the rich stay a few months to several years in 
the house of the living before being brought to the cave, they are better maintained, their clothes keep being 
changed regularly after entombment, and offerings left in their cliffside graves. The commoners’ corpses, 
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35 Table A23 to A35. 
36 Table B3.  
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7.1. Qigedong site. Changning County, Sichuan province. 122-178 CE. 
%
7.2. Rock-cut burials with decorated wooden doors. Tana Toraja, South Sulawesi, Indonesia. Early 20th 
century. Source: Kis-Jovak 1988:61.  
%
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37 Table B8. 
38 Table B9. 
39 In Sulawesi, among the Toraja, re-burial is practiced in relation to rock-cut burials. Volkman reports that 
“a cliffside grave cleaning and reorganization ceremony takes place every five to ten years. Corpses are 
rewrapped by family members and effigy statues given fresh new clothes. At this time, corpses sometimes 
even are relocated from one grave to another if relatives are in dispute or feel there is a valid reason to 
realign the social ties of the dead to their living descendants. These changes in the burial format of the 
dead are no longer an isolated expression of the dead’s status, but rather indicate the traffic or shifting 
relationships among living individuals whose own interactions can be transformed publicly through actions 
on the dead body.” Volkman 1985:145 cited in Hutchinson 2002:46. 
40 Translation by Deal and Hostetler 2006:99. 
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7.3. Washing-bones Miao (xigu Miao 洗⾻骨苗). Untitled and Anonymous. Circa 1797. Source: Entry no. 49 
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41 Nickel 2012. 
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7.4. Chen陳 family name on door lintel in Xiaoba. Leshan city, Sichuan province. 
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42 Xuan Chen 2015:42. 
43 Spurkland 2010:70. 
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44 Table B2.  
45 Table B3. 
46 Table B11 to B16.  
47 High-ranking official tombs provided with over ground structures, and with an occupation spanning more 
than a century, show a certain order in tomb alignment, such as elders first, later generations coming in 
later. Han Guohe 1999. 
48 Seen in two occurrences, in Mahao district 3 cave 99, and in Leshan Shuangtang district 1 cave 2. Tang 
Changshou 1993:81. 
49 Hervouet 1964:133 insists on the unchanged demography of the area in Han times.  
50 Giersch 2006:2. 
51 Bin Yang 2009:104-5. 
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52 Table A1-6 and A23-35. 
53 Cook 1995:264. 
54 Table A21. 
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55 Table A32. 
56 From entry no.5200 in Hucker 1985. 
57 Ebrey 1991:58-63. See detailed list of mourning duties of the shi? in Ebrey 1974:181-2. 
58 Connery 1998:98-103. 
59 Table A6, A43 and B2. 
60 From entry no.3388 in Hucker 1985. 
61 Table A32 to A34. 
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62 Luo Erhu 2005:293. He probably bases his argument on a Song source, the Tongzhi 通志, stating that 
“The wealthy have clans, the poor have only names” (???????????).  
63 Table A1. 
64 From entry no.5199 in Hucker 1985. 
65 Table B2. 
66 In Toraja, a house founder may be referred to as to mangraruk or to umpabendan, “the one who 
erected”, and the commissioner of a rock cut burial (hang) as to pa'pa'na, “the one who pierced”. In 
Waterson 1984:207. 
67 Table A46. 
68 Table A34.  
69 “I (nu?), Hao Jucheng, made this for the Hou family” (???????) cited in Qin Zhen 2010:28. 
70 See Wilbur 1967. 
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D,;#0#$)+')#-*%r*./+'("<%!+*')#$*$%'((*'+?GJ%#0$&+#()#.0$%$.2)"%.1%)"*%5'0/6#%.04<%.0&*%
;*0)#.0%'%-#44'/*%.+%,.;'#0%0';*% M⼤大敦庄N7GR%!"#$% #01.+;')#.0%;#/")%"'-*%3**0% $*41T
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71 Hervouet (1964:80 and 125) notices several mentions of “young Bo slaves” (bo tong ??) being traded 
(See Timeline 5 and Timeline 20 for mentions of “young Bo slaves” (bo tong ??) in historical documents). 
Slavery is known among the Nuosu, a branch of the Yi. Wu Gu (2001:29-30) considers it as a major 
motivation feeding the Yi tribes’ “culture of migration”: younger brothers who want to avoid slavery having 
to pioneer a new area to establish their own branch, divided from the main lineage. This is a major 
argument against the idea of egalitarian highland societies proposed by Scott.  
72 Refer to Table B11 to 16. 
73 Ebrey 1980:325. 
74 On que ? and stelae of the Sichuan plain such as the 97 CE Luzhou Museum inscribed pillar, which 
mentions known administrative units such as Jiangyang ?? county in the Qianwei commandery.  
75 Table A43. 
76 Scott 2009:241. 
 77 Table B11 and Taliangzi 2008:57-61. see also articles by Wang Zijin and Gao Dalun 2004; Zhao Ruimin 
2009;  Huo Wei 2009. 
78 Zhao Ruimin 2009:86. 
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7.6. Xiang 襄 written over dancing figures in Taliangzi M3. Santai county, Sichuan province. 80cm w. 
Source: Fig.11 in Huo Wei 2009:70.  
-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
79 References for the famous “Ba dance” (Bayu wu 巴渝舞)  in a military context are found in the Hua Yang 
Guo Zhi 1984, Juan 1:37-38. See Lung 2006:234-5, for a translation and commentary of the three Bailang 
poems, dedicated by the south-western tribes to the emperor, where dancing performances are presented 
as a form of tribute. 
80 Table B11. 
81 Huo Wei ties the depiction with campaigns against the Qiang in 107, 118, 139 and 145 CE reported in 
the Hou Hanshu Commentary on the Western Qiang (Xi Qiang zhuan 西羌傳). Huo Wei 2009:69.  
82 See also 6.3.3.2 and 6.3.3.3 in appendix to Chapter 8 : Catalogue of decpitions. 
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7.7. Dancing figures in Erdengyan. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 130cm w. !
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83 Seidel 1987:24-7. 
84 Dien 1995:56. 
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
85 For other denominations see Friedrich 2013:7. 
86 Goody 1977:84-6 considers the list as the most widespread early form of text. 
87 Luo Weixian 1989:8-12. 
88 Table A24. 
89 Lou婁 also appears in the Sanchahe inscription (Table A47 and Translation note A47). 
90 Wu Hung 2000:77-94. 
91 Seidel 1980:27. See also Wang Yucheng 1991:45–56. 
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7.8. Symbol in Qigedong. Changning county, Sichuan province. 122-178 CE. 35cm w. 
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7.9. Graph on back wall of a niche-like cave in Songlingang. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 215 
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92 Reder 1994:46.  
93 Scott 2009:225-6. 
94 Névot 2008:91. 
95 Tang Changshou 1993:83. 
96 Ma Wei 2012:168. 
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97 Connery 1998:67. 
98 Table A31.  
99 Table A42. 
100 Qin Zhen 2010:29. 
101 Table B6. A third inscription on the coffin of Wang Hui?? ( Refer to Table B5) was attributed to the 
same Liu Sheng by Ren Naiqiang. Cited by Qin Zhen 2005:29. 
102 Table A16. 
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7.10. Details of an inscribed stone slab (possibly a door) kept in the Hejiang Museum, Sichuan province. 
101 CE. Character height 15-20cm. 
%
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103 Table A1.  
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7.11. Elongated left leg of the characters 交/⽗父 and 赏 in the ⼝口赏多⽯石 inscription, Shuanghetang. Qijiang 
district, Chongqing municipality. 181 CE. Character height 5-15cm. 
7.12. Rubbing and detail of the inscription in Baishulin M1. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 141 
CE. Character height 5-15cm. Source: Fig.3 in Ma Wei 2012:167.  
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
104 乙 Yi is the 2nd heavenly stem and 末 Wei is the 8th earthly branch. The combination of 10 heavenly 
stems and 12 earthly branches produces the sexagenarian cycle (干支 ganzhi), basis for the traditional 
Chinese calendar system. 
105 The duanwu festival, also called Dragon Boat festival is a traditional holiday occurring on the 5th day of 
the 5th month of the lunar calendar, around the time of the solar solstice. 
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&*#:#/0$<% &'/% ;*% 3#$$,&#')*3% 1+,-% )"*% &2))#/0% $*K2*/&*% ,1% '% &'.*@% !"*4% #/&:23*%
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"*+*% 1,+% )"*% 1#+$)% )#-*<% )"*% '((+,'&"% +*-'#/$% K2':#)')#.*@% 92+.*4*3% *?'-(:*$%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Bednarik 2001. 
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+*:#*1% ,+% :#/*N&'+.*3%3*(#&)#,/$I<Y%;*% #)% ,/% $)*:*<% (#::'$<% $"+#/*$<% ;2+#':% &"'-;*+$<% *)&@<%
1+,-% )"*% C'/% ),% )"*% U*#Nc#/% 34/'$)#*$% Hd)"% &*/)2+4% ABI@% 9,-*% ,1% )"*% -,$)% +*&*/)%
'))*-()$%')% &')':,02#/0%(#&),+#':% $),/*$%"'.*% +*(:'&*3% +2;;#/0$%;4%(",),0+'("4%'/3%
'2),-')*3%:#/*%3+'=#/0$<%;2)%)"*%1,&2$%+*-'#/$%,/%32(:#&')#,/%)*&"/#K2*$%,1%)"*%1#/':%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2 Jinshi lu 2005:331. 
3 Even pictorial bricks are included therein, although these are not carved in stone, but printed from a 





4*'+$% :')*+% b#% /,)*$% )"')% +')"*+% )"'/% ,;*4#/0% '% &"+,/,:,0#&':% ,+3*+<% &')*0,+#*$% ,1%
&'+.#/0%+*$(,/3%),%'%)*&"/,:,0#&':%(+,0+*$$#,/@%!=,%;'$#&%(+,&*$$*$<% :#/*%&'+.#/0%'/3%
+*:#*1<% &,++*$(,/3% ),% 3#11*+*/)% $)'0*$% #/% )"*% &'+.#/0% $*K2*/&*@Z%!"*% $*K2*/&*% $)'+)$%
=#)"% )"*% *$$*/)#':% $)*(% ,1% 3+*$$#/0% )"*% $2+1'&*<% ="#&"% '$% =*%=#::% $**% 1,+% )"*% &'.*$R%
#/3,,+%$('&*<%(+,32&*$%'%('))*+/*3%0+#3%="#&"%(:'4$%'%.#$2'::4%$)+2&)2+#/0%+,:*@%%
1 Line carving/ Intaglio 
 
• Dressing or left undressed 
• Outline 
2 flat low relief  • Dressing or left undressed 
• Outline  
• Hollowing out the background 
3 bulging low relief 
 
• Dressing or left undressed 
• Outline  
• deeper background 
• Rounding the figures” edges 
• Line carved details on the bulging shape 





• Hollowing out the figures’ inside 
• Line carved details on the sunken shape 
5 sunken relief • Same as above, but deeper 
6 high relief 
 
• Rough dressing  
• Rough outline 
• Chiseling out the background and sides of the figure 
7 see-through relief 
 
• Same as above, 
• But holes are drilled between figures to obtain a 
transparent background 
8 “bulging lines” carving. 
(incl. printed patterns on 
bricks) 
• Dressing 
• Double outline 
• Excavating everything but the line 





&,/$#3*+$% '% E=*$)*+/% #-(,+)G@e%c2$)% :#>*% b#% Q':#/<% ",=*.*+<% "*% (:'&*$% )"*% )=,% -'#/%
$),/*N=,+>#/0% &')*0,+#*$% ,1% E*/0+'.*3% ('#/)#/0G% H./%&"$??I% '/3% E"#33*/% ;2:0*G%
H+(#,($ ?? I<% )"2$% :#/*% &'+.#/0% '/3% :,=% +*:#*1<% #/% '/% *.,:2)#,/'+4% $*K2*/&*@%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 See Zhu Qinsheng 2011:403-9. 
5 Li Falin 1989:90-2. 
6 6th century Shuijing zhu??? by Li Daoyuan???, 1100 CE Yingzao fashi???? by Li Jie??, 
1129 CE Jinshi lu??? by Zhao Mincheng???, and 1166 CE Lishi?? by Hongshi??. 
7 Yang Boda 1987:5. The terms are placed by Li Jie in a progression by order of relief: “雕鐫制度有四等, 
一日剔地起突, 二日壓地隱起華, 三日減地平釵, 四日素平”. Yingzao fashi 2006:21. Pelliot also notices these 








100 BCE-0 CE 
2 ??? Sunken relief 
 
Middle stage from 0  CE 
3 ??? Relief line carving 
 
4 ??? Flat relief 
 
5 ??? “Hidden Bulge”  
(Low relief)  
6 ??? “Sudden rise” 
(High relief)  
Late stage 150-200 CE 
8.2. Yang Boda’s classification of pictorial stones. Source: Yang Boda 1987:5. 
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$&2:()2+*G%'/3%$&2:()2+*% #/% )"*%+,2/3% :;*<"!">=@% L/%"#$%&:'$$#1#&')#,/<% )"*%&')*0,+#*$%,1%
"#0"% +*:#*1% '/3% E"':1N$&2:()2+*G% '+*%,/:4%3#11*+*/)#')*3%;4% '% 1*=% &*/)#-*)+*$%3**(<% '%
K2'/)#)')#.*%3#11*+*/&*%=",$*%+*:*.'/&*%#$%K2*$)#,/';:*@%O,+*%#-(,+)'/):4<%$&2:()2+*%




1 “bidimensional” line-carving  
2 concave figures  
3 flat relief 0,5--1cm  
4 relief  0,5—4cm 
5 high relief 3—10cm 
6 “half-sculpture” 10-20cm 
7 Sculpture in the round + use of the drill 
8.3. Luo Erhu’s classification of pictorial stones. Source: Luo Erhu 2001:65-6. 
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8 Bluemel (1927) 1955:43. 
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8.4. Unfinished image in Baodingshan. Dazu county, Chongqing municipality. 9th-10th century CE.  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 Casson 1933:92. 
11 Ashton 1934:133. 
12 Ashton 1934:132. 
13 Williams 1986:99. 
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15 Powers 1981 and Wu Hung 1989. 
16 Crossley 1988:116.  
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9#&"2'/<% O*/0,/#% +*&,0/#7*$% )"*% +*(+*$*/)')#,/':% &,/.*/)#,/$% ,1% '/% #-(*+#':%
$)+2&)2+*3% &,$-,$% #/% )"*% #&,/,0+'("#&% &,-(,$#)#,/% ,/% K2'++#*3% $),/*% &,11#/$% ,1% )"*%
-*)+,(,:#)'/% *:#)*@ 55 %A,/.*+$*:4<% $"*% '))+#;2)*$% 1,+-':% &"'+'&)*+#$)#&$% $2&"% '$% )"*%





17 Powers 1981 and  Wang 1994 cited in Thompson 1999. 
18 Tseng 2011. 
19 Erickson 2003. 
20 Mengoni 2003. 
21 Powers 1981:29 and 32-3. 
22 Mengoni 2003:146-9. 
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23 Thompson 1999:11.  
24 see Tseng 2011:116-122 for an example of how the yellow dragon motif acquires different meanings 
according to its audience. 
25 Powers 1991:246-263 relates the Wuliang omens with rethorical arguments used in political discourse.  
See also: Powers 1983, Wu Hung 1984, Kern 2000A.  
26 Five images are attached to this inscription in praise of the Grand Administrator of Wudu, Lixi, dated to 
171 CE and located in present day Gansu province. See Chapter 2 in Lippiello 2001. 
27 Shi Ji, juan 47, page 1942-44. Cited in Tseng 2011:92. 
28 Tseng 2011:104. 
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8.5. Ink rubbing of the “Hymn of the Western Passage” (Xi xia song ⻄西狭颂). 171 CE. Five images are 
attached to this inscription in praise of the Grand Administrator of Wudu, Lixi, located in present day 
Gansu province. The five auspicious omens are: a yellow dragon (huang long ⿈黃⻯⿓龍), a white deer (bai 
lu⽩白⿅鹿), a blade of maize (jia he 嘉⽲禾), a pair of trees with intertwining branches (mu lian li⽊木連理), 
and sweet dew (gan lu jiang⽢甘露降). 200cm h x 100cm w. 
%
V%$#/0:*%-2:)#.':*/)%#-'0*%&'/%;*%+*'3%'&+,$$%3#11*+*/)%#3*/)#)#*$<%="#&"%#/%)"*%8Z`$%AB%
=,2:3% "'.*% ;**/% '%-#?*3% '23#*/&*% ,1% (*'$'/)$<% :,&':% ,11#&#':$% '/3% :'/3,=/*+$@% !"*%
#-'0*% $*+.*3%3#.*+$*<% $,-*)#-*$% &,/)+'3#&),+4%'$(#+')#,/$@% 92&"% #-'0*$%=,2:3%"'.*%
;**/%)"*%B'$)*+/%C'/%*K2#.':*/)%,1%&,--2/#)4%(')+,/'0*%#/%)"*%Y+3Nd)"%&*/)2+#*$%AB%
1,+% '% )4(*%,1% (#&),+#':% '/3% $&2:()2+':% (+,32&)#,/% &,#/*3% E,+3#/'+4% #-'0*$G%;4%V;*@%5a%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
29 Abe 2002. 
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Q+,-% )"*%,2)$#3*+%(,$#)#,/%(+,.#3*3%;4% 1+,/)#*+% .#$2':% #3*/)#)#*$<%,/*%&'/%0,%;'&>% ),%
)"*%=#3*+%K2*$)#,/%,1%3*1#/#/0%'%C'/%#3*/)#)4%&,.*+*3%#/%A"'()*+%5X%L$%)"*+*%'%C'/%$)4:*<%
,+% '% C'/% .#$2':% #3*/)#)4]% 9#-#:'+% #$$2*$% =*+*% +'#$*3% #/% )"*% *'$)*+/% -*3#)*++'/*'/%
&:'$$#&':%&,/)*?)@%P#00$%/,)*$%)"')%%
E3#11#&2:)4%'+#$*$%="*/%k$)4:*R%#$%'((:#*3%),%'/%*/)#+*%&2:)2+*%,+%/')#,/<%="#&"%#$%
)"*%(#)1'::% #1%,/*%$(*'>$%,1%'/% kB04()#'/%$)4:*R%'/3%'% kg+**>%$)4:*R@% HlI%'%;*))*+%
':)*+/')#.*% #$%),%)"#/>%,1%B04()#'/%'/3%(,$)NV+&"'#&%g+**>%'+)% #/%)*+-$%,1%)"*#+%
$4$)*-$% ,1% +*(+*$*/)')#,/@% B'&"% $4$)*-% ='$% &"'+'&)*+#7*3% ;4% &*+)'#/%




="#&"%)"*%-'>*+$%,1% 1+,/)#*+%'+)%+*1*+% #/%.'+4#/0%3*0+**$@%b,,>#/0%')%C'/%1+,/)#*+$% #/%
)"*% D,+*'/% F*/#/$2:'<% F'#% '))*-()*3% ),% -*'$2+*% '&&2:)2+')#,/% '-,/0% :,&':% ;2+#':%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
30 Nylan 2003:389-391. 
31 Riggs 2005:7. 
32 Castiglione cited in Riggs 2005:5. 
33 Riggs 2005:9. 
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S*&'2$*% ,1% )"*% /')2+*% ,1% 3*(#&)#,/$% $,2)"% ,1% )"*% 6'/07#<% )"#$% $)234% &,-;#/*$% '%
)*&"/,:,0#&':%'((+,'&"%=#)"% 1,+-':%'/':4$#$<%'$% #$%,1)*/%)"*%&'$*% #/%P,&>%V+)%9)23#*$@%
!"*% 0+,2(#/0% ,1% *?)*+/':% H:,&')#,/<% )*&"/#K2*<% *)&@I% '/3% #/)+#/$#&% *:*-*/)$% H;'$#&%
$"'(*$<%3*$&+#()#.*%'))+#;2)*$I<Ya%3*1#/*%E-*/)':%)*-(:')*$G%2$*3%;4%)"*%-'>*+$@%92&"%
-*/)':% )*-(:')*$% '+*% )"*% ;'$#&% &,-(,/*/)$% ,1% '% )+'3#)#,/@% V% )+'3#)#,/% #$% 3*1#/*3% ;4%
E)*-(,+':%&,/)#/2#)#*$%+*(+*$*/)*3%;4%&,/$#$)*/)%&,/1#02+')#,/$%#/%$#/0:*%)*&"/,:,0#*$%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
34 Pai 1992. 
35 Pai 1992 :314. 
36 Hein 2014:1. 
37 Hodder 1982. Cited in Barnes 2003:47. 
38 Riggs 2005:7. 
39 Francis 2001.  
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8.6. Number of depictions by cave in the Qi river area (n=133). 
%





40 Willey And Phillips 1962:37. 
41 For 579 caves included in this study, 103 are decorated, with a total of 133 depictions south of the 
Yangzi and 51 depictions in the Sichuan basin. The 133 depictions south of the Yangzi are listed in 







8.7. Proportion of depictions in dated Qi river caves (n=34). 
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8.9. Indoor panel in Suobian. Banan district, Chongqing municipality. 50cm h x 90cm w. 
%
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(+*$*/)*3%'$%'/%'2$(#&#,2$%1#02+*<%(,)*/)#'::4%+*1*++#/0%),%)"*%(",*/#?% H5/#)%&"#)鳳
凰 I<% )"*% )"+**N:*00*3% &+,=% H*"#6&$ #("1 三足鳥 I% ,+% )"*% &+'/*% H'("#%/% 仙鶴 I<%
+*$(*&)#.*:4%'::23#/0%),%)"*%$,2)"<%)"*%$2/%,+%#--,+)':#)4@dd%S,)"%)"*%1#$"%'/3%;#+3%'+*%
1,2/3% #/% '$$,&#')#,/$% =#)"% ,)"*+% 1#02+*$% ,/% )"*% ,2)3,,+% &:#11% '+,2/3% )"*% &'.*%
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%
8.10. Rubbing of a bird + fish+ boat in Sanchahe. Xishui county, Guizhou province. 215-223 CE. Source: 
courtesy of Xishui county archaeological office. 80cm w. 
%
8.11. Bird + frog + human figure in Shuanghetang. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. Carved next to 
an inscription dated 181 CE. 20cm h. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
42 See the first three sections of Catalogue 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 for frequent motifs. 
43 Luo Erhu 2001:54. Erickson 2003:444 looks at series of fish, like in Catalogue 6.1.1.9, and fish joined at 
the head. 
44 Luo Erhu 2001:47. Erickson 2003:444. 
45 Catalogue 6.1.2.1 and 6.1.2.2. 
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8.12. Outdoor Horse in Baishulin. Qijiang district, Chongqing muncipality. Carved next to an inscription 
dated 172-178 CE. 50cm h x 80cm w. 
%
8.13. Wheels of a chariot in Suobian. Banan district, Chongqing muncipality. 60 cm w. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!





':$,% 1,2/3% '$% '% "*'3% ,+/'-*/)% ,/% 3*(#&)#,/$% ,1% )"*%-4)"#&':%T2**/%O,)"*+% ,1% )"*%
U*$)% H3($ 8"#)$7&%西王母I@de%!"*% $4-;,:% '((*'+$% ';,.*% )"*% */)+'/&*% ,1% '% &'.*% #/%
9"#"2),2<%':,/0%)"*%^"*/?#%)+#;2)'+4<%'$$,&#')*3%=#)"%)=,%1#02+*$%",:3#/0%)"*%$2/%'/3%




8.14. Butterfly-shaped symbol (sheng 勝) (12cm w.), pair of figures holding sun and moon disks and rock-
cut bird (20cm w.) on door lintel in Shihutou, Qijiang district, Chongqing muncipality. Found in the 
same group of caves as an inscription dated 122 CE. 
%
C#0"%+*:#*1%$),/*%=,+>#/0%#$%+'+*%#/%)"*%'+*'<%#)%#$%':='4$%#/)*0+')*3%),%)"*%3,,+%:'4*+$%
'/3% /*.*+% 1,2/3% #/3,,+$@% V% -,)#1% ,1)*/% */&,2/)*+*3% #/% +,&>N&2)% */$*-;:*$% ,1% )"*%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
47 For the diffusion of the sheng motif, see Knauer 2006 and Barnes 2014:16-17. During preliminary 
survey, I have collected a series of sheng as they appear in rock-cut tombs and on decorated stone coffins 
in the Sichuan basin. Although they exceed the scope of this Chapter, the examples show a very wide use 
of the symbol: on door lintels, above representations of an half-opened door, as an object held by serpent-
tailed figures, etc. 
48 See one more occurrence of a sheng on a door lintel in Qikongzi heba in Catalogue 6.2.3. 
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8.15. Single gourd in Erdengyan. Qijiang district, Chongqing muncipality. Door width 125cm. 
%
V/,)"*+% +'+*%*?'-(:*%,1% +,&>N&2)%,+/'-*/)% #$% )"*% +,,1)#:*N$"'(*3% :#/)*:% #/%T#0,/072#%
:;*<"!"6A=@% !"*% #/)*+:'&#/0% :#/*$% &'+.*3%/*?)% ),% )"*% &'.*% +*$*-;:*%'%(+*:#-#/'+4%3+'1)%
1,+% '% $#-#:'+% >#/3% ,1% +*:#*1% :;*<"!"6B=@- V$% $#-#:'+% &'+.*3% :#/)*:$% '+*% &,--,/% #/%
g2'/4#/3,/0<% 8Z`>-% 12+)"*+% /,+)"% #/% "#::4% 9#&"2'/<% )"#$% #$% '/% *?'-(:*% ,1% )+'.*:#/0%
)*&"/#K2*%:;*<"!"6!=@%
% %!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
49 See Catalogue 6.2.2.1, 6.2.2.2 and 6.2.2.3. 
50 Erickson 2003:425. 
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8.16. Rock-cut rooftiles on lintel above cave no.2 in Qigongzui. Qijiang district, Chongqing muncipality. 
circa 179-181 CE.  
8.17. Interlacing lines. Right of cave no.2 in Qigongzui. Qijiang district, Chongqing muncipality. circa 179-
181 CE. 
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51 A section is devoted to human figures in Catalogue 6.3.  
52 In Catalogue figures 6.3.2.6 and 6.3.2.7. 
53 A section is devoted to outliers specific to the area in Catalogue 6.2.1. 
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8.19. Rock-cut pair of human figures in Qikongzi. Lichuan county, Hubei province. 
%
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
54 A section is devoted to the Type 1 antechamber in Huangsan in Catalogue 6.7. 
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8.20. Line drawing of a rock-cut façade in Leshan city, Sichuan province. Source : Segalen 1917 :196. To 
the right are abbreviated forms of architecture from Type 2 caves south of the Yangzi. 
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8.21. Maiden at the half-opened door in Bailinpo M1. Santai county, Sichuan province. Door height 130cm.  
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8.22. Half-opened door in Citangpo M9. Anyue county, Sichuan province. Door height 10cm. 
% % %%
8.23. Maiden at the half-opened door in Citangpo M9. Anyue county, Sichuan province. 8cm h. 
8.24. Opened door in Citangpo M9. Anyue county, Sichuan province. 8cm h. 
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8.25. Set of ceramic grave goods placed next to a rock-cut architectural model. Bailinpo M2. Santai county, 
Sichuan province. Source: Fig.219 in Santai: 2007. 
%
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57 Chavannes 1893:24. cited in Segalen 1917:189. 
58 Chavannes 1910:179. 
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8.26. Uninscribed que pillar in Pujiawan. Qu county, Sichuan province. Estimated to date from the late 
Eastern Han period (2nd to 3rd century CE). 537cm h. 
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8.27. Outdoor line-carved que in Dongsanzhai. Shizhu autonomous prefecture, Chongqing municipality. 
60cm h. 
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59 A section is devoted to towers in Catalogue 6.4.1. 
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8.28. Line-carved tower with inscription on the cliff face left of Qigedong M4. Changning county, Sichuan 
province. 
8.29. “Heavenly gate (tian men 天⾨門)” depicted on a coffin excavated in Guithoushan. Jianyang county, 
Sichuan province. 50cm h x 40cm w. 
%
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60 Tseng 2011:205. 
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8.30. Facade of rock-cut antechamber in Huangsan. Yibin city, Sichuan province. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
62 Gao Wen 1990:20. 
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8.31. Overcut line-carved tower below cave opening in Guanzhuangkou. Shizhu district, Chongqing 
municipality. 80cm h.  
-
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8.32. Front view of the central pillar in Bailinpo M4. Santai county, Sichuan province. 
%
8.33. Front view of the central pillar in Taliangzi M1. Santai county, Sichuan province. 
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8.35. Groundplan and section of Bailinpo M4. Santai county, Sichuan province. Source: Fig.1-4. in Ma 
Xiaoliang 2012:83. 
8.36. Back of the central pillar in Bailinpo M4. Santai county, Sichuan province. 
%
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&*/)+'::4% 3#.#3#/0% +,,1:#/*% #1% )+#'/02:'+% ,+% .'2:)*3- :;*<"!">!=@% F4+'-#3':% ,+% 3,-*3%
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64 A section is devoted to ceiling ornaments in Catalogue 6.4.4. 
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8.38. Wall dressing in Erdengyan. Qijiang district, Chongqing Muncipality. Wall width 340cm. 
%





8.39. Rubbing and proportions of a tower in Citangpo M8. 125cm h x 68cm w. Anyue county, Sichuan 
province. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
65 Rababeh 2005:93-8. 
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8.40. Wall dressing in Qikongzi heba. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. Circle diameter 12 cm. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
67 Nylan 2003:386. And Luo Erhu 2001:47-8. 
68 Catalogue 6.4.2.1. and 6.4.2.2. 
69 See the money tree in Miaoziding in Catalogue 6.1.2.5. 
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8.41. Line drawing of a back wall panel dressing in Yongjia. Tongliang district, Chongqing Municipality. 
160cm h x 170cm w. 
8.42. Dressing patterns on back wall and rock-cut coffin in Chaqishan M1. Bishan county, Chongqing 
municipality.  Source: Fan Peng et al. 2012:30.  
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70 Segalen proposes bronze mirrors as a potential counterpart for the sun and moon depiction among 
tomb furnishings: “suspended to the vault, they condense light, acting as celestial bodies!.” Segalen 
1917:210. 





8.43. Groundplan of Qigongzui and limits of panels. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 
Panel Content Location Technique cave 
A 1 horse and carriage 
1 frontal figure wearing a mantel 




Line carving 1 








C Inscription dated 181 CE. Outdoor: 
Smooth slope 
Line carving 3? 













Between two caves 
Line carving 4-5? 
F 1 standing figure wearing a mantel 
3 birds 






Line carvings 7 
8.44. Content of panels in Qigongzui. 
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8.45. Indoor space and location of fish in Qigongzui M4. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality.115cm w x 
80cm h. 
%
8.46. Indoor panel A in Qigongzui M1. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 100cm w. 
%







8.48. Panels in Qigedong. Changning county, Sichuan province. 122-178 CE. Source: Luo Erhu 2005:280.  
%







8.49. Low relief birds superimposed to a line-carved figure in Panel C, Qigedong. Changning county, 
Sichuan province. 
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
72 Three other caves have been reported as containing rock-cut coffins in the Qi river area : Longzui M1, 
Rongyan and Sanjiao M1. 
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8.50. Rock-cut coffin and line-carved wall carvings in Miaoziding. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 
Cave width 160 cm. 
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8.51. Cross on a coffin cover. Luzhou city, Sichuan province. Courtesy of the Luzhou Museum. 250cm w. 
8.52. Pair of creatures on the short side of an unfinished stone coffin in Zhuwapu. Pixian county, Sichuan 
province. 90cm h x 82cm w. Source: Gao Wen 2011:134. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!





(only Type 1) 
Indoor compositions 
(Type 1 and Type 2) 
Outdoor compositions 







Left and right side 
 
Door frame 
Right and Left side of tunnel 
Right and left wall of chamber 
Back wall 
Ceiling 
Exposed side of rock-cut coffin 
Above door 
Left and right side of 
door 
Not related to any 
particular cave 
Technique Quarried 
Cover and body 
(from one block?) 
Decorated 
Lifted in caves or 
buried in brick 
chambers. 
Progressive relief  
Built-in Rock-cut elements  
Line carving 
Low relief 
Recessed door frames 
Content Square face:  
Pair of tower 













Rock-cut stove (only Type 1) 
Ram sculpture (only Type 1) 
Rock cut niches (mostly Type 1) 





Human figures and scenes 









8.53. Three types of carvings found in rock-cut burials. 
%





8.54. Facade, ground plan and section of cave no.6 in Qigedong. Changning county, Sichuan province. 
Source: Qigedong 1985:45. !
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8.55. Panel B. Qigedong. Changning county, Sichuan province. 122-125 CE. Source: Luo Erhu 2005:284. 
8.56. Tower flanked by serpent-tailed creatures between caves no.3 and 4. Qigedong. Changning county, 
Sichuan province. 120cm h. 
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8.57. Ink rubbing of a battle scene on long side of rock-cut coffin in cave no.4 in Qigedong. Changning 
county, Sichuan province. 200cm w. Source: Qigedong 1985:49. 
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8.58. Ink rubbing of an acrobats scene on long side of rock-cut coffin in cave no.7 in Qigedong. Changning 
county, Sichuan province. 200cm w. Source: Qigedong 1985:49. 
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74 Luo Erhu 2001:66 sees different hands for reliefs and line carvings. 
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8.59. Details and line drawing of Panel C, cave no.5 in Qigedong. Changning county, Sichuan province. 
Source: Luo Erhu 2005:287. 
%
8.60. Progressive visibility in Qigedong. 
-
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8.61. Line-carved shrine flanked by two que towers in Changgou. Jiangjin district, Chongqing muncipality. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
75 One good example of it are the three models found in a late Eastern Han cliff tomb in Huangjinwan (add 
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76 Xie Ling 2000:23. 
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8.62. Photograph by Graham of model no.1 with his note on the verso. Source: courtesy of Sichuan 
University Museum.  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
78 Graham 1936:98. 
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8.63. Photograph by Graham of model 2. Source: Graham 1937 in Sichuan Univeristy Museum 2014:2271. 
67cm h. 
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8.64. Upper part of a clay model excavated in Lijialiangzi M1. Jintang county, Chengdu municipality. Now 








8.65. Tripartite back of part of a clay model excavated in Lijialiangzi M1. Jintang county, Chengdu 
municipality. Now in Chengdu Municipal Museum. 65 cm h. 
8.66. Profile of a clay model excavated in Yibin municipality, Sichuan province. Source: courtesy of 
Sichuan University Museum. 67 cm h. 
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8.67. Clay model excavated in Baihua. Yibin municipality, Sichuan province. Now in Chengdu City 
Museum. 70 cm h. 
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8.68. Detail of the stand-alone peak and platform, last step on the itinerary of the soul. Clay model 
excavated in Baihua. Yibin municipality, Sichuan province. Now in Chengdu Municipal Museum. 
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8.69. Detail of the mountain top, with a seated figure wearing a tripartite hat, resembling the Queen Mother 
of the West. Baihua. Yibin municipality, Sichuan province. Now in Chengdu Municipal Museum. 
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8.70. Detail from a clay model excavated in Lijialiangzi M3. Jintang county, Chengdu municipality. Now in 
Chengdu Municipal Museum.  
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8.71. Clay model excavated in Lijialiangzi M2. Jintang county, Chengdu municipality. Now in Chengdu 
Municipal Museum. 70 cm h. 
8.72. Detail of the Sun or Moon holder (Fuxi or Nuwa) wearing a tripartite hat, on top of the left peak. 
Lijialiangzi M2. Jintang county, Chengdu municipality. Now in Chengdu Municipal Museum. 
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79 Segalen 1917:41. For a recent rereading of exoticist and trophy-like aspects of general Huo Qu bing’s 
tumulus, see also Eugene Wang 2011. 
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80 Nickel 2012. 
81 These insights were provided by Alex Liu and other participants of a salon on Eastern Han funerary art, 
at CtaiTai Space, Beijing, 13 June 2016. 
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82 Tanner 2013.  
83 Tanner 2013:69. 
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85 Wu Hung 1986:266-7. 
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1 Luoyang team 1959. 
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*3.-+#3(%30%.-4'$% #(% +"'%4#$#C*'% *-(1$.-&'9%6"#."% #$% +"'%,3$+%3C4#3)$%-$&'.+%30%!5&'%B%
.-4'$9% #$% +")$% 3(*5% 3('% 1#,'($#3(% 30% +"'#/% $&-+#-*% 1#$+/#C)+#3(% +"-+% #(1#.-+'$%
.3,,)(#+#'$%6#+"%-%1#00'/'(+%/'*-+#3($"#&%+3%+"'%*-(1%-(1%#(43*4'1%#(%1#00'/'(+%-.+#4#+#'$7%
%












2 Chengdu team 2016. 
3 Erickson 2003. 










F!3% +"'% 1'2/''% +"-+% .3/&3/-+'% 2/3)&% /#2"+$% +3% )$'% -(1d3/% .3(+/3*% ./).#-*% C)+%
/'$+/#.+'1% /'$3)/.'X$[% -/'% -++-#('1% -(1d3/% *'2#+#,-+'1% C5% *#('-*% 1'$.'(+% 0/3,%
+"'% 1'-1% X#7'7% *#('-*% +#'$% +3% +"'% -(.'$+3/$[9% $)."% 2/3)&$% 6#**9% C5% +"'% &3&)*-/%
/'*#2#3(%-(1% #+$% /#+)-*#L-+#3(9% /'2)*-/*5% /'-00#/,% +"'% *#('-*% .3/&3/-+'%2/3)&%-(1%
#+$%/#2"+$7%%S('%,'-($%30%/#+)-*#L-+#3(%+"-+%#$%30+'(%C)+%(3+%-*6-5$%',&*35'1%#$%
+"'%,-#(+'(-(.'%30%-%&'/,-('(+9% $&'.#-*#L'19%C3)(1'1%-/'-% 03/% +"'%'K.*)$#4'%
1#$&3$-*%30%+"'%1'-17H%;%
%
P&'.#0#.% 0'-+)/'$% 30% +"'% *-(1$.-&'9% .34'/'1% #(% $'.+#3(% <7B% 30% D"-&+'/% <9% ,#2"+% "-4'%
1'+'/,#('1%+"'%$#+'$e%*3.-+#3($%#(%+"'%0#/$+%&*-.'9%C)+%+"'%$#+'$%"-4'%#(%+)/(%&'/,-('(+*5%
+/-($03/,'1% +"#$% 4'/5% *-(1$.-&'9% &/31).#(2% $'.3(1-/5% '00'.+$% 3(% +"'#/% )$'/$% -(1%
4#'6'/$7%J0%$'4'/-*%2'('/-+#3($%-.+'1%3(%+"'%$-,'%$#+'9%+"'%.3($'W)'(.'$%30%',&*-.#(2%-%
.-4'% 6'(+% C'53(1% +"'% $#(2*'% ,3,'(+% 30% #(1#4#1)-*% ."3#.'7% T$% $)22'$+'1% C5% +"'%
'&#2/-&"#.%'4#1'(.'% /'4#'6'1% #(%D"-&+'/%=9% +"'% .-4'% #+$'*09% -$%-%&'/,-('(+% $+/).+)/'9%
,#2"+%$'/4'%3+"'/%&)/&3$'$%*3(2%-0+'/%#+$%0)(.+#3(%-$%-%.3(+-#('/%03/%+"'%.3/&$'7%T&-/+%
0/3,% &/'$'/4#(2% +"'% ,',3/5% 30% -% 1'-1% /'*-+#4'9% +"'% .-4'% #$% -*$3% +"'% /'$)*+% 30% -%
.3(.'/+'1%-.+#3(%0/3,%-%*#4#(2%2/3)&9%-*$3%/'0'//'1%+3%-$%+"'%F+3,C%36(#(2%2/3)&H7<%!"'%
2/3)&%"-$%.3(./'+'%1)+#'$% #(%,-#(+-#(#(2%-(1% +/-($,#++#(2% #+$%&/3&'/+59% #7'7% +"'%.-4'$9%
6"#."%F)$'%4-*)'H%3/%'4'(%F'K."-(2'%4-*)'H%,#2"+%2/-1)-**5%1#43/.'% +"',% 0/3,%+"'#/%
#(+/#($#.%4-*)'%#(%+'/,$%30%&/31).+#3(%'003/+7%P)."%-%2/3)&9%',C'11'1%#(%+"'%*-(1$.-&'9%




5 Goldstein 1976:61. “Corporate groups” are meant as “groups that function as individuals in relation to 
property” (ex: lineage or descent groups), “crucial but restricted resource(s)” consist in land (arable, 
pasture, forest) to water (fishing rights, communication), cattle, trees and traded materials. “One means of 
ritualization that is often but not always employed” reminds us that other means may have been employed. 
6 Bloch 197:122. 
7 The definition of topogeny is taken from Fox 2006:89. 
















3)+133/% 1'&#.+#3($7% P)."% 4#$#C#*#+5% $)22'$+$% +"-+% +"'% *#4#(2% 6'/'% .*3$'% '(3)2"% +3% +"'%
.','+'/#'$% +3% &/3+'.+% -(1% +-E'% .-/'% 30% +"',9% -% +#2"+% -(1% $'.)/'% /'*-+#3($"#&% 6"#."%
-&&-/'(+*5%1#1%(3+%*-$+%03/%*3(29%,-E#(2%6-5%03/%$)C$'W)'(+%*33+#(27%%
%
T% .3,&-/#$3(% 6#+"% +"'% ,31'*% 30% FG-(% +3,C$H% C/#(2$% -C3)+% &3$$#C*'% -*+'/(-+#4'%
-++#+)1'$% +3% 1'-+"9% 3/% -% &3+'(+#-**5% 1#00'/'(+% +/'-+,'(+% 30% +"'% 1'-17% T&-/+% 0/3,% +"'%
,3(),'(+-*%/3.E@.)+%-(+'."-,C'/$%30%+"'%f#(%/#4'/%.3)/$'%$"36(%#(%$'.+#3(%:7B78%30%
D"-&+'/%:9%4#$#C*'%.-4'%'(+/-(.'$%-/'%-C$'(+%03/%.3,,3(%/3.E@.)+%.','+'/#'$%#(%C3+"%
+"'% P#.")-(%C-$#(% -(1% +"'% U-(2L#% 23/2'$7% J(% +"'% /'$+% 30% +"'% ',&#/'9% +3,C$% 2'('/-**5%
/',-#(%"#11'(7%!3,C$%30%6'-*+"5%&'3&*'9%C)+%-*$3%.3,,3('/$9%6'/'%-*6-5$%0)/(#$"'1%
6#+"% -/+'0-.+$9% -(1% +3,C% /3CC#(2% "-$% -% *3(2% "#$+3/5% #(% -(.#'(+% D"#(-7% g/3,% +"'%
',&'/3/% +3% +"'% .3,,3('/9% '-."% -(1% '4'/5% $)CR'.+%6"3%63)*1% C)#*+% -% +3,C9%63)*1%




/3CC'/59% 3/% "-1% 2331% /'-$3($% +3% +"#(E% +"'5% 63)*1% (3+% C'% /3CC'17% T% &3+'(+#-*%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 Brashier 2011:176. Timeline extra 10. 
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!'K&*-(-+#3(% 03/% $)."% $'($'% 30% $'.)/#+5% .3)*1% C'% +"'% #,,'1#-+'% &/3K#,#+5% 30%
$'++*','(+$9%6"#."%63)*1%-**36%/'*-+#4'$%+3%.3($+-(+*5% *33E%-0+'/% +"'%.','+'/#'$%-(1%








.3(.'/(9% +"'%C315%-(1% +3,C% #+$'*0% -(1% +"'%'003/+% #(4'$+'1% #(% #+% $"3)*1% /'&/'$'(+% +"'%
-.+)-*% 4-*)'9% -% 4-*)'% +"-+% .-(%"-/1*5%C'% /3CC'17%D3(4'/$'*59% -$%6'%"-4'% $''(% #(% +"'%
&3+'(+#-*% .-$'% 30% .-4'% $-*'% /'.3/1'1% #(% +"'% P-(."-"'% #($./#&+#3(% #(% $'.+#3(% =7A7:% 30%
D"-&+'/% =9% -% .-4'% .-(% C'% $3*1% -(1% /'@)$'17%f3/'% 1#/'.+*59% -$%6'% .-(%6#+('$$% +31-59%
,3$+% .-4'% C)/#-*$% "-4'% C''(% /'.3(4'/+'1% #(+3% $+3/-2'% $&-.'$% 3/% 3+"'/6#$'% C5% *3.-*%
4#**-2'/$7% !"'% .-4'% #+$'*0% C'#(2% +"#$% )(,34'-C*'% 4-*)'9% #+$% 36('/$% .-(% 0''*% $'.)/'%
'(3)2"% +3% ,-E'% #+% +3+-**5% 4#$#C*'9% 3$+'(+-+#3)$9% &'/"-&$% '4'(% 6#+"% 133/$% ,-1'% #(%
&'/#$"-C*'%,-+'/#-*$%-(1%&-#(+'1% #(%.3*3)/0)*% +3('$%+"-+%1#1%(3+%$)/4#4'1%+3% +"#$%1-57%
T(3+"'/% 4-*)'% -++-."'1% +3% +"'% +3,C% #$% +"-+% 30% $+3/#(2% +"'% C315% -(1% ,-#(+-#(#(2% #+%
-..'$$#C*'% +3% +"'% *#4#(29% #(% &/3K#,-*% .3(+-.+9% &3$$#C*5% +3% C'% 3&'('1% /'&'-+'1*5% 34'/%
+#,'7% !"'% .-4'9% #(% +"-+% $'($'9% #$% (3+% -(% '+'/(-*% -C31'9% C)+% -% +',&3/-/5% *3.-+#3(9% -%
&-$$-2'9% 6"'/'% +"'% C315% 30% +"'% 1'-1% /',-#($% 6#+"#(% -/,$% /'-."% -$% $3,'+"#(2% +"'%
/'*-+#4'$% .-(% .-&#+-*#L'% 3(7AY%!3% $),,-/#L'9% +"'% .-4'% 6#+"% #+$% .3(+'(+9% +"'% C3159% #$%
4-*)-C*'% #(% #+$'*09% #+% /'&/'$'(+$% *'2#+#,-.5% 34'/% C3+"% 63/*1*5% -(1% 3+"'/63/*1*5%
+'//#+3/#'$7(%
I7A78 J(1#4#1)-*%.-4'$%
S('% ,-R3/% .3(+/#C)+#3(% 30% +"#$% $+)159% #+% ,#2"+% C'% -/2)'19% "-$% C''(% +3% '$+-C*#$"% #(%
$'.+#3(% <787B% 30% D"-&+'/% <% +"-+% +"'% (#."'@*#E'% .-4'$% 03)(1% #(% !5&'% B% .','+'/#'$9%
&/'4#3)$*5%-++/#C)+'1%+3%!-(2%3/%P3(2%+#,'$%XC'+6''(%+"'%=+"%-(1%AB+"%.'(+)/#'$%DN[9%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10  The accessibility of commoners’ burials in the vicinity of Eastern Han times’ capital Luoyang is 
increasingly under scrutiny. The addition of side corridors for relatives to access the tomb and perform 
funerary rituals in the chamber has been noted in a few occasions. Accessibility, however, remains private 
and is not advertised as it is the case for Type 2 caves. Zhou Ligang 2016. 
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!6'/'% #(% 0-.+% $5$+',-+#.-**5% )$'1% #(% +"'% N-$+'/(% G-(% &'/#317% \"#*'% (3% /',-/E-C*'%
1#00'/'(.'% #(% +'."(3*325% -(1% '003/+% 6-$% (3+#.'1% C'+6''(% (#."'$% -(1% $,-**@$#L'1%
."-,C'/$9%+"'%03/,'/e$%-&'/+)/'%#$%'4'(%6#1'/%-(1%)('-$5%+3%$'-*7%`5%+"'#/%43*),'9%+"'%
(#."'$%$)22'$+%-%1#00'/'(+%.3(.'&+#3(%30%+"'%*#('-2'9%E#(%/'*-+#3($"#&$9%0-,#*5%$+/).+)/'%
-(1%-%1#00'/'(+%.3(.'&+#3(%30% +"'% #(1#4#1)-*e$%&*-.'% #(% +"3$'7%N4'(% #0%6'%6'/'% +3% $''%
2/3)&$%30%+63%+3%+"/''%C)/#-*$%-$%C'*3(2#(2%+3%3('%+/-($2'('/-+#3(-*%0-,#*5%3/%+3%.*3$'%
/'*-+#4'$9%-$%$3,'%#($./#&+#3($%$)22'$+9%+"'%(#."'$%-11%+5&3*32#.-*%1#4'/$#+5%6#+"#(%$)."%





$-6% +"',% -$% -(% #(+'/,'1#-/5% C'+6''(% .-4'$% -(1% .300#($9% -% $'.3(1-/5% 1'4'*3&,'(+%
&/3&'/% +3% P#.")-(% -(1% $"36(% #(% $'.+#3(% :7B7:% 30% D"-&+'/% :7% `'.-)$'% 30% +"'% &/#4-+'%
$&-.'% +"'5%.3(0'/% +3% +"'% #(1#4#1)-*9%(#."'@*#E'%.-4'$% /'.-**% +"'%)$'%30% $+3('%.300#($7AA%
!"'% )$'% 30% $+3('% .300#($% .-(% C'% +/-.'1% -+% *'-$+% +3% +"'%\'$+'/(% G-(9% -(1% #+% #$%,3$+%
&/3C-C*5%1#/'.+*5%1'/#4'1%0/3,%#+$%6331'(%.3)(+'/&-/+7%T..3/1#(2%+3%P'2-*'(9%W)-//#'$%
6"'/'%$+3('%.300#($%6'/'%&/3.'$$'1%6'/'%&3$$#C*5% +"'%&*-.'% 0/3,%6"'/'% +"'% #1'-%30%
/3.E@.)+%+3,C$%3/#2#(-+'19%+"'%*-++'/%C'#(2%-%.3(4'(#'(+%6-5%+3%-43#1%+"'%.3,&*#.-+'1%
/'W)#/','(+$% 30% W)-//#'1% .300#($% #(% +'/,% 30% $+3('% W)-*#+5% -(1% +/-($&3/+-+#3(7% G'%
(3+#.'$%+"-+%R)$+%*#E'%#(%'*#+'%C)/#-*$9%+"'%3)+'/%.300#(%X&,(-槨[%#$%)$)-**5%1'.3/-+'1%3(%#+$%
#($#1'%-(1%#(('/%.300#(%X&,"%棺[%3(%#+$%3)+$#1'9%+"'%.*#00%+3,C%#$%1'.3/-+'1%3(%#+$%#($#1'9%
6"#*'% +"'% .300#(% #$% 1'.3/-+'1% 3(% #+$% 3)+$#1'7% \)% G)(2% ,'(+#3('1% +"'% &-/-13K#.-*%
0)(.+#3($%30%.300#($9%6"#."%C3+"%$"3)*1%$"#'*1%+"'%C315%-(1%C'%F+/-($&-/'(+H%'(3)2"%
+3% -**36% +"'% $3)*% +3% +/-4'*% 0)/+"'/7AB%J(% (#."'@*#E'% .-4'$9% 6"#."% &3+'(+#-**5% /'.-**% +"'%
#1'-% 30% -% .300#(9% 1'.3/-+#3(% #$% ,-#(*5% 'K&3/+'1% +3% +"'% 3)+133/% .*#00% 0-.'7% D-/4'1%
1'&#.+#3($% 3(% +"'% C-.E% 6-**$% 30% (#."'$% -/'% &'/.'&+#C*'% 0/3,% +"'% 033+% 30% +"'% .*#007%




11 The concomitant use of chambers and coffins has been presented as the combination collective and 
individual identity. Xuan Chen 2015:91. 
12 Wu Hung 2012:198-199. 
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-/'% ('.'$$-/5% 03/% +"'% .-/4#(2% 30% $,-**@$#L'1% .-4'$9% 6"#*'% +"'% C#22'/% .-4'$% 63)*1%
('.'$$#+-+'%-C3)+%-%,3(+"%30%63/E7%!"'%63/E%&3+'(+#-**5%+33E%&*-.'%#(%,3,'(+$%30%+"'%
-2/#.)*+)/-*% 5'-/% 6"'(% 4#**-2'/$% 63)*1% C'% -**36'1% 0/''% +#,'% -(1% 2/'-+'/% ,3C#*#+5%
X$'.+#3(%=7A7<%30%D"-&+'/%=[7%J0%+"'%/"5+",%30%&/31).+#3(%03**36'1%-2/#.)*+)/-*%$'-$3($9%
#($+'-1%30%+"'%&/'$$)/'%30%1',-(19% #+% #$%,3/'% *#E'*5%+"-+%6'%-/'% *33E#(2%-+%-%13,'$+#.%
+5&'%30%&/31).+#3(9%/-+"'/%+"-(%-%&/30'$$#3(-*%./-0+%,-/E'+7A8%!"#$%.-(%-*$3%C'%1'1).'1%
0/3,%+"'%$.-*'%30%+"'%.-4'$7%g3/%C#22'/%+-$E$9%*#E'%+"'%BY,%*3(2%!5&'%A%-(+'."-,C'/$%30%
+"'% *36'/% f#(% M#4'/% #(% +"'% P#.")-(% C-$#(% X$'.+#3($% :7B78% 30% D"-&+'/% :% -(1% =7A7B% 30%
D"-&+'/%=[9%-(%'*','(+%30%'.3(3,#.9%&3*#+#.-*%3/%/#+)-*%.3(+/3*%,#2"+%"-4'%,3+#4-+'1%+"'%
.3($+/).+#3(% 30% +"'% .-4'$7% J($+'-19% 03/% +"'% $#(2*'% .-4#+#'$% $3)+"% 30% +"'% U-(2L#9% 6"#."%
.3($+#+)+'%+"'%3CR'.+%30%+"#$%$+)159%+"'%)(#+%30%&/31).+#3(%.3)*1%"-4'%C''(%+"'%0-,#*5%3/%
'4'(%+"'%#(1#4#1)-*7%i3,'$+#.%&/31).+#3(%63)*1%"-4'%-(%#,&-.+%3(%+"'%.3($#$+'(.5%30%-%
+/-1#+#3(9% $#(.'% 3..-$#3(-*% 63/E% 0/3,% 0-,#*5% ,',C'/$% 03**36$% 1#00'/'(+% &-++'/($% 30%
+/-($,#$$#3(% +"-(% $&'.#-*#L'1%63/E$"3&$7A:%S('% 0-,#*5% 6#+"% C'++'/% $+3('@,-$3(% $E#**$%
&'/% 4#**-2'% 63)*1% $)00#.'% +3% .34'/% +"'% +#,'% 0/-,'% E(36(% 03/% $#+'$% 6#+"% $'4'/-*%
#($./#&+#3($% % $)."% -$% `-#$")*#(% 3/% V#2'13(29% '$&'.#-**5% #0% +"'% .-4'$% -/'% C'#(2% /'@)$'1%
X$'.+#3(%=7A7=%30%D"-&+'/%=[7%%%
%
T11#+#3(-**59% 3('% .-(% #,-2#('% $,-**% 2/3)&$% 30% .-/4'/$% +/-4'**#(2% 0/3,% 3('% 4#**-2'% +3%
-(3+"'/% -*3(2% -% $#(2*'% +/#C)+-/5% X$)."% -$% +"'% V#(2K#[9% 3/% ,34#(2% +3% -% ,3/'% 1'($'*5%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
13 Goody 1989:243. 




,3C#*#+57% g3/% N-$+'/(% G-(% -$$',C*'1% $+3('% +3,C$% #(% +"'% D'(+/-*% ^*-#($9% #($./#&+#3($%
$+-+'% +"-+% 03/% *3.-*%&/#4-+'%'(+'/&/#$'$% $)."%-$%Q#-(2+-R)(% $"/#('% XA;B%DN[9% +63%30% +"'%
63/E'/$%.-,'%0/3,%-%&*-.'%$#+)-+'1%AYYE,%-6-57% J(% J,&'/#-*%&/3R'.+$%$)."%-$%O#)%U-(%
X;:@IY% DN[e$% +3,C% #(% ]"3(2$"-(9%,3/'% +"-(% "-*0% 30%,-$3($9%,3$+% &/3C-C*5% .3($./#&+%
*-C3)/'/$9%.-,'%0/3,%*3.-+#3($%1#$+-(+%8YY%+3%::YE,%-6-57A;%!"'%$.-*'%-(1%+'."(3*325%
#(43*4'1%#(%!5&'%B%.-4'$%$3)+"%30%+"'%U-(2L#%$)22'$+%-%,)."%$,-**'/%/-(2'%30%#(+'/-.+#3(%




NK&'/#,'(+-*% 3C$'/4-+#3($% ,-1'% #(% $'.+#3($% <7:% -(1% <7;% 30% D"-&+'/% <% $)22'$+% +"-+%
W)-//5#(2%$E#**$%-/'%'(3)2"%+3%-."#'4'%+"'%,-#(%$+5*#$+#.%0'-+)/'%30%+"'%.-4'$%j%/'.'$$'1%
133/$% j% -(1% (3% *3(2% -&&/'(+#.'$"#&% #$% (''1'1% +3% +/-($,#+% +"'% ./-0+9% -$% +"'% $#,&*'%
3C$'/4-+#3(% 30% 'K#$+#(2% 'K-,&*'$% 63)*1% $)00#.'7% !"'% 1#$+/#C)+#3(% 30% .'/+-#(% ,3+#0$%
#(+'2/-+'1% +3% #(133/% 6-**% 1/'$$#(29% $)."% -$% #(133/% +36'/$% Xk#(2L")6-([% 3/% .'#*#(2%
3/(-,'(+$% XP"#C-(+-(9% P"#*3(2C-[% -*3(2% +"'% k#-(e-(% M#4'/9% &3#(+% -+% -% $&-+#-*% $.-*'% 30%
-C3)+%8YE,%6#1'%03/%+"'%.3,,)(#+#'$%30%&/-.+#.'%-+%"-(17%
%
!"'% .-/4#(2% 30% 3)+133/% #($./#&+#3($% -(1% 1'&#.+#3($% #($+'-19% 6"#."% -/'% ,3$+*5% *#('@
.-/4'19%13'$%(3+%('.'$$#+-+'%W)-//5#(2%$E#**$9%-(1%+"'#/%$+5*#$+#.%4-/#-+#3(%3(%-%.-$'@+3@
.-$'%C-$#$9%#($#$+'1%)&3(%#(%$'.+#3(%>7B%30%D"-&+'/%>9%$)22'$+$%2/'-+%#(1#4#1)-*%0/''13,%
6#+"% /'$&'.+$% +3%,31'*$7% !"'% .-/4#(2$% -/'% 1#43/.'1% 0/3,% +"'% .-/4#(2% $'W)'(.'% 30% -%




T$% -% /'$)*+% 30% +"'$'% 3C$'/4-+#3($9% !5&'% B% .','+'/#'$% -/'% 1'0#('1% -$% C'*3(2#(2% +3% -%
.)*+)/-*% +/'(1% 6"#."% *'1% +3% -% 1#$&'/$'1% E#(1% 30% &/31).+#3(% C5% *3.-*% .-4'@,-E#(2%





*3.-*% "),C*'% R3C$% 03/% +"'% 3+"'/$7A<%!"'% !5&'% A% $+3('% 63/E#(2% +/-1#+#3(% 0)(.+#3('1%
4'/+#.-**5% 3(% ,-(5% *'4'*$9% 0/3,% /'2#3(% +3% +36(9% $3,'+#,'$% '(.3)(+'/#(2% $)11'(%




2'32/-&"#.% $.-*'9% -*C'#+% *#,#+'1% +3% -/'-$% 30% $-(1$+3('% -4-#*-C#*#+57% J+% #$% &/3C-C*'% +"-+%








-11#(2% 1'&+"% -(1% /'*#'0% +3% +"'% .-4'% 3&'(#(2$% '4'(% #(% +"'% ,#$+5% 6'-+"'/% 30% +"'%
P3)+"6'$+9% 6"'/'% -..3/1#(2% +3% -% &3&)*-/% $-5#(2% F132$% C-/E% 6"'(% +"'% $)(% .3,'$H7%
!"'$'%4#$)-*%$#2(-*$%-14'/+#$'%-%&/'$'(.'%-(1%.-&+)/'%+"'%*-(1$.-&'%-/3)(19%-11#(2%-%
03.-*% &3#(+% #(% +"'% +"'-+/'@*#E'% /#4'/%,'-(1'/$7% !"'% /'.'$$'1%133/% #$% -(%3&&3/+)(#$+#.%
$#2(-*9% -$% #+% 'K&*3#+$% +"'% .*#00% -(1% C5% 'K+'($#3(9% #+% )$'$% +"'% 6"3*'% ,3)(+-#(% -$% -%
C-.E2/3)(1%6#+"% -*,3$+% '003/+*'$$% '-$'7%T11#(2% +"3$'% $"-/&*5%1'0#('1%133/$% +3% .*#00$%




&/#4#*'2'1% $)&&3/+% 03/% .-/4'1%1'&#.+#3($9% .3(0'//#(2% +"',%,3/'% $+/).+)/'% +"-(%6"'(%
+"'5%-/'%1#$&'/$'1%3(%+"'%.*#00%0-.'%3/%3(%+"'%.-4'%6-**$7%!"'%/'.'$$'1%133/%#$%3('%,3/'%
$+'&% #(% +"'% .3($+/).+#3(% 30% -(% -*+'/(-+#4'% $&-+#-*9% -/."#+'.+)/-*% -(1% $.)*&+)/-*%
43.-C)*-/5% +"-+% $'/4'$% -% (34'*% 4'/$#3(% 30% +"'% 0)('/-/5% $&-.'7% !"'% 0)(.+#3(-*% -(1%
$5,C3*#.% 'W)#4-*'(+% 03/% /'.'$$'1% 133/$% #(% !5&'% A% .-4'% C)/#-*$% 6'/'% /'$&'.+#4'*5%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!







T$% /'4#'6'1% #(% $'.+#3(% >7A% 30% D"-&+'/% >9% G-(% 0)('/-/5% -/+% 0#+$% (-//-+#4'% $.'('$% -(1%
,3+#0$%#(+3%-%+#2"+%-/."#+'.+)/-*%$'++#(29%-+%+#,'$%-11#(2%#($./#&+#3($%#(%.-/+3)."'$%+"-+%
'*).#1-+'% +"'#/% &#.+3/#-*% .3(+'(+7%G-(%&'/#31% -/+% 0/3,% +"'% P#.")-(%C-$#(9% .-/4'1% #(+3%
+"'% 3/2-(#.% $"-&'$% 30% $-(1$+3('% /-+"'/% +"-(% $"-/&% *#,'$+3('9% *-.E$% +"'% ./5$+-**#('%
3/1'/% -(1% 1#1-.+#.#$,% 30% G-(% 0)('/-/5% -/+7% J+% #$% ,3/'% $&3(+-('3)$% -(1% ,-E'$% -%
4#/+)3$3% )$'% 30% /'*#'0% )(E(36(% '*$'6"'/'% #(% +"'% ',&#/'7% J+$% ./361'1% -//-(2','(+$%
.3,C#('% 0-,#*#-/% $.'('$% 0/3,%+"'%G-(%/'&'/+3#/'%6#+"%(-+)/-*#$+#.% /'&/'$'(+-+#3($%30%
-(#,-*$%-(1%*-(1$.-&'$7%g#(-**59%3(%+"'%0/3(+#'/%$3)+"%30%+"'%U-(2L#9%0#2)/'$%-/'%0*3-+#(2%
0/''*5%#(%$&-.'%$&/'-1%3(%+"'%3)+133/%.*#007%!"'5%0'-+)/'%-%1#/'.+9%&'/03/,-+#4'%-$&'.+%













P3,'% '*','(+$% .3,,3(% +3% -**% /'2#3($% 30% +"'% ',&#/'% .3($+#+)+'% -% G-(% $5$+',% 30%
/'&/'$'(+-+#3(9%C)+% #(%-% 0/3(+#'/%.3(+'K+% +"'5%-/'%2'('/-**5% 0#*+'/'1% +"/3)2"%$'*'.+#4'%
C3//36#(2% C5% *3.-*% .3,,)(#+#'$7% T,3(2% +"3$'9% 1#/'.+#3(-*% -(#,-*$% -(1% "'-4'(*5%
/'0'/'(.'$% $)."% -$% +"'%.,)% +36'/'1% 2-+'$% '43E'% +"'% #,,)+-C#*#+5% 30% #,&'/#-*% 3/1'/7%




/'+-#(% 3(*5% -% $'*'.+'1% 0/-.+#3(% 30% +"'% G-(% $5$+',% 30% /'&/'$'(+-+#3(7% P&'.#0#.%
,5+"3*32#.-*%0#2)/'$%-/'%,3/'%&/'$'(+%#(%P#.")-('$'%0)('/-/5%-/+%+"-(%#(%G-(%0)('/-/5%
-/+%#(%2'('/-*9%#(%&-/+#.)*-/%+"'%0#2)/'%30%+"'%V)''(%f3+"'/%30%+"'%\'$+7%!"'%#(0*)'(.'%
30% P#.")-('$'% ,#**'(-/#-(% $'.+$9% "36'4'/9% 13'$% (3+% $'',% +3% -.+% 3(% #+$% $3)+"'/(%










#+$% 13,'$+#.% 1#,'($#3(9% -(1% +"'5% -/'% -*,3$+% $5$+',-+#.-**5% &/'$'(+% $3)+"% 30% +"'%
U-(2L#7% !3% +"#$% .3,,3(% $)C$+/-+),9% !5&'% B% .-4'$% -11% C3-+$9% C31#*'$$% "'-1$% -(1%
1-(.#(2% 0#2)/'$9%6"#."%,#2"+%'43E'% *3.-*% 4-/#-+#3($%30% +"'% 0)('/-/5%-.+#4#+#'$%30% *3.-*%
.3,,)(#+#'$7% g#(-**59% (-+)/-*#$+#.% *-(1$.-&'% /'&/'$'(+-+#3(9% -(3+"'/% $-*#'(+% +/-#+% 30%
P#.")-('$'%0)('/-/5%-/+%+"-+%1#00'/$%0/3,%3+"'/%/'2#3($%30%+"'%',&#/'9%#$%+3+-**5%-C$'(+%




J(% !5&'% B% .-/4#(2$9% $3,'% /-(13,*5% $'*'.+'1% D"#('$'% '*','(+$9% (3+% ('.'$$-/#*5% +"'%
,3$+%#,&3/+-(+%#(%+"'%.)*+)/'%6"'/'%+"'5%3/#2#(-+'19%-/'%03)(1%#(%4-/5#(2%&/3&3/+#3(%
-(1% +"'#/% 3/1'/% -(1% $"-&'% #$% 30+'(% -*+'/'17%f3$+% &/3C-C*59% +"'%1'.'-$'1% .),)*-+'1%
,3/'% +"-(% 3('% #1'(+#+59% 6#**#(2*5% C*)//#(2% 1#$+#(.+#3($% C'+6''(% +"'% G-(% $5$+',% 30%
/'&/'$'(+-+#3(% -(1% *3.-*% 3/% #(1#4#1)-*% 'K&/'$$#3($7% T$% #+% "-$% C''(% $-#1% 03/%,',3/#-*%
-(1% 0)('/-/5%,3(),'(+$%C'*3(2#(2% +3%,-/2#(-*% 2/3)&$%30% +"'%M3,-(%N,&#/'9% +"'$'%
6'/'%-%,'1#),%03/%'K&/'$$#(2% #(+'2/-+#3(9%C3+"%/'-*%-(1%-$&#/'1% +39% #(+3% +"'%M3,-(%





'(.3)(+'/$% C'+6''(% G-(% #.3(32/-&"5% -(1% *3.-*% 'K&/'$$#3($9% ('23+#-+'1% +"/3)2"%
+'."(3*32#.-*%-(1%$+5*#$+#.%."3#.'$7%i'&#.+#3($%$3)+"%30%+"'%U-(2L#%/-#$'%+"'%W)'$+#3(%30%
+"'% 4#'6'/$e% 4#$)-*% *#+'/-.57% T$% +"'5% .3,C#('% G-(% -(1% *3.-*% &#.+3/#-*% $5$+',$9% +"'5%
$)22'$+% +"-+% +"'#/% -)1#'(.'% 6-$% 0-,#*#-/% 6#+"% C3+"% $5$+',$% 30% /'&/'$'(+-+#3(7% !"'%
,-E'/$9% &-+/3($% -(1% 4#'6'/$% .3)*1%,-(#&)*-+'% $5,C3*$9% +/-($*-+#(2% +"',% 0/3,% 3('%
4#$)-*%*-(2)-2'%+3%-(3+"'/7%%
%
J0% 3('% /'(3)(.'$% +"'% #1'-% +"-+% -/+% 03/,$% .3//'*-+'% 1#/'.+*5% +3% #1'(+#+5% 3/% '+"(#.#+59%
.3(.'&+$%$)."%-$%P#(#.#L-+#3(%3/9%#(%3+"'/%.3(+'K+$9%M3,-(#L-+#3(%3/%G'**'(#L-+#3(9%,)$+%
C'%W)'$+#3('17%!"'%-13&+#3(%30%G-(%,-+'/#-*%.)*+)/'%C5%&/34#(.#-*$%-(1%0/3(+#'/%2/3)&$%
13'$% (3+% ('.'$$-/#*5% .3//'$&3(1% +3% -(% #1'(+#0#.-+#3(% 6#+"% +"'% G-(% N,&#/'% -(1% -%
*'2#+#,-+#3(% 30% #,&'/#-*% &36'/7% P+-/+#(2% #(% +"'% \'$+'/(% G-(% '/-9% +"'% 3CR'.+$% 30%
'4'/51-5%)$'%1'0#(#+'*5%&'('+/-+'1%F,'+/3&3*#$'$H%-*3(2%,-R3/%+/#C)+-/#'$%$)."%-$%+"'%




#1'(+#+5% 30% +"'#/% 36(9% -*+"3)2"% +"'5% 6'/'% #(% .3(+-.+% 6#+"% +"'% -/+% -(1% -/+'0-.+$% #(%
.#/.)*-+#3(% -*3(2% -**% $3)+"'/(% +/-1'% /3)+'$7% `5% +"'% *-+'% N-$+'/(% G-(% '/-9% G-(%






,34'-C*'% $)&&3/+$% $)."% -$% .300#($9% $+'*'$% -(1% 2-+'$% #(% +"'% P#.")-(% C-$#(7% !"#$%
.3,&-/#$3(%&/34#1'1%)$%6#+"%-%$'+%30%3C$'/4-+#3($%/'2-/1#(2%+"'%C)#*1'/$%-(1%36('/$%30%
!5&'% B% .-4'$7% !"'% '&#2/-&"5% 03)(1% #(% !5&'% B% .-4'$% $3)+"% 30% +"'% U-(2L#% #$% (3+% -$%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
17 Hope 1997:103-121. 
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!'*-C3/-+'%#(%+'/,$%30%.3(+'(+%-(1%.-**#2/-&"#.%W)-*#+5%-$%0)('/-/5%#($./#&+#3($%03)(1%#(%
+"'% P#.")-(%C-$#(%3/% +"'%D'(+/-*% ^*-#($7% J(% +"'% *-++'/9% '4'(% *36'/% $+-+)$% #1'(+#+#'$% -/'%
-14'/+#$'1% -(1% C'-)+#0#'1% C5% +"'% )$'% 30% 6/#+#(27% \/#+#(2% #$% .-&#+-*#L'1% -$% -% ,-/E% 30%
.)*+)/'%-(1%300#.#-*13,9% +")$%-%$5(3(5,%03/%$5,C3*#.%&36'/%-(1%$+-+)$7%T*+"3)2"%+"'%
&/-.+#.'% 30% -$$3.#-+#(2% '&#2/-&"#.% #($./#&+#3($% +3% C)/#-*$% .-(% C'% .3,&-/'1% +3% +"'%
.3(4'(+#3(-*#L'1% 0/-,'% 30% /'0'/'(.'% 30% N-$+'/(% G-(% '&#+-&"$9% !5&'% B% #($./#&+#3($%
.-((3+%C'%0)**5%.3($#1'/'1%-$%'&#+-&"$7%!"'5%13%(3+%.3(+-#(%+"#$%,#K+)/'%30%.)//#.)*),%
4#+-'% -(1% 1'+-#*$% $&'.#0#.% +3% +"'% #(1#4#1)-*$9% ."-/-.+'/#$+#.% 30% F$3.#-*% C#32/-&"#'$H%
.3,,3(%#(%+"'%D'(+/-*%^*-#($A>%-(1%$+#**%&/'$'(+%#(%+"'%&/34#(.'9%*#E'%#(%!-*#-(2L#7AI%P3)+"%
30%+"'%U-(2L#9%+"'%1'.'-$'1%-/'%3(*5%/'0'//'1%+3%6#+"#(%E#(%/'*-+#3($"#&$%3/%C5%"3(3/#0#.%








0)(.+#3(7% P3,'% 30% +"',% /'.3/1% -% ,-()0-.+)/#(2% &/#.'% -(1% $5$+',-+#.-**5% .3(+-#(% -%
(-,'%-(1%1-+'9%$)22'$+#(2%+"-+%+"'5%&*-5'1%'#+"'/%-%.3(+/-.+)-*%3/%-%1'1#.-+3/5%/3*'%#(%










6"'/'%(3%3+"'/% #($./#&+#3($%6'/'%)(.34'/'1% 03/% +"'% +#,'%&'/#317%!5&'%B% +3,C$%6#+"%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 Brashier 1996:146. 
19 Refer to Table B11 in Appendix to Chapter 7: Inscriptions Table.  
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!3% +"'% #,-2'% 30% #,&'/#-*% 3..)&-+#3(% -*3(2% +"'% U-(2L#% ,-#(% .3)/$'% -(1% #+$% ,-R3/%










F2-+'6-5% .3,,)(#+5H9% -% 03/,%30% $3.#3'.3(3,#.%3/2-(#L-+#3(% +"-+% ','/2'$%6#+"% +"'%
#(+'($#0#.-+#3(%30%#(+'//'2#3(-*%'K."-(2'7BY%\"'(%*3.-+'1%-+%$+/-+'2#.%&3#(+$%+3%.3(+/3*%
-(1% 0-.#*#+-+'% +"'% 0*36% 30% ,'/."-(1#$'$9% 2-+'6-5% .3,,)(#+#'$% $+-/+% &/3$&'/#(2% C5%
-.+#(2%-$%-(%#(+'/0-.'%C'+6''(%'K+'/(-*%+/-1'%/3)+'$%-(1%,-R3/%,-/E'+$7%!"'%'K+'/(-*%
+/-1'%/3)+'$%03/,%-%"#'/-/."#.%3/%F1'(1/#+#.H%('+63/E9%6"#."%.3(('.+$%+"'%.3/'%-/'-%X#(%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!















 The dendritic market network. The hexagon represents a core area, connected to several gateway 9.1.
communities (white circles), themselves connecting individual centres in the hinterland. Source: Hirth 
1978:38. 
%




30% #+$% -$&'.+$% 6#+"% +"'% +5&'% 30% *-(1% )$'% '(.3)(+'/'1% $3)+"% 30% +"'% U-(2L#7 B8%
a'32/-&"#.-**59%+"'%&3/+%30%+/-1'%0)(.+#3($%-$%-(%'(.*-4'%*3.-+'1%3(%+"'%C3/1'/%30%+63%
'.3*32#.-*%/'2#3($9%$)."%-$%"#2"*-(1%-(1%&*-#(9%1'$'/+%3/%$'-7%O3.-+'1%3(%+"'%,-/2#(%30%
-% $+-+'@.3(+/3**'1% +'//#+3/59% +"'% &3/+% 30% +/-1'% #$% -(% #(+'/0-.'% C'+6''(% $3.#'+#'$%
&/-.+#.#(2%1#00'/'(+%'.3(3,#.%3/2-(#L-+#3($7%!"'%&3/+%30%+/-1'%#$%$+#**%6#1'*5%/'$3/+'1%+3%
6"'(% '(.*-4'$% 30% F03/'#2(H% &/'$'(.'% #(43*4'1% #(% .3,&*'K% ./3$$@.)*+)/-*% +/-1'% -/'%
03)(1% #(% ,-/2#(-*% *3.-+#3($9B:%6"#."% #$% +"'% -$&'.+% +"-+% #(+'/'$+$% )$% "'/'7% G36'4'/9%
,3/'% /'$+/#.+#4'% +"-(% +"'% #1'-% 30% -% 2-+'6-5% .3,,)(#+59% +"'% &3/+% 30% +/-1'% ,31'*%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21 Hirth 1978:37. 
23 Polanyi 1963. 
24 For an application of Polanyi’s model to a politically decentralized, multi-ethnic community in a highland 
setting see Brown 1975. 
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\"-+% 63)*1% +"'% .3,,)(#+#'$% #("-C#+#(2% $)."% 2-+'6-5$% C'% *#E'o% !"'% '+5,3*325% 03/%
&3/+9%.3,'$%0/3,%+"'%O-+#(%#(/*,+0#(/*"/)7%J(1''19%+"'%,-#(%0)(.+#3(%30%-%&3/+%"-$%+3%
13% 6#+"% +"'% +/-($&3/+-+#3(% 30% 2331$9% +"'% &/3+'.+#3(% 30% .-/-4-($9% +/-($&3/+'/$% -(1%
,'/."-(+$9% +"'% /'2)*-+#3(% 30% ,34','(+9% .3,&'+#+#3(% -(1% /#4-*/57% !"'% +5&'% 30%
#(0/-$+/).+)/'% (''1'1% #(.*)1'% $+3/-2'% 0-.#*#+#'$9% W)-5$9% -(."3/-2'9% 1'C-/E-+#3(9%
+/-($"#&,'(+9% ,-/E'+&*-.'9% 0-.#*#+#'$% 03/% &-.E@,)*'$% '+.7% !"'% +/-1'% -.+#4#+5% #$%
-1,#(#$+'/'1%C5%,'/."-(+@2)-/1#-($%6"3%&/-.+#.'% +-K-+#3(%-(1%&/#.'% /'2)*-+#3(9%-(1%
"3*1%+"'%/3*'%30%-%234'/(,'(+-*%+/-1'%300#.'/7%S+"'/%2/3)(1$%-/'%"'*1%C5%'#+"'/% *3(2@
1#$+-(.'%+/-1'/$9% 03/'#2('/$9%3/%(-+#4'% 0-/,'/$7%!"'%"5&'/@,3C#*'% 0#2)/'%30% +"'%+/-1'/%
F#$% /'$#1'(+% (3+% 6"'/'% "'% 6-$% C3/(% 3/% 6"'/'% "'% +/-1'19% C)+% 6"'/'% "'% 1#'19% ,!$-
1)/2"*(/)+- 1(/$"%*,/H7 BI %T% $#,#*-/% &3&)*-+#3(% $+/).+)/'% 6#+"% 4-/#3)$% 1'2/''$% 30%
,3C#*#+5% #$% $)22'$+'1% C5% G-($'(% 03/% +"'% +/-1#(2% 3-$#$% 30% !)/0-(78Y%`'+6''(% +/-1'/$%
,34#(2% 0/3,% 3('% 3-$#$% +3% -(3+"'/9% -(1% *3.-**5% /33+'1% #(1'&'(1'(+% .)*+#4-+3/$%
3..-$#3(-**5% -.W)#/#(2% -(#,-*$% 3/% $*-4'$9% -%,#11*'% 2/3)(1% 30% /'$#1'(+$% 1'&'(1'1% 3(%




T$% (3+'1% -C34'9% -% &3+'(+#-*% 'K-,&*'% 30% 2-+'6-5% .3,,)(#+5% 3(% +"'% G-(% N,&#/'%




-(1% 0#$"#(2% -.+#4#+#'$% $)$+-#('1% 2/36#(2% .3,,)(#+#'$% -*3(2% +"'$'%,-#(% /#4'/$9%6"#."%
/'&/'$'(+'1%,-R3/%+/-1'%/3)+'$%+3%+"'%P3)+"7%G-(%,'/."-(+$%*33E'1%03/%-%1#/'.+%-..'$$%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25 Hirth 1978:42. 
29 Polanyi 1963:36. 
30 Hansen 2005:283-284. 
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2/3)&$% #(% +)/(% -..'$$'1% $-*+9% 2/-#(% -(1% ,-()0-.+)/'1% #+',$c% +"'% P#.")-(% C-$#(%
0)(.+#3('1%-$%2/-(-/59%$-*+%&/31).+#3(%.'(+/'9%-(1%-$%-%,-R3/%$#+'%03/%+"'%'K+/-.+#3(%30%
/-6%&/31).+$% $)."% -$% #/3(% -(1% +"'%&/31).+#3(%30%,-()0-.+)/'1% 2331$7% P+-(1-/1#L'1%






1'4'*3&'1% -+% -% *-+'% $+-2'% 30% #,&'/#-*% &/'$'(.'7% !"'$'% 6'/'% -/'-$% 6"'/'% -% 0'6%
.'(+)/#'$% '-/*#'/9% !-(2% f'(2e$% 'K&'1#+#3(% -++',&+'1% +3% '$+-C*#$"% -% +/-1'% /3)+'% 3/%
/-+"'/% 0-#*'1% +3% .3(+/3*% -(% 'K#$+#(2% +/-1'% /3)+'9%6"#."% *3(2% &/'1-+'1% G-(% .3(W)'$+7%
\"#*'%+"'%G-(%,-(-2'1%+3%$'.)/'%+"'#/%&/'$'(.'%-*3(2%$3,'%30%+"'%,-#(%/#4'/$%$3)+"%
30% +"'% U-(2L#9% $)."% -$% #(% G)-(2R#(6-(9% .-&#**-/5% -**#-(.'$% 6"#."% &/'@'K#$+'1% +"'$'%




300$"33+$%30% +"'% 2-+'6-5% .3,,)(#+5%,31'*7% M-+"'/% +"-(%-.+#(2% -$% $'.3(1@+#'/9% *3.-*%
,-/E'+$9%+"'$'%.3)*1%2/-1)-**5%-.+%-$%$"3/+.)+$%+3%,-R3/%+/-1'%/3)+'$7%P'.3(1-/5%+/-1'%
.'(+/'$% $)."% -$% ]"'(K#% 3(% +"'%V#% M#4'/%,#2"+% C'% -(% 'K-,&*'% 30% -*+'/(-+#4'% 2-+'6-5%
X$'.+#3(% ;787;% #(% D"-&+'/% ;[7% !"'$'% $'.3(1-/5% (31'$% #(% +"'% +/-1'% ('+63/E% &/3C-C*5%
+33E% 34'/% +"'% -.+#4#+5% 30% 2-+'6-5% .3,,)(#+#'$% -0+'/% +"'% .3**-&$'% 30% +"'% ',&#/'7%
V)#'+'/%6-+'/6-5$%*#E'%+"'%V#(2K#%+/#C)+-/5%X$'.+#3(%;787:%#(%D"-&+'/%;[%1'4'*3&'1%#(+3%
*#4#(2%'(4#/3(,'(+$%30%+"'#/%36(9%'#+"'/%C'.-)$'%+"'5%6'/'%1'-1%'(1$9%3/%C'.-)$'%+"'5%
6'/'% $)#+-C*'% 03/% $'++*#(278A%P)."% *3.-+#3($% /'+-#(% -++/-.+#4'% W)-*#+#'$% +"-+% +"'% ,-#(%
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
31 Conolly and Bevan use the term “pinch-point” to describe “hyper-fragmented landscapes” that respond 
to the needs in mobility, political expedience and economic opportunism of local communities. In a 
mediterranean context, that would be strings of islands, coastal fringes with mountaineous hinterlands  or 
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fragile, as they take advantage from the larger polities they border but their rugged and interstitial land 
holds limited resources. Conolly and Bevan 2013:234-236. 
32 For a distinction of scale and type in piratical activity see Connolly and Bevan 2013:227-228. 
33 Oka and Kusimba 2008:358-359.  
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35 Harnet and Dawdy 2013:38.  
36 Frantz Fanon cited by Mbembe Achille, (2003)2006:43. 
37 Mbembe (2003)2006:44. 
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38 Tartaron 2001:24. 
39 Mbembe 2006:45. 
40 Cullen 2000:219. 
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41 Renfrew 1981. 
42 Chapman 1995. 
43 Sherratt 1990. 
44 Cullen 2000:224. 
45 Deleuze and Guattari 1980. 
46 In Cullen’s terms, a vertical tradition (Type 1) becomes horizontally transmitted in a “predatory fashion”. 
The organism implodes when it can no longer support its own weight, scattering genetic debris into other 
cultural lineages (Type 2) Cullen 2000:239. 
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58 Jacobson 1985. 
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! $,- (- )<3.<&(3- (04- .+)*0'3'61)(3- 100'=(.1'0;- ,.(&.106- 10-X+,.+&0- /(0->1.*- .*+-
&'7(3-.':@,-'2-.*+-d1<-2(:137-10-e<O*'<-G31:+,.'0+H\-
! $,- (- %'%<3(&- &+61'0(3Y%&'=10)1(3- .&+04- 2'&- @'.*- >+(3.*7- 2(:131+,- (04-
)'::'0+&,;- ,.(&.106- 10- ](,.+&0- /(0- 10- .*+- K1)*<(0- @(,10- G,(04,.'0+H- (04-
&+()*106-.*+-9*&++-N'&6+,-(&+(-
! $,- (- D01)*+E- ().1=1.7- @7- %',.F)'0.().- %'%<3(.1'0,;- 2<+33106- .*+- &1,+- '2- 3')(3-
14+0.1.1+,-,.(&.106-(.-.*+-+04-'2-.*+-](,.+&0-/(0-%+&1'4-(3'06-,+)'04(&7-.&(4+-
&'<.+,#-
C0- 2().;- (33- .*&++- =+&,1'0,-'2- &')BF)<.- @<&1(3,->+&+-%&'4<)+4->1.*- (- )'0,)1'<,0+,,-'2-
.*+1&-14+'3'61)(3-3')(.1'0-'0-(0-1:%+&1(3-'&-1::+41(.+37-%',.F1:%+&1(3-:(%;-(04-(,-%(&.-
'2- 10.+&F6&'<%- &+3(.1'0,8- .*+- d1<- 2(:137- 0<&.<&106- 1:%+&1(3- (:@1.1'0,;- .*+- @16-
3(04'>0+&,- '2- K1)*<(0- (221&:106- (- D)<3.E- .'- %&1=(.+- (04- 2(:131(3- ,.&<).<&+,;- (04- .*+-
D@()B- (33+7- )'::<01.1+,E- ,'<.*- '2- .*+- M(06O1;- :(&B106- (- )'0.+,.+4- 3(04,)(%+- >1.*-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3 Miller 2011. 
360
!.*+1&-0+>F@<13.-14+0.1.1+,#-C04++4;-.*+-3()B-'2-41&+).-)'00+).1'0-@+.>++0-+31.+-&')BF)<.-
@<&1(3,- 2&':- .*+-5+0.&(3- f3(10,- (04- K1)*<(0+,+->+(3.*7- 2(:131(3- &')BF)<.- ,*&10+,->(,-
0'.1)+4-@7-%&+=1'<,-,.<41+,#-Z'&+'=+&;- .*1,-,.<47-*(,-4+:'0,.&(.+4-.*(.-41,.10).1'0,-
@+.>++0-97%+-!-(04-97%+-?-.':@,-)(0-@+-)'0,14+&(@3+;-&+6(&43+,,->*+.*+&-.*+-3(..+&-
1,- .'- @+- )'0,14+&+4- (0- (3.+&0(.1=+- '&- .*+- 3(.+,.- '22,%&106- '2- (- 2<0+&(&7- %&().1)+#-
/'>+=+&;- 4+,%1.+- 1&&+4<)1@3+- 4122+&+0)+,;- .*+&+- (&+- '@=1'<,- @&146+,- @+.>++0- &')BF
)<..106-%&().1)+,-10-(33-.*+,+-.*&++-%3()+,#-[<.<&+-&+,+(&)*-41&+).1'0,-.*(.-,%&106-'<.-'2-




X*+0- 3''B106- (.- (0- (3.+&0(.1=+- .'- .*+- D/(0- .':@E- (,- (33F%+&=(,1=+-:'4+3;- C- ,.(&.+4-
3''B106- (.- )3122- @<&1(3- %&().1)+,- 10- K'<.*-5*10(- 10- 6+0+&(3#-X*13+- (.- 21&,.- *+,1.(.106- .'-
10)3<4+- 2'&:,- '2- @<&1(3- %&().1)+4- 10- .*+- (&+(- (.- :<)*- +(&31+&- '&- :<)*- 3(.+&- .1:+,;-
21+34>'&B- ,*'>+4- .*(.-'.*+&- 10,.(0)+,-'2- )3122- @<&1(3- %&().1)+,- %&'=14+- (0- (3.+&0(.1=+-
2&(:+>'&B- .'-41,)<,,- 2<0+&(&7-%&().1)+,- .*(0- .*+-'0+-<,<(337- (%%31+4- .'-/(0- .':@,#-
C04++4;- >*13+- &+)+0.- ,.<41+,- :(4+- )'00+).1'0,- @+.>++0- K1)*<(0+,+- (04- C041(0;-
5+0.&(3- $,1(0- '&- ].&<,)(0- )3122- .':@,;P-0'0+- 10)3<4+4- (- .&(0,F*1,.'&1)(3- 41,)<,,1'0- '0-
.*+-,+=+&(3-'))<&&+0)+,-'2-.*+-<,+-'2-)3122-@<&1(3,-10-(&.121)1(3-)(=+,-10-.*+-=+&7-&+61'0-10-
>*1)*-.*+7-@3'':+4-10- 3(.+-/(0-.1:+,#-9*1,-.7%+-'2-2<0+&(&7-@+*(=1'<&;- 1#+#-<,106-.*+-
)(07'0F31B+- =(33+7,- (,- D.*+(.&+,E- >1.*- 4+0,+- )3<,.+&,- '2- 1041=14<(3- :(0F:(4+- )(=+,-
%3()+4-*16*-(@'=+-6&'<04;->1.*-0'-(..+0.1'0-4+='.+4-.'-.*+-)3',<&+-'&-)'0)+(3106-'2-
.*+-)'2210Y)'&%,+;-*(%%+0,-.'-*(=+-@++0-<,+4-10-.*+-(&+(-(.-'.*+&-.1:+,-10-*1,.'&7#-C2-





.*(0- .*(.- %&+,+0.+4- 10- .*1,- .*+,1,;- *(,- 3+4- :+- .'- .*+- )'0=1).1'0- .*(.- .1:+- 10- .*+-
*16*3(04,-4'+,-0'.-@+(.-.'-.*+-,(:+-&*7.*:-(,-.*+-*1,.'&1)(3-.1:+310+-'2-)1=131O(.1'0(3-
)+0.&+,- 10- .*+- %3(10,;- (04- )7)31)(3- 3'61),- (&+- 31B+37- .'- ().- <%'0- .*+- 2&'0.1+&#- 9*+-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4 Wu Hung 1995:133, Rawson 1999:24, Xuan Chen 2015:26. 
361
!,7,.+:(.1)-41,.(0)+-41,)'=+&+4-4<&106- 21+34>'&B-@+.>++0-](,.+&0-/(0- D%3(10E-:'4+3-




,'<.*-'2- .*+-M(06O1#-X*13+-:<)*-+22'&.->(,-4+='.+4-4<&106- ,<&=+7- .'-4122+&+0.1(.106-
97%+-?-)(=+,-,'<.*-'2-.*+-M(06O1;- 2&':-,+=+&(3-)+0.<&1+,L- 3(.+&-&')BF)<.-@<&1(3,->*1)*-
)*',+- ,1:13(&- 3(04,)(%+- ,+..106,- (04- :1:1)B+4- (- 2+>- '2- .*+- )*(&().+&1,.1),- '2- .*+-
](,.+&0-/(0-)(=+,;-C->(,-(3,'-(@3+-.'-,%+04-.1:+-10=+,.16(.106-.*+-41,.&1@<.1'0-'2-.*+,+-
3(.+&-)3122-)+:+.+&1+,#-C.-@+)(:+-)3+(&-.*(.-3(.+&-)3122-@<&1(3,->+&+-3')(.+4-'0-.&1@<.(&1+,-
>*1)*- ,<66+,.- (0'.*+&- )'0216<&(.1'0-'2- ().'&,-'0- .*+- &+61'0(3- &'<.+-0+.>'&B-'2- .*1,-
3(.+&- .1:+#-9(06-%+&1'4-)3122- )+:+.+&1+,-(3'06- .*+-d'06-W1=+&- 10-[+064<;- 2'&-+A(:%3+;-
>+&+-(33-)3<,.+&+4-(3'06-(-:(R'&-.&1@<.(&7-'2-.*+-M(06O1;-&(.*+&-.*(0-&+()*106-'<.-2'&-(-
&+:'.+-,+)'04F'&4+&-,.&+(:-(,->'<34-*(=+-@++0-.*+-)(,+-10-](,.+&0-/(0-.1:+,#-K'06-




%+&1'4- +04+(='<&,;- +:@+44+4- (,- .*+7- (&+- 10- .*+- 3(04,)(%+;- *(=+- '@=1'<,37- *(4- (-
)'0.10<'<,- 1:%().- '0- .*+- 1:(610(.1'0- '2- 2'33'>106- ,+..3+&,- '2- .*+- ,(:+- &+61'0,#-
$3.*'<6*- .*+,+- '@,+&=(.1'0,- +A)++4- .*+- )*&'0'3'61)(3- ,)'%+- '2- .*1,- .*+,1,- (04-
.*+&+2'&+-(&+-'037-10.&'4<)+4-@&1+237-*+&+-(.-.*+-+04;-1.-1,-0'.+>'&.*7-.'-:+0.1'0-*+&+-
*'>- ,1:13(&- :+)*(01,:,- '2- 2<0+&(&7- %&'4<).1'0- :16*.- @+- 0+6'.1(.+4- (.- 4122+&+0.-
:':+0.,-'2- 2&'0.1+&-*1,.'&7->*+0;-%+&*(%,;-,1:13(&-,1.<(.1'0,-'2-)<3.<&(3-)'0.().-(04-
+A)*(06+- (&+- (.- %3(7#- [&':- (- >14+&- %+&,%+).1=+;- .*+- %&+=1'<,37- 14+0.121+4- D2&'0.1+&-
.7%+E- '2- @<&1(3- )(=+,- ,'<.*- '2- .*+- M(06O1->*1)*->+&+- %&'4<)+4- 10- .1:+,- '2- C:%+&1(3-
)'33(%,+-(%%+(&,-(,-(-,%+)121)-*1,.'&1)(3-(4(%.(.1'0-'2-(->14+&;-.&(0,F*1,.'&1)(3-)(.+6'&7-




10.1. Three-layered recessed doors and niches in Shanshuping. Fengdu district, Chongqing municipality. 
Estimated to date from the Song period (10th-13th century CE). Cave height circa 80 cm. 
-
$-%'.+0.1(3-+A.+0,1'0-.'-.*1,-,.<47->'<34-(44&+,,-.*+->14+&-%+&,%+).1=+-'2-)3122-@<&1(3,-
10- K'<.*- 5*10(- (04- K'<.*+(,.- $,1(#- K<)*- )'0.10<+4;- 3'061.<410(3- *1,.'&1)(3- +0I<1&7-
>'<34- &+I<1&+- ,<&=+7106-:'&+- +A.+0,1=+37- .*+- +(,.+&0- ,14+- '2- .*+- 9*&++-N'&6+,- (04-
.*+- 0'&.*+&0- .&1@<.(&1+,- '2- .*+- M(06O1;- >*1)*- )'00+).- 1.- .'- .*+- )+0.&+,- '2- C:%+&1(3-
%'>+&#-9*+- 1023<+0)+-)':106- 2&':-.*+-/<0(0F/<@+1-%3(10- G2'&:+&-5*<H;- .*&'<6*- .*+-
M(06O1- 6'&6+,- (04- .*&'<6*- :(R'&- 23<=1(3- (A+,- ,<)*- (,- .*+- M<(0- W1=+&;- 1,- ,.133- %''&37-
<04+&,.''4- .'4(7#- /'>+=+&;- 1:%'&.(0.- &'<.+,- (&+- B0'>0- .'- *(=+- )'00+).+4- .*+-
6'&6+,-.'-.*+-0'&.*-(04-.'-.*+-+(,.-10-.*+-9*&++-a1064':,-%+&1'4#-$&)*(+'3'61)(3-4(.(-
'0- .':@,- '2- .*+- %',.F/(0- %+&1'4- 2'&- .*+- (&+(- 1,- 0'>- (=(13(@3+- (04- 3(&6+37- (>(1.106-
10.+&%&+.(.1'0#- /(043106- ,<)*- (- %&'R+).- >'<34- :+(0- .'- )'0.10<+- 10=+,.16(.106- .*+-
6+0+&(3-:'=+:+0.-'2- 41=+&,121)(.1'0-'2- &+61'0(3- )<3.<&+,- (2.+&- .*+-/(0-470(,.7#-c0+-
>'<34-*7%'.*+,1O+-.*(.-',.+0.(.1'<,-@<&1(3,-10-)(07'0-(04-%3(.+(<-3(04,)(%+,-(&+-.*+-
&+,<3.-'2-:':+0.,-'2-10)&+(,+4-)<3.<&+-)'0.().;-(04-.''3,-2'&-)3(1:106-3')(3-14+0.1.1+,#-
$,- :+0.1'0+4- (@'=+;- %&+31:10(&7- ,<&=+7- ,*'>+4- .*(.- 4122+&+0.- *1,.'&1)(3-





(01:(3,- (,- >+33- (,- ,)+0+,- '2- *<0.106;- 21,*106- (04- ,.')BF&(1,106;- 10- %(&.1)<3(&- *'&,+F
@&++4106#Q-[<&.*+&- %'.+0.1(3- :(.+&1(3- 2'&- )&',,F)<3.<&(3- )':%(&1,'0- 1,- %&'=14+4- @7-
Z(103(04- K'<.*+(,.- $,1(0- +A(:%3+,- '2- !P.*- )+0.<&7- )3122- @<&1(3,- 10- *16*3(04- (&+(,-
0+16*@'<&106-,.&'06- 3'>3(04-&1=+&10+-,.(.+,-,<)*-(,-$06B'&;-(04-+.*0'(&)*(+'3'61)(3-
)':%(&1,'0- )'<34-@+-%&'=14+4-@7- )'0.+:%'&(&7- )3122- @<&1(3,- 10- C,3(04- K'<.*+(,.-$,1(-




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Surveyed sites locations (2013-2016) 11.2.2.
 
N° Site name Lat Long 
1 Baishulin 28.90416667 106.4425000 
2 Chadian 29.74788889 107.4150556 
3 Changgou 28.69776667 106.4639222 
4 Changqiuwan 29.37377778 107.2265556 
5 Dashibao 29.46694444 107.0844444 
6 Dianyiping 29.72175 107.3884722 
7 Dongbingting 28.91388889 105.46583333 
8 Erdengyan 29.11000000 106.71972222 
9 Fanjiazui 28.25337316 105.9975221 
10 Guanduyan 28.57555556 106.0780556 
11 Guangting 28.91416667 105.4658333 
12 Guangzhuangkou 30.29472222 108.2827778 
13 Guankoucun 29.19983333 106.7048611 
14 Guanyinsi 29.83713333 107.9810278 
15 Huangsan 28.80555556 104.4080556 
16 Jinzhuwan 30.44194444 108.4233333 
17 Laodongyan 28.92666667 106.43750000 
18 Lianghecun 29.25161111 106.6608889 
19 Ma'anshan 28.5311166 105.7172668 
20 Madatang 29.46702778 107.0723333 
21 Maodingpo 29.47316667 107.1196389 
22 Mayuan Shishi 28.75638889 111.2794444 
23 Miaoziding 29.03944444 106.81194444 
24 Mingyue 29.46522222 107.0474167 
25 Nanjiang 29.83972222 107.9494444 
26 Qigedong 28.66972222 105.0202861 
27 Qigongzui 29.06941667 106.6651944 
28 Qikongdong 29.57475 106.9730278 
29 Qikongshi 29.41608333 107.0800556 
30 Qikongzi (Hubei) 30.4625 108.5222222 
31 
Qikongzi 
(Chongqing) 28.72583333 106.67583333 
32 Qikongzi Heba 28.93583333 106.43222222 
33 Qinlongshan 29.46475 107.09575 
34 Qinmu 29.49055556 107.1611111 
35 Qishubian 29.20958333 106.9294444 
36 Qiufaqikongzi 28.74561111 106.5996111 
37 Qixingyan 28.75444444 111.2802778 
38 Qixingyan B 28.75444444 111.2794444 
39 Sanchahe 28.48666667 106.4138889 
40 Sanmenzi 29.75183333 107.4010833 
41 Shanshuping 29.77166667 108.0011111 
42 Shatai 28.90861111 106.62416667 
43 Shibantan 30.49076201 108.4504175 
404
!N° Site name Lat Long 
44 Shihutou 28.82888889 106.78194444 
45 Shikan 28.70991944 106.3937389 
46 Shilongba 30.43388889 108.4615 
47 Shimahe 29.81472222 108.0102778 
48 Shixiangzi 29.46694444 107.0951389 
49 Shiyazi 29.47927778 107.1189444 
50 Shizizui 29.421 107.1149444 
51 Shuiying 29.73144444 107.3163056 
52 Songlinggang 28.79972222 106.74944444 
53 Suobian 29.23758333 106.693 
54 Tiantanggou 28.48598206 104.3340987 
55 Tonggengzi 28.88333333 106.44777778 
56 Toubayan 30.69055556 109.7541667 
57 Wumacun 29.23902778 106.7091944 
58 X 30.47 108.4477778 
59 Xiangziyan 28.753403 111.2816314 
60 Xiaojingxia 30.815 109.8441667 
61 Yanziwan 29.37275 107.2177778 
62 Yaojiahe 30.82166667 109.8444444 
63 Yutiantang 28.81611111 105.9861111 
 
 










• @,-)# (*&)(# 9%1)# ,4)# ,3# -,3)# $).*+&*,4(# %4$A,3# *4(+3*.&*,4(0# %4$# %77#
$).*+&*,4(A*4(+3*.&*,4(#')7,4B#&,#,4)#(*&)?#!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 A recapitulative table for all sites and all caves is provided in the General Appendix. 
405






%4$# *4(+3*.&*,4(# &,# )%+9#,&9)3?# C,# 3)+,3$# &9)# *4(+3*.&*,4(A$).*+&*,4(# 7,+%&*,4#,4# &9)#
+7*//# /%+)0# %&7%()(# %4$# 3).,3&(# 2(2%77"# 3)+,3$# &9)# 3)7%&*1)# .,(*&*,4# ,/#




























Sites, inscriptions, and depictions along the Qi River. 
#
C9)# 9)%$*4B(# ,/# &9)# %&&3*'2&)# +,72-4(# /,3# (*&)(# %4$# +%1)(# %(# 7*(&)$# *4# &9)# J)4)3%7#
;..)4$*E#%3)#7*(&)$#')7,85#
#
SITES • site_ID 
• location (nearest village, distance) 
• height over ground or water (m) 
• total surface (m2) / length of site (m) 
• orientation (N,S,E,W) 
• total number of caves 
• dating 
• reference (1996 and/or 2009) 
CAVES • site_ID 
• cave_ID 
• door_measurements (w x h, number of layers) 
• cave_measurements (l x w x h) 
• groundplan (square, rectangular, L, T, trapezoid)  
• annex  
o type (side/back wall niche, antechamber, trench, tunnel)  
o measurements (l x w x h) 
• ceiling (vault, barrel vault, flat, triangular, pyramidal) 
• coffin 
o number 
o type (stone, rock-cut, decorated) 
o measurements  (l x w x h) 







,/# (*&)# 4%-)# U# +%1)# 42-')3?# V,3# )E%-.7)0# &9)# W9%,"%4B# (*&)# *4# X*Y*%4B# W,24&"0#




&9)# *4(+3*.&*,4(A$).*+&*,4(# &3)%&)$#9)3)#%3)#4,&# 7,+%&)$# *4(*$)# &9)# +%1)(0#'2&# +%31)$#
,2&$,,3(0# ,4# &9)# +7*//# *4# ')&8))4# +%1)(?# C9)3)/,3)0# I# -%$)# ().%3%&)# &%'7)(# /,3#
*4(+3*.&*,4(#%4$#/,3#$).*+&*,4(0#3)7%&*4B#&9)-#&,#(*&)RIS#%4$#-)4&*,4*4B#&9)#+%1)#,47"#
89)4#&9)# &8,#')7,4B# &,B)&9)3?# I4(+3*.&*,4(#.3,1*$)#%#-,3)#.3)+*()#$%&)# &9%&#+%44,&#
')#%..7*)$#&,#&9)#89,7)#(*&)0#%4$#(,-)&*-)(#4,&#)1)4#&,#%#(*4B7)#+%1)?#!,3),1)30#&9)#
&%'7)# /,3# *4(+3*.&*,4# +,-'*4)(# /*E)$# $)(+3*.&*1)# &)3-(# 8*&9# &)E&2%7# /*)7$(# +,4&%*4*4B#
&3%4(+3*.&*,4(0#&3%4(7%&*,4(#%4$#+,--)4&%3*)(5#
#
INSCRIPTIONS  • site_ID 
• cave_ID (when clearly associated). 
• location of the inscription 
• size (surface, no. of characters, number of columns) 
• content 
• converted calendar date  
• translation 
• notes 
• illustration (photo, rubbing, line drawing) 
• reference 
Headings of the attribute columns for 49 inscriptions, simplified for the inscriptions table in 
appendix to Chapter 7. 
#
;7&9,2B9# *4(+3*.&*,4(# %3)# 2(2%77"# ')&&)3# $,+2-)4&)$# $2)# &,# &9)# 9*(&,3*,B3%.9*+%7#
,3*)4&%&*,4# ,/# W9*4)()# %3+9%),7,B"0# 32''*4B(# %3)# ,47"# %1%*7%'7)# /3,-# %# +,2.7)# ,/#
(,23+)(# $2)# &,# ',&9# &9)# 3)-,&)# 7,+%&*,4# ,/# &9)# (*&)(# %4$# &9)# 24(2*&%'*7*&"# ,/# (,/&#
(%4$(&,4)# /,3# 32''*4B# .23.,()(?# S).%3&*4B# /3,-# .2'7*(9)$# 32''*4B(# %4$# &)E&2%7#
$)(+3*.&*,4(# &,# /*4$# &9)# *4(+3*.&*,4# !"# $!%&0# I#9%1)#%$$)$#%#.9,&,B3%.9# &,# &9)# 3)+,3$?#
C9*(# 8%(# $,4)# 4,&# ,47"# &,# 3)(.,4$# &,# *((2)(# ,/# $)+*.9)3*4B# &9)# +9%3%+&)3(# $2)# &,#
24,3&9,$,E# (+3*.&# ,3# 3,+H# /%+)# 8)%&9)3*4B0# ,3# (*-.7"# &9)# 9*B97"# (2'Y)+&*1)# 3)(27&#





;(# /,3# &9)#$).*+&*,4(0# &9)*3#-%Y,3#42-')3#%4$#1%3*%&*,4#-%H)(# &9)#+7%((*/*+%&*,4#&%(H#
-,3)# $*//*+27&0# *4# &)3-(# ,/# 3)7*%'*7*&"# ,/# %3+9%),7,B*+%7# 3).,3&(# %4$# ,/# -"# ,84#
*4&)3.3)&%&*1)#(&%4$(?#C,# *772(&3%&)#&9)()#T2)(&*,4(0# I#9%1)#&3)%&)$# *4#$)&%*7# &8,#(*&)(0#
X*B)$,4B#%4$#X*B,4B\2*0#%4$#*$)4&*/*)$#-)&9,$,7,B*+%7#*((2)(#*4#&9)#&)3-*4,7,B"#2()$#
*4#',&9#W27&23%7#])7*+(#;&7%()(#%4$#%3+9%),7,B*+%7#3).,3&(#&,#$)/*4)#&)+94*T2)#%4$#(&"7)?#
;# +%&%7,B2)# ,/# $).*+&*,4(# *(# %&&%+9)$# *4# %..)4$*E# &,# W9%.&)3# ^0# 8*&9# %# (*-.7*/*)$#
1)3(*,4#,/#-"#3)+,3$#5#
#
DEPICTIONS  • site_ID 
408
!• cave_ID (when clearly associated). 
• indoor 
o location (doorframe, back/left/right/front wall, ceiling) 
o rock-cut coffin  (short side, long side, cover) 
o quarried coffin (short side, long side, cover)  
• outdoor panel or position relative to the cave opening " direction (above, below, left, right) " distance from cave opening 
• technique (rock-cut, high relief, low relief, line carving)  
• type or content 
Headings of the attribute columns for 51 depictions, simplified for the depictions catalogue in 











S3,4)# :0# %(()-'7)$# 8*&9# &9)# 9)7.# ,/# S3# N*2# _*%4B2,0# W;@@# ;3+9%),7,B"0# 8%(# %#
9)E%+,.&)3# *4# +%3',4# /*'3)# (&32+&23)0# 8*&9# `# 7)B(0# M# %3-(# %4$# %# .7%&/,3-?# :# -%*4#
+,4&3,77)3# *4# &9)# +)4&3)# ,/# &9)# .7%&/,3-# 8%(# +,44)+&)$# &,# M# (.))$# +,4&3,77)3(0#
&9)-()71)(# +,44)+&)$# &,# M# S%# _*%4B# 3,&,3(0# *4# %7&)34%&)# ,3$)30# &93,2B9# &9)# %3-(G#




-,$27)# +,4&3,77*4B# &9)#.,(*&*,4#,/# &9)#$3,4)?# C9)#'%&&)3"#8%(# /*E)$#24$)3# &9)#-%*4#
.7%&/,3-#8*&9#%4#%$9)(*1)#4)&0#24$)3#89*+9#+%-)#&9)#+%-)3%0#.7%+)$#*4#%#+%31)$#'7,+H#
,/# (.,4B)# %4$# )T2*..)$# 8*&9# %# 3)-,&)# &3*BB)3# +,44)+&)$# &,# &9)# -%*4# +,4&3,77)3#
01).23245?#;#@,4"#cddd#+%-)3%#8*&9#%#8*$)=%4B7)#7)4(#8%(#()+23)$#,4#&9)#9)E%+,.&)30#
89*+9#9%$#%#:d#-*42&)(# /7"*4B# %2&,4,-"0#.,*4&*4B#$,848%3$(?# Ldd# (T?-?# &*7)(#8)3)#




Drone 1. Source: courtesy of Liu Jianguo, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. 
#
I4# &9)# &9*3$#(&%B)#,/# (231)"0#%#K9%4&,-#e#$3,4)#.3,$2+)$#'"# &9)#'3%4$#S%Y*%4B#8%(#
2()$?#C9)#K9%4&,-#e#*(#%#T2%$+,.&)30#89*+9#-)%4(#7)((#3)(*(&%4+)#&,#(&3,4B#8*4$(0#'2&#
&9*(#*(#4,&#%#-%Y,3#.3,'7)-#/,3#&9)#8)%&9)3#*4#@,2&98)(&#W9*4%?#I4#+,-.)4(%&*,40#*&#*(#
)T2*..)$# 8*&9# %# '2*7&=*4# (&%'*7*\)3# %4$# %4&*=(9,+H# $)1*+)# <$)&)+&*4B# %..3,%+9*4B#
,'(&%+7)(>0#89*+9# 3)1)%7)$#)E&3)-)7"#2()/27# *4# &9)#$)4()7"=/,3)(&)$# 3*1)3(*$)(#89)3)#
+7*//#+)-)&)3*)(#%3)#7,+%&)$?#C9)#$3,4)Q(#/7"*4B#%2&,4,-"#*(#,/#%',2&#cd#-*42&)(0#%4$#*&#
+%4# ')# +,4&3,77)$# *4# %# LH-#8*$)# 3%4B)?# I4/,3-%&*,4# (2+9# %(# &9)# 9)*B9&0# (.))$# %4$#
.,(*&*,4#,/#&9)#$3,4)#*(#%1%*7%'7)#%&#%77#&*-)(0#%77,8*4B#,4)#&,#+,4&3,7#&9)#/7*B9&#-,3)#
)//*+*)4&7"0#'2&#%7(,#&,#B%*4#*--)$*%&)#H4,87)$B)#,4#&9)#(233,24$*4B(#,/#&9)#3,+H=+2&#
+)-)&)3*)(# %4$# &,# H)).# %# 3)+,3$#,/# &9)#$3,4)Q(# *&*4)3%3"?# @)1)3%7# ,&9)3# ,.&*,4(# %$$#

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































11.6. Appendix to Chapter 8: Depictions Catalogue 
 
11.6.1 Frequent motifs 
6.1.1 Fish 
6.1.2 Fish and bird 
6.1.3 Bird 
6.1.4 Horse  
11.6.2 Outliers 
6.2.1 Specific to the area 
6.2.2 Technological borrowings 
6.2.3 Iconographical borrowings 
11.6.3 Human figure  
6.3.1 Partial 
6.3.2 Full 
6.3.3 Scenes  
11.6.4 Indoor panel 
6.4.1 Figurative panel 
6.4.2 Coins 
6.4.3 Geometric patterns 
11.6.5 Ceiling ornament 
11.6.6 Architecture 
6.6.1 Tower 
6.6.2 Bracket set 
11.6.7 Type 1 Antechamber  
6.7.1 Huangsan 
11.6.8 Later rock-cut tomb 
6.8.1 Tang dynasty rock-cut burials in Hengshan!
468
6.1.1 Fish
6.1.1.1 Guangzhuangkou. 20cm w. right of door, indoor. one of a pair.
6.1.1.2 Jinzhuwan. 35cm w. right of door, indoor.
6.1.1.3 Miaoziding. 30cm w. left wall, indoor. one of a series of seven.
6.1.1.4 Miaoziding. 28cm w. left wall, indoor. one of a series of seven.
6.1.1.5 Qigongzui. 20cm w.outdoor.
6.1.1.6 Qigongzui. 25cm w. right wall, indoor.
6.1.1.7 Qigongzui. 25cm w. right wall, indoor.
6.1.1.8 Guangzhuangkou. 55cm w. right of door, indoor.
1       5
2       6
3       7
4       8
469
6.1.1 Fish
6.1.1.9 Erdengyan . 40cm h. indoor. series of three.
6.1.1.10 Sanchahe. 40cm w. right wall, indoor. 
6.1.2 Fish and bird
6.1.2.1 Miaoziding. 40cm w. left wall, indoor.
6.1.2.2 Qigedong. circa 50cm w. outdoor.
6.1.2.3 Sanchahe. 80cm w. above cave opening, outdoor.
9        10




6.1.3.1 Qigongzui. 15cm w. outdoor.
6.1.3.2 Qigongzui. 20cm w. outdoor.
6.1.3.3 Qigongzui. 18cm w. outdoor.
6.1.3.4 Qigongzui. 25cm w. outdoor.
6.1.3.5 Erdengyan. 45cm h. left wall, indoor.
6.1.3.6 Tonggengzi. 30cm h. on doorframe, overcut by later cave sealing chhannel.
1     2     
3         4    
5       6
471
6.1.4 Horse
6.1.4.1 Baishulin. 70cm w. left of cave opening, outdoor.
6.1.4.2 Qigongzui. 25cm w. left of cave opening, outdoor.
6.1.4.3 Miaoziding. 20cm w. right wall, indoor.
6.1.4.4 Miaoziding. 20cm w. right wall, indoor.
6.1.4.5 Qigedong. c 30cm w. outdoor.
6.1.4.6 Qigedong. c 40cm w. outdoor.










6.2.1 Specific to the area
6.2.1.1 Lianghecun. c 100cm w. right of cave opening, outdoor. (panel with unknown motifs)
6.2.1.2 Qigedong. c 120cm w. outdoor. (dragon)
1       
2       
473
6.2 Outliers
6.2.1 Specific to the area
6.2.1.3 Guangzhuangkou. 90cm w. outdoor.
6.2.1.4 Qigedong. 100cm w. outdoor. (tiger carrying a tower on its back)
3       
4       
474
6.2 Outliers
6.2.1 Specific to the area




6.2.1 Specific to the area
6.2.1.6 Shuanghetang. 15cm h. on unfinished cave, outdoor. (frog)
6.2.1.7 Shuanghetang. 20cm w.outdoor.
6.2.1.8 Shuanghetang. 10cm w. outdoor.
6.2.3.9 Yongjia. back wall, indoor. (Sun and moon, disc with a frog, pair of figures)
6                   7
9





6.2.2.1 Rongyan. (pair of pumpkins).
6.2.2.2 Shijiashan. (pair of pumpkins).
6.2.2.3 Erdengyan. (pair of pumpkins).
1       
2       




6.2.3.1 Qikongzi Heba. 20cm w. upper doorframe, outdoor. (butterfly-shaped symbol (sheng))





6.3.1 Partial (only the head)
6.3.1.1 Erdengyan. 15cm h. left side of doorframe, outdoor.
6.3.1.2 Qigongzui. 30cm h. left side of cave opening, outdoor. (wearing a horn-shaped hat).
6.3.1.3 Qigongzui. 20cm h. left side of cave opening, outdoor. (with a cross underneath).
6.3.2 Full
6.3.2.1 Miaoziding. 60cm h. right trench wall, outdoor. (on a pedestal with a hat and raised arm).
6.3.2.2 Miaoziding. 40cm h. back wall, indoor. (naked  and raised arm).
6.3.2.3 Qikongzi heba 70cm h.between two cave openings, outdoor. (with a hat and raised arm).
1    2    3




6.3.2.4 Youting. right of cave opening, indoor. (naked).
6.3.2.5 Shihutou. 65cm h. left of cave opening, outdoor. (lower part is animal).
6.3.2.6 Shihutou. 35cm h. back wall, indoor. (wearing a coat and a hat).
6.3.2.7 Qigongzui. 40cm h. left of cave opening (overcut), outdoor. (wearing a coat and a hat).
6.3.2.8 Shuanghetang. 18cm h. on unfinished cave opening, outdoor. (dressed and holding a 
fan)
6     7     8




6.3.2.9 Miaoziding. 15cm w. back wall, indoor. (resembles a monkey).
6.3.2.10 Shixiangzi. 20cm h. back wall, indoor.(dressed).
6.3.2.11 Shibantan. 18cm h.right wall, indoor.(dressed).
6.3.2.12 Qigedong. 25cm h. outdoor. (warrior).
6.3.3  Scenes
6.3.3.1 Changgou. right of door, indoor. (procession of two dressed figures holding a staff).
9    10    11   12
1     
 
6     7     8
481
6.3.3  Scenes
6.3.3.2 Erdengyan(120cm w) and detail (20cm w). left wall, indoor. (dancers and flute player).






6.4.1.1 Miaoziding. 100cm w. (with horses, chariot, human figure, storied structure, etc.).







6.4.2.1 Guangzhuangkou. 30cm w. ceiling, indoor.
6.4.2.2 Erdengyan. 35cm w. back wall, indoor. 
6.4.3 Geometric Patterns
6.4.3.1 Baishulin. 40cm w. left wall above niche, indoor. (example of a patterned rectangle).
1            2 




6.4.3.3 Shilongba. 250cm w. back wall, indoor. (example of fishscale pattern).































6.6.1.1 Lianghecun. c 60cm h. left of cave opening, outdoor.
6.6.1.2 Qigedong. c 60cm h. outdoor.
6.6.1.3 Yutiantang. 50cm h. left wall, indoor.
6.6.1.4 Daokaimen. 45cm h. left of cave opening, outdoor.
6.6.1.5 Qigedong. c 120cm h. between two cave openings, outdoor. (flanked by serpent-tailed  
 creatures holding the sun and moon disc: fuxi and nuwa).
1             2 




6.6.1.1 Guanzhuangkou. c 65cm h. right of cave opening, indoor.
6.6.1.2 Guanzhuangkou. c 70cm h. right of cave opening, indoor.
6.6.1.3 Jinzhuwan. 60cm h. left of cave opening, indoor.
6.6.1.4 Qiufaqikongzi. c 60cm h. left on doorframe, indoor.
6.6.1.5 Qikongzi heba. c 50cm h. left on doorframe, indoor.
6.6.1.6 Qigedong. c 75cm h. right on doorframe, indoor.
1     2     3




6.6.1.8 Sanchahe. 70cm h. outdoor.
6.6.1.9 Qikongzi. c 50cm h. outdoor.
6.6.1.10 Jinzhuwan. 80cm h. left wall, indoor.
8         9
10
492
6.7 Type 1 Antechamber
6. 7.1. Huangsan
Only the outdoor facade and the antechamber are decorated, while the walls of the burial 
chambers remain plain. the architectural decoration is a combination of towers, bracket sets and 
roof cornices. Human figures and animals are integrated in this framework. The craftmanship 




6.8 Later rock-cut tomb
6.8.1 Tang dynasty rock-cut tomb in Hengshan
Located south of Yibin, this site is atypical for its time. In the Sichuan basin, under the Tang, 
underground chambers are built out of assembled sandstone stone blocks. The tombs are 
heavily decorated, with large sized human figures. The guardians flanking the cave openings in 
Hengshan are carved in a naive style, but Tang dynasty weapons and dress are recognizeable.
495
!11.7. General Appendix 
 
The site_ID, and when such information is available, the cave_ID are unique identifiers 
composed as following: 1st letter of province + 1st letter of county + pinyin initials of site 
name + cave number.  
For example, the Chaoyang site in Qijiang County, Chongqing City, 
corresponds to the site_ID: C-Q-cy. Cave No.1 in the Chaoyang site 
corresponds to the cave_ID: C-Q-cy-1.  
Below are the corresponding letters for Municipality/province and district/county: 
 
Chongqing C Banan B   
Fengdu FE   
Fuling F   
Jiangjin J   
Nanchuan N   
Qijiang Q   
Shizhu S   
Wansheng W   
Guizhou  G Zunyi Z Chishui  C 
Xishui  X 
Hubei HB Badong B   
Efeng EF   
Enshi E   
Jianshi J   
Laifeng LA   
Lichuan L   
Xianfeng X   
Xuan’en XU   
Hunan H Changde C Taoyuan  T 
Huaihua H Huaihua H 
Xiangxi X Baojing  B 
Guzhang  G 
Yongshun  Y 
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!2014, after the Three Gorges dam was built). Source: 28°56'8.87"N and 
106°26'9.90"E. Google Earth. 2017. last date of access August 25, 2017. 
5.27. Flooding lines on the boulder in Qikongzi heba. Qijiang district, Chongqing 
municipality. 
5.28. Zhenxi Tributary area, with respects to the towns of Dongxi and Ganshui. Qijiang 
district, Chongqing municipality. 
5.29. A decorated niche-like cave in Songlingang. Qijiang district, Chongqing 
municipality. 
5.30. Minor routes among major routes south of the Yangzi. 
 
6. Type 2 cemeteries and burial caves along the Qi River 
6.1. Surveyed cemeteries in the Qi River area and its outskirts. 
6.2. Distribution of Type 2 dated caves south of the Yangzi. 
6.3. Distribution of Type 2 dated caves among the Qi River sites. 
6.4. Number of dated caves by 10 year bins. 
6.5. Proportion of dated caves and caves for which measurements are available 
within the wider dataset of caves in the Qi River. 
6.6. Cemeteries with more than 15 caves in the upper, middle and lower Qi River 
area. 
6.7. The Baishulin site, inside the bend of a meander of the Qingxi River. Qijiang 
district, Chongqing municipality. 141-210 CE. 
6.8. View from Baishulin to the river meander. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 
6.9.  Burial cliffs with effigies of the dead at Lema. Tana Toraja, South Sulawesi, 
Indonesia. Early 20th century. Source: Kis-Jovak 1988:60. 
6.10. Distance between tombs within the same site. Source: courtesy of Qijiang district 
archaeological office 2009. 
6.11. Distance between caves in Qikongzi. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 
6.12. Aerial View of Tonggengzi site showing the available boulders and the chosen 
ones. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. Source: 28°52'32.42"N and 
106°27'18.93"E. Google Earth. 2017. last date of access August 25, 2017. 
6.13. Landscape in Tonggengzi. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 
6.14. Formation process of a cave group in Qigedong, based on dated inscriptions next 
to cave openings. A – B – C – D – E – F. Changning county, Sichuan province. 
6.15. Three types of caves in Type 2 cemeteries. 
6.16. Volume of dated caves in cubic metres. 
6.17. Jiepai site (big sized cemetery), Guanyinyan, and Songlinggan. Qijiang district, 
Chongqing municipality. Source: courtesy of Qijiang district archaeological office 
2009. 
6.18. Line-carved ceiling of a niche-like cave in Qikongzi. Lichuan county, Hubei 
province. 
6.19. Contemporaneous chamber (159 CE; 215cm deep and 147cm wide) and niche 
(160-169 CE; 80cm deep and 170cm wide) in Changgou. Jiangjin district, 
Chongqing municipality. 
6.20. Sandstone boulder in Laodongyan. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 
6.21. Relation between cave width and cave depth for 117 caves for which 
measurements are known in the Qi river area. 
6.22. Dated caves in Baishulin. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 
6.23. Recessed openings for 299 caves for which the number of recessions is known. 
Source: Archaeological Atlas by Province 2002-2009 and 3rd National 
Archaeological Survey 2009. 
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!6.24. Proportion of single (1), double (2) and triple-recessed openings (3) for 34 dated 
caves.  
6.25. Proportion of unrecessed, single, double and triple recessed doors for 41 
cemeteries for which all door shapes are known. Source: 3rd National 
Archaeological Survey in Qijiang district 2009. 
6.26. Volume of unrecessed, recessed, double-recessed and triple-recessed caves in 
cubic metres for 274 caves for which number of recessions and cave volume are 
known. Source: Archaeological Atlas by Province 2002-2009 and 3rd National 
Archaeological Survey 2009. 
6.27. Examples of 4-layered recessed doorframes in Lishugang and Xianligang M1. 
Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. Source: courtesy of Qijiang district 
archaeological office 2009. 
6.28. Rock tomb sealed by a wooden cover. Tana Toraja, South Sulawesi, Indonesia. 
Early 20th century. Source: Kis-Jovak 1988:61.  
6.29. Re-used cave in Chaoyang with added holes to seal the cave. Qijiang district, 
Chongqing municipality. 
6.30. Gutter above a door of cave no.6 Qigongzui, Qijiang district, Chongqing 
municipality. Circa 179-181 CE. 
6.31. Decorated lintel above door of cave no.4. Qigongzui, Qijiang district, Chongqing 
municipality. 181 CE. 
6.32. Stepped door of cave no.1. in Shuanghetang. Qijiang district, Chongqing 
municipality. 181 CE. 
6.33. Unfinished cave with triple-recessed door in Guling Qinlongshan. Banan district, 
Chongqing municipality. 
6.34. Attempts at rubbing a que pillar in Qu County (渠县), Chongqing municipality. 
1914. Photograph by Segalen. 13 x 18cm. Source: Photographic archive of 
Musée Guimet. Reproduced In Ghesquière et al. 2005:124.  
6.35. An illustration after the textual description of the funerary pillar of Wang Zhizi 王
稚子 in Qu county, Chongqing municipality. Source: Originally accompanying a 
description by Hong Kuo 洪适 (1117-1184 CE) in the Li Shi 隸釋 (1181 CE). This 
version is reproduced from Fig. 32 in Segalen 1917:123. 
6.36. Three first steps in cutting a cave in sandstone. 
6.37. Idealised carving sequence for a chamber-like cave. 
6.38. Unfinished cave in Qigongzui, Qijiang county, Chongqing municipality. 
6.39. Cave no.1. in Shuanhetang. Qijiang county, Chongqing municipality. 181 CE. 
6.40. A-B) Symmetric pair of holes. C) Grooved hole. D-E) Paired series of three holes 
by a stepped door. Xiaoba. Chezi district, Leshan city, Sichuan province. 
6.41. View of Experiment no.1. June 2015. 
6.42. Calendar of Experiment no.1. 
6.43. View of Experiment no.2. June 2015. 
6.44. Sketch of carving sequence from day 1 to day 5, with stage 4 as rejected by the 
masons. 
6.45. Calendar of Experiment no.2. 
6.46. Collected sandstone samples. 
6.47. Timing of sample collection. 
6.48. Niche, tunnel and chamber superimposed. 
6.49. Three types of ceilings placed in a carving sequence. 
 
7. Comparative study of inscriptions in Type 1 and Type 2 burial caves 
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!7.1. Qigedong site. Changning County, Sichuan province. 122-178 CE. 
7.2. Rock-cut burials with decorated wooden doors. Tana Toraja, South Sulawesi, 
Indonesia. Early 20th century. Source: Kis-Jovak 1988:61.  
7.3. Washing-bones Miao (xigu Miao 洗骨苗). Untitled and Anonymous. Circa 1797. 
Source: Entry no. 49 in Deal and Hostetler 2006:98. 
7.4. Chen陳 family name on door lintel in Xiaoba. Leshan city, Sichuan province. 
7.5. Inscribed lintel in Leipishi. Nanchuan district, Chongqing municipality. 97cm wide. 
133 CE. 
7.6. Xiang 襄 written over dancing figures in Taliangzi M3. Santai county, Sichuan 
province. 80cm w. Source: Fig.11 in Huo Wei 2009:70.  
7.7. Dancing figures in Erdengyan. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 130cm w. 
7.8. Symbol in Qigedong. Changning county, Sichuan province. circa 122-178 CE. 35 
cm w. 
7.9. Graph on back wall of a niche-like cave in Songlingang. Qijiang district, 
Chongqing municipality. circa 215 CE. 60cm h. 
7.10. Details of an inscribed stone slab (possibly a door) kept in the Hejiang Museum, 
Sichuan province. 101 CE. Character height 15-20cm. 
7.11. Elongated left leg of the characters 交/父 and   in the ‘⼝口赏多⽯石’ inscription, 
Shuanghetang. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 181 CE. Character 
height 5-15cm. 
7.12. Rubbing and detail of the inscription in Baishulin M1. Qijiang district, Chongqing 
municipality. 141 CE. Character height 5-15cm. Source: Fig.3 in Ma 
Wei 2012:167.  
7.13. Horizontal stroke, elongation, simplification in the inscription in Experiment no.1. 
June 2015. 
 
8. Comparative study of depictions in Type 1 and Type 2 burial caves 
8.1. Li Falin’s classification of pictorial stones. Source: Li Falin 1965:199-200 and 
203. 
8.2. Yang Boda’s classification of pictorial stones. Source: Yang Boda 1987:5. 
8.3. Luo Erhu’s classification of pictorial stones. Source: Luo Erhu 2001:65-6. 
8.4.  Unfinished image in Baodingshan. Dazu county, Chongqing municipality. 9th-
10th century CE. 
8.5. Ink rubbing of the “Hymn of the Western Passage” (Xi xia song ⻄西峽頌). 171 CE. 
200cm h x 100cm w. 
8.6. Number of depictions by cave in the Qi river area (n=133). 
8.7. Proportion of depictions in dated Qi river caves (n=34). 
8.8. Proportion of carving techniques in the Qi River area (n=133). 
8.9. Indoor panel in Suobian. Banan district, Chongqing municipality. 50cm h x 90cm 
w. 
8.10. Rubbing of a bird + fish+ boat in Sanchahe. Xishui county, Guizhou province. 
215-223 CE. Source: courtesy of Xishui county archaeological office. 80cm w. 
8.11. Bird + frog + human figure in Shuanghetang. Qijiang district, Chongqing 
municipality. Carved next to an inscription dated 181 CE. 20cm h. 
8.12. Outdoor Horse in Baishulin. Qijiang district, Chongqing muncipality. Carved next 
to an inscription dated 172-178 CE. 50cm h x 80cm w. 
8.13. Wheels of a chariot in Suobian. Banan district, Chongqing muncipality. 60 cm w. 
8.14. Butterfly-shaped symbol (sheng 勝) (12cm w.), pair of figures holding sun and 
moon disks and rock-cut bird (20cm w.) on door lintel in Shihutou, Qijiang district, 
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!Chongqing muncipality. Found in the same group of caves as an inscription 
dated 122 CE.  
8.15. Single gourd in Erdengyan. Qijiang district, Chongqing muncipality. Door width 
125cm. 
8.16. Rock-cut rooftiles on lintel above cave no.2 in Qigongzui. Qijiang district, 
Chongqing muncipality. circa 179-181 CE.  
8.17. Interlacing lines. Right of cave no.2 in Qigongzui. Qijiang district, Chongqing 
muncipality. circa 179-181 CE. 
8.18. Rock-cut rooftiles in Guanyindong. Neijiang City, Sichuan Province.  
8.19. Rock-cut pair of human figures in Qikongzi. Lichuan county, Hubei province. 
8.20. Line drawing of a rock-cut façade in Leshan city, Sichuan province. Source : 
Segalen 1917 :196. To the right are abbreviated forms of architecture from Type 
2 caves south of the Yangzi. 
8.21. Maiden at the half-opened door in Bailinpo M1. Santai county, Sichuan province. 
Door height 130cm.  
8.22. Half-opened door in Citangpo M9. Anyue county, Sichuan province. Door height 
10cm. 
8.23. Maiden at the half-opened door in Citangpo M9. Anyue county, Sichuan province. 
8cm h. 
8.24. Opened door in Citangpo M9. Anyue county, Sichuan province. 8cm h. 
8.25. Set of ceramic grave goods placed next to a rock-cut architectural model. 
Bailinpo M2. Santai county, Sichuan province. Source: Fig.219 in Santai: 2007. 
8.26. Uninscribed que pillar in Pujiawan. Qu county, Sichuan province. Estimated to 
date from the late Eastern Han period (2nd to 3rd century CE). 537cm h. 
8.27. Outdoor line-carved que in Dongsanzhai. Shizhu autonomous prefecture, 
Chongqing municipality. 60cm h. 
8.28. Line-carved tower with inscription on the cliff face left of Qigedong M4. 
Changning county, Sichuan province. 
8.29. “Heavenly gate (tian men 天門)” depicted on a coffin excavated in Guithoushan. 
Jianyang county, Sichuan province. 50cm h x 40cm w. 
8.30. Facade of rock-cut antechamber in Huangsan. Yibin city, Sichuan province. 
8.31. Overcut line-carved tower in Guanzhuangkou. Shizhu district, Chongqing 
municipality. 
8.32. Front view of the central pillar in Bailinpo M4. Santai county, Sichuan province. 
8.33. Front view of the central pillar in Taliangzi M1. Santai county, Sichuan province. 
8.34. Detail of the central pillar in Taliangzi M1. Santai county, Sichuan province. 
8.35. Groundplan and section of Bailinpo M4. Santai county, Sichuan province. 
Source: Fig.1-4. in Ma Xiaoliang 2012:83. 
8.36. Back of the central pillar in Bailinpo M4. Santai county, Sichuan province. 
8.37. Line-carved dougong in Tonggengzi. Qijiang district, Chongqing Muncipality. Wall 
height 140cm. 
8.38. Wall dressing in Erdengyan. Qijiang district, Chongqing Muncipality. Wall width 
340cm. 
8.39. Rubbing and proportions of a tower in Citangpo M8. 125cm h x 68cm w. Anyue 
county, Sichuan province. 
8.40. Wall dressing in Qikongzi heba. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. Circle 
diameter 12 cm. 
8.41. Line drawing of a back wall panel dressing in Yongjia. Tongliang district, 
Chongqing Municipality. 160cm h x 170cm w. 
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!8.42. Dressing patterns on back wall and rock-cut coffin in Chaqishan M1. Bishan 
county, Chongqing municipality.  Source: Fan Peng et al. 2012:30.  
8.43. Groundplan of Qigongzui and limits of panels. Qijiang district, Chongqing 
municipality. 250cm w. 
8.44. Content of panels in Qigongzui. 
8.45. Indoor space and location of fish in Qigongzui M4. Qijiang district, Chongqing 
municipality.115cm w x 80cm h. 
8.46. Indoor panel A in Qigongzui M1. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 100cm 
w. 
8.47. Outdoor panel F in Qigongzui M7. Qijiang district, Chongqing municipality. 240cm 
w x 263cm h. 
8.48. Panels in Qigedong. Changning county, Sichuan province. 122-178 CE. Source: 
Luo Erhu 2005:280.  
8.49. Low relief birds superimposed to a line-carved figure in Panel C, Qigedong. 
Changning county, Sichuan province. 
8.50. Rock-cut coffin and line-carved wall carvings in Miaoziding. Qijiang district, 
Chongqing municipality. Cave width 160 cm. 
8.51. Three types of carvings found in rock-cut burials. 
8.52. Cross on a coffin cover. Luzhou city, Sichuan province. Courtesy of the Luzhou 
Museum. 
8.53. Pair of creatures on the short side of an unfinished stone coffin in Zhuwapu. 
Pixian county, Sichuan province. 90cm h x 82cm w. Source: Gao Wen 2011:134. 
8.54. Facade, ground plan and section of cave no.6 in Qigedong. Changning county, 
Sichuan province. Source: Qigedong 1985:45. 
8.55. Panel B. Qigedong. Changning county, Sichuan province. 122-125 CE. Source: 
Luo Erhu 2005:284. 
8.56. Tower flanked by serpent-tailed creatures between caves no.3 and 4. Qigedong. 
Changning county, Sichuan province. 120cm h. 
8.57. Ink rubbing of a battle scene on long side of rock-cut coffin in cave no.4 in 
Qigedong. Changning county, Sichuan province. 200cm w. Source: Qigedong 
1985:49. 
8.58. Ink rubbing of an acrobats scene on long side of rock-cut coffin in cave no.7 in 
Qigedong. Changning county, Sichuan province. 200cm w. Source: Qigedong 
1985:49. 
8.59. Details and line drawing of Panel C, cave no.5 in Qigedong. Changning county, 
Sichuan province. Source: Luo Erhu 2005:287. 
8.60. Progressive visibility in Qigedong. 
8.61. Line-carved shrine flanked by two que towers in Changgou. Jiangjin district, 
Chongqing muncipality. 
8.62. Photograph by Graham of model no.1 with his note on the verso. Source: 
courtesy of Sichuan University Museum.  
8.63. Photograph by Graham of model 2. Source: Fig. 1 in Graham 1936. 67cm h. 
8.64. Upper part of a clay model excavated in Lijialiangzi M1. Jintang county, Chengdu 
municipality. Now in Chengdu Municipal Museum. 
8.65. Tripartite back of part of a clay model excavated in Lijialiangzi M1. Jintang 
county, Chengdu municipality. Now in Chengdu Municipal Museum. 65 cm h. 
8.66. Profile of a clay model excavated in Yibin municipality, Sichuan province. Source: 
courtesy of Sichuan University Museum. 67 cm h. 
8.67. Clay model excavated in Baihua. Yibin municipality, Sichuan province. Now in 
Chengdu City Museum. 70 cm h. 
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!8.68. Detail of the stand-alone peak and platform, last step on the itinerary of the soul. 
Clay model excavated in Baihua. Yibin municipality, Sichuan province. Now in 
Chengdu Municipal Museum. 
8.69. Detail of the mountain top, with a seated figure wearing a tripartite hat, 
resembling the Queen Mother of the West. Baihua. Yibin municipality, Sichuan 
province. Now in Chengdu Municipal Museum. 
8.70. Detail from a clay model excavated in Lijialiangzi M3. Jintang county, Chengdu 
municipality. Now in Chengdu Municipal Museum.  
8.71. Clay model excavated in Lijialiangzi M2. Jintang county, Chengdu municipality. 
Now in Chengdu Municipal Museum. 
8.72. Detail of the Sun or Moon holder (Fuxi or Nuwa) wearing a tripartite hat, on top of 
the left peak. Lijialiangzi M2. Jintang county, Chengdu municipality. Now in 
Chengdu Municipal Museum. 
 
9. Discussion 
9.1. The dendritic market network. Source: Hirth 1978:38. 
 
10. Conclusion 
10.1. Three-layered recessed doors and niches in Shanshuping. Fengdu district, 
Chongqing municipality. Estimated to date from the Song period (10th-13th 





The sources for this study are mainly archaeological, while textual sources are used to 
reconstruct the historical geography of the area, and situations were the agency of cliff 
burials in the landscape and on their viewers are reported. 
 
A section on map datasets, principally from the CHGIS project, indicates the type of 
basic information available to construct my maps. 
 
Historical sources are generally transmitted official histories or texts attached to the 
area and period (Hanshu, Hou Hanshu, Huayang guo zhi), apart from the epigraphic 
material found in the cliff tombs in existing compilations (Gao Wen 1990) and collected 
during fieldwork. Gsome iven the locational accent of this study and the exercise in 
long term fronter history, some geographical treatises (Shuijing zhu, Yuanhe junxian 
tuzhi) and collected stories or travel diaries (Chaoye Qianzai) have been used. Works 
of compilation and analysis (Yang Gengwang 1986; Byon 1979) are essential guides in 
accessing these sources. 
 
Major references include atlases published after the 3rd National Archaeological Survey 
for all the Provinces covered by this study (Atlas), as well as the volumes published in 
the decade after the Three Gorges rescue archaeology project (Chongqing 1997-2001). 
Archaeological reports published in academic journals for specific sites are also 
compiled here (Qigedong 1985; Santai 2007). However, the bulk of the material was 
collected through personal survey in the years 2014 and 2015, or derived from the 3rd 
National Archaeological Survey Database shared by local archaeological offices at the 
county, District or municipal level (National Archeological Survey unpublished data 
2009). 
 
Monographs (Jiang Xiaochun 2010), unpublished PhD thesis (Luo Erhu 2001; He 
Shiwei 2012) as well as preliminary surveys published in academic journals (Deng Hui 
1990; Wang Yu 2004) form the secondary literature in Chinese language. 
 
Publications in Western languages treat the area and the topic concerned by this study, 
sometimes under the form of unpublished PhD (Mengoni 2004; Miller 2011) or 
monographs (Chen Xuan 2015) or case study-based articles (Erickson 2003). Some 
recent archaeological monographs reconsider the centre-periphery paradigm (Flad and 
Chen Pochan 2013) and the linearity of cultural assimilation in the Highlands area (Yao 
2015). 
 
The section on secondary literature also features a few key works on Han funerary art 
and conceptions (Brown 2007; Wu Hung 2011), Later Han history and society as well 
as the longue durée of the Southwest frontier (Bin Yang 2009; Scott 2009). 
 
Theoretical works mainly cover the themes of funerary spaces and places (Bloch 1971), 
culture contact (Barth 1969), collapse theory (Yoffee and Cowgill 1991), prehistoric 




! Map datasets 13.1
CHGIS. China Historical Geographic Information System. Versions 4 and 5. 2001-2010. 
Fairbank Center for Chinese Studies and the Institute for Chinese Historical 
Geography at Fudan University http: //www.fas.harvard.edu/~chgis/ (last accessed 
on 15 May 2014) 
• ‘ChinaW Dataset’ 2007. Yue Zumou, William Skinner, and Mark Henderson. 
University of California, Regional Systems Analysis Project. 
• ‘Physiographic Macroregions’ 2007. William Skinner, Mark Henderson, and Yue 
Zumou. University of California, Regional Systems Analysis Project. 
• ‘GNS China 1990 Placenames in Sichuan Province’ derived from ‘GNS Country 
Files, China.’ Geographic Names Database (c) 2000 U.S. Board on Geographic 
Names Public Domain Dataset 
• ‘Time Series.’ Updated January 2012. 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). GeoNetwork Portal http: 
//www.fao.org/geonetwork/srv/en/ (last accessed on 15 May 2014)  
• ‘Hydrological Basins in Southeast Asia (derived from Hydrosheds)’ 2005. Updated 
january 2009. Scale 1: 5,000,000. http: 
//www.fao.org/geonetwork/srv/en/metadata.show?id=37039. 
Natural Earth Data. http: //www.naturalearthdata.com/downloads/10m-physical-
vectors/10m-ocean/ (last accessed 24 june 2017) “Ocean map”. Version 3.0.0.  
‘SRTM 90m Digital Elevation Data’ http: //srtm.csi.cgiar.org/. 2005. Updated April 2013. 
Scale 1: 250,000. (SRTM3N28E104V1, SRTM3N28E105V1, SRTM3N28E106V1, 
SRTM3N29E106V1, SRTM3N29E105V1, SRTM3N29E104V1). 
United States Geological Survey (USGS). http: //earthexplorer.usgs.gov/. (last accessed 
on 15 May 2014). ‘ASTER 30m Digital Elevation Data.’ (ASTGTM2_N24E105 to 
N24E112, N25E105 to N25E112, N26E105 to N26E112, N27E105 to N27E112, 
N28E102 to N28E112, N29E102 to N29E112, N30E102 to N30E112, N31E102 to 
N31E112). 
 
 Historical texts 13.2
Academia Sinica Chinese Calendar Converter. http: //sinocal.sinica.edu.tw/ (last 
accessed on 20 March 2014) 
Chaoye qianzai 朝野僉載 by Zhang Zhuo張鷟 (ca.660-740) Zhonghua shuju中華書局
(1979) 2012.  
Ciyuan 辭源. Shangwu yinshuguan商務印書館 1979. 
Gua Dizhi 括地志 (Tang dynasty geographic treatise) by Li Tai 李泰 (618-652 CE), 
annotated by He Cijun賀次君. Zhonghua shuju中華書局 2005. 
Handian Online Dictionary. http: //www.zdic.net/ (last accessed on 20 March 2014). 
• Hanshu漢書 (Book of Han) by Ban Gu班固. Dingwen shuju ⿍鼎⽂文書局 1986. 
Hanyu da cidian 漢語⼤大詞典. Luo Zhufeng (Ed.). in 12 volumes and Appendix on 
Measures and Weights by Wang Guanying ⺩王冠英 (Vol.13). Hanyu da cidian 
chubanshe 漢語⼤大詞典出版社 1994. 
Hanshu漢書 (Book of Han; 1st century CE) by Ban Gu班固. Zhonghua shuju中華書局
1962. 
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!Hou Hanshu 後漢書 (Book of Later Han) by Fan Ye范曄 (398-445 CE). Zhonghua shuju
中華書局 1971.  
Huayang guozhi jiaozhu 華陽國志校注 (Records of the Lands South of Mt. Hua) by 
Chang Qu常璩 (291-361 CE).  
• 1984. Annotated by Liu Lin劉琳. Bashu shushe巴蜀書社 1984. 
• 1987. Annotated by Ren Naiqiang乃強 Huayang guozhij iaobu tuzhu華陽國志校補
圖注. Shanghai duji chubanshe上海古籍出版社 1987. 
Jinshi lu jiaozheng ⾦金⽯石錄校証  (Records of Metal and Stone; 1129 CE) by Zhao 
Mingchen 趙明誠. Guangxi shifandaxue chubanshe廣⻄西師範⼤大學出版社 2005. 
Laozi bianhua jing ⽼老⼦子變化經 (Classic of the Transformations of Laozi). London, British 
Library, MS Stein 2295. 
Qijiang xian zhi 綦江縣志  (1825-35: National Library Beijing; 1863-67: Library of 
Congress; 1883-1915: HR Taipei - Hsueh-sheng shu chu Reprints 學⽣生書局, 1935: 
Taiwan). 
Scripta Sinica Database 漢籍全⽂文資料庫. http: //hanchi.ihp.sinica.edu.tw/ihp/hanji.htm 
(last accessed on 20 march 2014) 
• Hanshu漢書 by Ban Gu班固. Dingwen shuju中華書局 1972. 
• Hou Hanshu 後漢書 by Fan Ye范曄. Dingwen shuju⿍鼎⽂文書局 1981. 
• Quan Tangwen 全唐⽂文 (compiled in 1818 CE). Zhonghua shuju  中華書局 1982. 
• Shiji 史記 (Historical Records) by Sima Qian 司⾺馬遷. Dingwen shuju ⿍鼎⽂文書局
1981. 
• Shisan jing zhu shu ⼗十三經注疏 (Thirteen Classics) by Ruan Yuan阮元 (1764-
1849 CE). Yiwen yinshuguan藝⽂文印書館 1965. 
Sanguo zhi 三國志 by Chen Shou陳壽 (233-297 CE). Zhonghua shuju中華書局 1971. 
Shiji 史記 (Historical Records) by Sima Qian司⾺馬遷 (145-86 BCE). Zhonghua shuju中
華書局 1972. 
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